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Abstract. 
Colloidal suspensions offer the level of control necessary to assemble and form novel 
equilibrium, and non-equilibrium states. The realm of colloidal suspensions is vast and ripe with 
opportunities for synthesizing new materials possessing superlative physical characteristics. In 
this thesis we focus on colloidal liquids and the diverse non-equilibrium soft solids they can 
form, and how quenched disorder can be used to drive equilibrium assembly. These fundamental 
science topics are highly relevant for materials science and engineering applications. 
Chapters 2 through 5 focus predominantly on slow dynamics, kinetic arrest and non-
equilibrium soft solid properties and their unique applications. In Chapter 2 we explore the subtle 
interplay between colloidal liquid-gas macrophase separation, percolation, kinetic arrest, and 
space spanning gelation of short ranged attractive spherical and non-spherical colloids. We 
address the recent claim that space spanning gelation is solely a product of spinodal 
decomposition. Our key finding is that the kinetic gel line does not scale with either interactions 
or particle shape in the same manner as the spinodal and percolation boundaries suggesting 
highly non-universal behavior. In Chapter 3 we develop and apply a statistical dynamical theory 
for dense isotropic sphere-rod mixtures as a function of attraction strength, aspect ratio, and 
composition. Up to seven transiently localized phases are predicted and dynamical complexity 
increases with rod aspect ratio. The elastic shear modulus and absolute yield stress are predicted 
to undergo order of magnitude variation upon crossing non-equilibrium phase boundaries. In 
Chapters 4 and 5 we develop a new, non-replica based approach to treat the thermodynamics and 
structure of hard sphere glasses in 3 dimensions and greater. Novel predictions emerge for the 
glass transition and jamming densities and excellent agreement with recent simulations in 
elevated dimensions (above 3) is presented. In three dimensions we also explicitly probe the 
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glass pair structure upon approach to jamming. Multiple distinctive features of jamming are 
recovered and the results are compared to recent replica theory approaches. With our advanced 
3D hard sphere structure, we quantitatively test the Non-linear Langevin equation (NLE) theory 
of activated dynamics in the ultra-dense regime. At low to moderate density, relaxation times are 
in agreement with simulation and experiment. In the highly over-compressed regime though, 
NLE theory appears to miss some longer ranged correlations required to correctly capture the 
relaxation time growth. Calculations of the linear elastic shear modulus and absolute yield stress 
for nearly jammed packings are in good agreement with recent experiments on colloidal 
suspensions.  
Chapters 6 and 7 focus exclusively on equilibrium fluid structure. In particular, we 
explore the possibility of using of a quench disordered large mesh gel composed of long rigid rod 
polymers, to provide a tool to mediate the structure and thermodynamics of colloidal 
suspensions. We employ the Replicated Reference Interaction Site Model approach to study a 
model quenched fiber gel immersed in a spherical colloid fluid. The theory predicts a sharp 
wetting-like transition with increasing colloid-fiber attractions accompanied by strong 
thermodynamic and colloid packing changes. By increasing the colloid-colloid attractions at 
constant colloid-fiber interactions, a surprising state of maximum adsorption is predicted. This 
phenomenon suggests a strategy for avoiding macrophase separation and achieving a new state 
characterized by large, but controlled, density fluctuations. The possibility of exploiting these 
phenomena to create assemblies that can be reversibly switched between electrically conductive 
and insulating states is explored. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1. Colloids: The Designer Atom or Molecule 
 Colloidal suspensions are ubiquitous both in the laboratory and everyday life and 
encompass proteins in milk, molecule-like Janus particles
1
, cubes
2
, peanuts
3
, biological and 
synthetic fibers of varying persistence length
4
 and real experimental hard spheres
5,6
. The primary 
features that distinguish colloids from their atomic/molecular cousins are (1) their size, which 
can vary from nanometers to microns opening the possibility for visible light microscopy, (2) 
their very short (compared to particle diameter,  ) ranged attractive interactions combined with 
harsh, almost hard core repulsions
7
, (3) their motion is governed by slow Brownian dynamics 
limiting the timescales accessible to experiments, and (4) their ability to be molded and fine-
tuned via shape and patchy interactions to assemble into a diverse array of macro and micro scale 
structures
8-11
. In addition to modifying particle architecture, interactions are directly tunable by 
varying the background solvent conditions. For example, by adding salt to an aqueous solution of 
charged colloids, repulsions can be mitigated by an effective screening effect
12,13
. Interactions 
can also be radically modified by temperature, for example, thermo reversible polymer brush 
layers
14,15
. One could go so far as to call colloids designer atoms or molecules given the 
numerous particle synthesis techniques and the responsive nature of the interactions upon a 
perturbation. 
The zeroth order model for studying colloids (and atoms too) utilizes the hard core 
potential. As evident from Figure 1, purely hard core particles (diameter,  ) exhibit nontrivial 
phase behavior with both fluid and crystalline states possible
7
. Nearly hard core colloids have 
been synthesized using a thin stabilizing polymer brush layer and entropically driven 
crystallization has been experimentally observed
5,6
. Hard core interactions also serve as the 
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baseline for other systems like dense charge stabilized colloidal dispersions. By incorporating 
relatively simple short ranged attractions (  ) outside of the hard core a much richer phase 
behavior is found, distinct from atomic and small molecule systems (see Figure 1)
7
. The most 
prominent difference is the striking suppression of gas-liquid coexistence and the corresponding 
critical point which largely obfuscates any difference between fluid or gas states (sometimes 
collectively called a fluid), with gas-liquid coexistence becoming metastable with respect to 
crystallization. This phase diagram topology is a key feature responsible for the difficulty in 
crystallizing proteins since there is often only a very small window for liquid crystal co-existence 
situated in between complete solubility (fluid) and phase separation (liquid-gas)
7
. Below this 
window an amorphous, kinetically arrested gel state often forms, triggered by large density 
fluctuations
15,16
, as discussed in Chapter 2.  
The simplified attractive colloidal phase behavior is interesting in its own right due to its 
dissimilarity with that of atomic and molecular systems; however, colloids possess the necessary 
tunability to go far beyond the traditional fluid (liquid or gas) and solid crystalline states. 
Through meticulous interparticle interaction tuning, strange, but beautiful, colloidal structures 
can form leading to even more complex phase behavior than previously discussed. An 
impressive example is the very open two-dimensional Kagome lattice formed by tri-block Janus 
particles with hydrophobic poles and a charged equator
1
. Another striking example is the 
complete destruction of the gas-liquid macrophase separated regime in carefully tuned diblock 
Janus particles
17,18
. Such particles form micelle-like structures ultimately limiting the cluster 
growth prerequisite to gas-liquid phase separation. Besides equilibrium states, a diverse array of 
non-equilibrium kinetically arrested soft solid states are also realizable,
15,16,19-22
 as discussed in 
Section 1.3. In this thesis, we place special emphasis on the liquid state (gas/liquid/fluid) of 
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simple short ranged attractive, non-highly directional colloids, the remarkable metastable non-
equilibrium soft solid states they form, and how equilibrium fluid structure can be radically 
modified by a driving internal or external field.  
1.2. Liquid State Theory 
In an isotropic fluid, the Radial Distribution Function (RDF),  g r , of an atomic fluid is 
proportional to the conditional probability to observe a particle a radial distance r  away from a 
reference particle at the origin
23,24
. Multiple integral equations formalisms exist to treat the liquid 
state including the Yvon-Born-Green and Kirkwood equations; however, the most successful are 
based on the widely applied Ornstein Zernike (OZ) equation
23,24
. For simple one component 
atomic (spherical) fluids, the OZ equation reads 
       1 1 1h r C r d C r h   r r r ,     (1.1)    
where r  is a scalar radial distance,  h r  is the total correlation function and is related to the 
radial distribution function by     1g r h r  ,  C r  is the direct correlation function, and   is 
the number density of particles. Equation 1.1 can be regarded as the definition of  C r , and  as a 
scheme for partitioning  h r  into short ranged direct,  C r , and longer ranged indirect 
contributions. As the name suggests,  C r  is generally shorter ranged than  h r  and has a 
simpler, more slowly varying structure.  
Equation 1.1 requires an approximate “closure” relation between      h r C r u r   
is needed where  u r  is the inter-particle pair potential23,24. Many closures have been developed 
and extensively tested with a few notable examples being the Percus-Yevick (PY), Hypernetted 
Chain (HNC), and Martynov-Sarkisov (MS) closures
23-25
. Solving the OZ equation with a 
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closure yields  g r  and  C r , from which all thermodynamic quantities can be determined. 
Liquid-gas phase separation can also be identified. 
 For rigid non-spherical fluids the liquid state problem is more complicated. The OZ 
equation and all standard closures are still valid; however, they do not just depend on the center 
of mass radial separation coordinate, r ; the angular coordinates, 1Ω  and 2Ω , of two tagged 
particles (polar for linear and Euler for nonlinear objects) and the angularly dependent pair 
potential  1 1, ,u r Ω Ω  are also relevant
23,26
. Chandler and Andersen proposed a two part solution 
to this complication
23,26
. First, non-spherical particles are represented as n  bonded spherical 
interaction sites with radially symmetric potentials,  , ,i j i ju r , between sites i  and j  separated by 
a scalar distance ,i jr  (e.g., the rods in Figures 1.2A and B). Secondly, the angularly dependent 
direct correlation function,  1 2, ,C r Ω Ω , is approximately decomposed into a sum of site-site 
direct correlation functions,  , ,i j i jC r , as 
   1 2 , ,
, 1
, ,
n
i j i j
i j
C r C r

Ω Ω      (1.2) 
From Equation 1.2 and the angularly-dependent version of the OZ equation (Equation 1.1), 
Chandler and Anderson derived the n n  Reference Interaction Site Model (RISM) matrix 
equations for a one component fluid 
              1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2r d d r d d r        h r r ω C r r ω r r r r ω C r r h r r ,      (1.3)    
where  rh  and  rC  are matrices of site-site total and direct correlation functions,  ,i jC r  and 
   , , 1i j i jh r g r  , respectively. The key new feature is  rω  which contains the site-site 
intramolecular structure factors,  ,i j r , between all sites i  and j  within a particle. They 
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encode the molecular architecture of the particle and correspond to the two point probability 
densities between sites i  and j  within a molecule. To solve Equation 1.3, atomic closures are 
typically adopted, though more advanced “molecular” closures have been developed27,28. The 
calculated set of site-site correlations provide access to thermodynamic quantities and liquid-gas 
phase separation, but not crystallization. In colloids the latter can be experimentally irrelevant as 
polydispersity or other sources of packing frustration kinetically and/or thermodynamically can 
suppress crystallization
29
.  
Liquid state OZ and RISM integral equation theory can be extended to address 
continuum percolation
30-34
. Novel predictions for the “connectedness” radial distribution 
functions,  ,i jg r

, emerge which account for the subset of particles in  ,i jg r  connected by a 
percolating pathway. This method is used in Chapter 2 to help quantify when a kinetically 
arrested state is fully percolated and space spanning. OZ and RISM theory can also address the 
influence of quenched disorder in fluids, as discussed and utilized in Chapters 6 and 7
35-38
. Both 
approaches are particularly valuable for dense and/or highly attractive systems where simulation 
(or even experimental) equilibration times are very long. In Chapters 2-7 the predicted liquid 
state structure and underlying thermodynamics are of direct interest and/or are used as input to 
microscopically predictive theories for dynamics and kinetic arrest. 
1.3. Slow Dynamics, Kinetic Arrest and Metastable Solid States 
Many biologically and synthetically relevant colloidal suspensions are highly viscous due 
to being dense and/or the presence of strong interparticle attractions. To discuss dynamical 
slowdown in colloidal suspensions a concept of temperature or relevant energy scale is needed, 
and in what follows we use temperature, T , and the inverse contact attraction strength, 1  , 
interchangeably. 
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 To quantify the dynamical slowdown in colloidal suspensions the viscosity,  , is 
frequently used
39
. Another useful, and more common, measure is called the alpha relaxation 
time,  , as extracted from the decay of either the single particles (self),  ,sF k t , or collective, 
 ,collF k t     , /S k t S k , dynamic structure factor as  * 1,sF k k t e     or 
 * 1,collF k k t e     where * 2 /k    is the relevant wave vector for displacements of 
order one particle diameter,  40, and  ,S k t  is defined below. Both measures quantify the 
overlap of particle positions in the equilibrium liquid at time t  with those at time 0t   as evident 
from their respective statistical mechanical definitions 
     0
1
1
, i i
N
i t i
s
i
F k t e e
N
  

 
k r k r
    (1.4a) 
      
0
, 1
1
, ji
N
ii t
i j
S k t e e
N
 

 
k rk r
    (1.4b) 
where  i tr  is the vector position of particle i  at time t . In viscous suspensions, a relatively 
small attraction or density increase can lead to an explosive growth of   and   as shown for the 
model experimental and simulation hard spheres in Figure 1.3
41
. This opens the possibility for 
the equilibration time scale,  , to exceed the experimental time scale resulting in a kinetically 
arrested metastable soft solid.  
From a materials science perspective, non-equilibrium soft solids can have advantages 
distinct from their equilibrium crystalline counterparts. For example, kinetically arrested 
colloidal suspensions can possess unique soft solid-like elasticity and stress-driven yielding 
properties
21,42,43
 useful for applications like the direct write printing
44
 of durable conductive 
electrodes for solar microcells or other small sensitive electronics, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 
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3. The printing process necessitates that the conductive material can be (1) stress melted via 
extrusion, and (2) will re-solidify on a controllable timescale. Conductive wires should be 
flexible and functional under repeated deformation cycles. Equilibrium crystals and cross-linked 
rubbers are incapable of meeting the demanding requirements of elasticity, stress driven 
yielding/fluidization, and recovery of longtime stability under quiescent conditions.  
The standard library of single component soft solids includes the repulsive glass (often 
simply called glass), attractive glass and gel states as shown in Figure 1.4
15,16,19-22
. The repulsive 
glass is a result of geometric crowding or steric caging driven kinetic arrest, gels are derived 
from attraction driven physical bonding and form at low to intermediate densities relative to a 
glass, and the attractive glass contains characteristics of both aforementioned states. Interesting 
and potentially fruitful arrested states are not limited to glasses or gels and, as we show in 
Chapter 3, additional distinctive states are predicted by introducing either increased particle or 
mixture composition complexity
22
. 
1.4. Theoretical Approach to Metastable Solid States 
 Full theoretical treatment of non-equilibrium solid states is challenging and, in general, 
requires the preparation history for full state characterization. Further complication arises from 
the considerable mystery and debate surrounding the underlying mechanism responsible for 
kinetically arrested gel formation, as discussed in Chapter 2
15,16
. Despite the difficulties, 
powerful mean field theoretical tools have been established in recent decades (as utilized and 
further discussed in Chapters 2-5) which can predict the emergence of non-equilibrium soft 
solids from the liquid state
40,45-47
. Such theories are based on the well accepted notion that as the 
fluid is cooled (increased attractions) or densified there is an eventual crossover from a smooth 
energy landscape to that of a rugged terrain. More quantitatively, numerical evidence suggests a 
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sharp transition from equilibrium configurations being dominated by energy saddle points and 
possessing diffusive modes (directions) to being dominated by energy minima forming a very 
fragmented rugged landscape
48
. In this rugged landscape the fluid spends significant time 
vibrating about the energy minima (also called basins or inherent structures). Thermally 
activated events do allow the fluid to explore different basins; however, these become 
increasingly rare as the interparticle attraction or density increases (growing barriers). From this 
energy landscape picture, when a non-equilibrium soft solid is initially formed it is a result of 
becoming trapped in one of these highly metastable basins on some relevant timescale.  
 Mean field treatments predict the smooth to rugged crossover and accompanying 
emergence of metastable kinetically arrested states in the equilibrated fluid. The most famous is 
the ideal Mode Coupling Theory (MCT) of Gotze et al
40,45
. MCT starts from the exact 
microscopic N  body equations of motion (Newtonian or Brownian) and, via multiple 
uncontrolled approximations, a self-consistent equation of motion for the static structure factor, 
 ,S k t , emerges. Ideal MCT predicts a critical density, c , or attraction/temperature, cT , at 
which  , 0S k t    corresponding to a diverging   of the power law form,  



  , 
where   /c c      or   /c cT T T   , as shown in Figure 1.3 for hard spheres
41
. This 
divergence is in conflict with experimental and simulation results, as demonstrated in Figure 1.3 
where   does not actually diverge at c . From the phenomenology presented in Figure 1.3 and 
numerous other colloidal studies, the crossover is now widely believed to signal the smooth to 
rugged energy landscape transition previously mentioned and the MCT divergence is an artifact 
of neglecting large scale non-Gaussian fluctuations and correlated particle rearrangements 
needed to cross barriers separating metastable basins
40,41,46,47
. This feature is problematic for 
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studying dynamics beyond the crossover (
c  or cT ), but it does provide a useful metric of when 
a fragmented landscape comprised of metastable arrested states first emerges.   
 While simple self-consistent mean field approaches cannot address dynamics beyond 
c  
or 
cT , they are capable of predicting certain important local structural properties of transiently 
arrested states. For example, Nagele and Bergenholtz have developed a MCT approach to predict 
the glassy linear elastic storage modulus, 'G , of a kinetically arrested solid in the high frequency 
plateau regime of the corresponding frequency dependent,  , modulus,  'G  49. Intuitively, 
'G  is found to be related to the particle dynamic, transient, localization length, Lr , which 
quantifies the amplitude of the soft solid vibrations induced by thermally driven exploration of 
the bottom of the basin. The reason that short time (high frequency) mechanical properties are 
amenable to a mean field description is that they only require local, single basin information. 
Conversely, the inter-basin hopping time (  ), or the external yield stress for barrier destruction 
and fluidization (stress driven yielding), require explicit knowledge of barriers. Unambiguous 
prediction of activation barriers is complicated and, currently, no true systematic microscopic 
first principles approach exists for accomplishing this.  
 One powerful approximate approach, adopted in this thesis, to go beyond mean field and 
incorporate activated particle hopping is the Non-linear Langevin Equation (NLE) theory of 
Schweizer and Saltzman
50,51
. The theory starts with the simplified single particle MCT of 
Kirkpatrick and Wolynes called Naïve Mode Coupling Theory (NMCT)
46
. NMCT predicts an 
ideal kinetic arrest transition at c  or cT  whereby the mean square displacement for a tagged 
particle starting at the origin,  2r t , tends to a finite localization length, 2Lr , in the long time 
limit,  2 2 0Lr r t   . The development of a finite localization length signals the 
10 
 
emergence of a rugged activation dominant landscape analogous to MCT. The NLE for the 
scalar displacement,  r t , of a tagged particle is 
    
 
 dynS
F r tdr t
f t
dt r t
 

  

,     (1.5)    
where 
S  is the short time friction constant and  f t  is a random thermal force satisfying 
     0 2 B Sf f t k T t    . The key quantity is the dynamic free energy,  dynF r , which 
characterizes the effective force felt by a tagged particle due to all surrounding particles. In the 
absence of noise (no barrier hopping allowed), Equation 1.5 produces the same NMCT long time 
mean square displacement  2 2Lr t r 
50,51
. With  f t , though, hopping over large 
barriers is always possible but requires large, rare thermal fluctuations. To access barrier hopping 
(structural relaxation) times, full numerical solution of Equation 1.5 can be carried out and 
ensemble averaged quantities computed. In this thesis we adopt a simpler approach which is to 
apply Kramer’s theory to calculate a mean hopping time that scales as  exphop BF    where 
BF  is the activation barrier
50,51
. The time, hop , is believed to be a useful surrogate for the full 
collective alpha relaxation time,  , extracted from  *,sF k t  or  *,S k t 50,51. NLE thus provides 
relaxation time predictions in the supercooled and/or superdense (possibly metastable) 
equilibrated fluid regime where the rugged landscape thwarts mean field like approaches. It can 
also be extended to treat stress induced yielding, as done in Chapter 3.  
1.5. Outline of Thesis and Results 
Each chapter in this thesis addresses different aspects of colloidal suspensions with the 
overarching theme of predicting and characterizing the equilibrium liquid state structure and/or 
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the dynamics and properties of the emergent non-equilibrium soft solid states. Our goal is to both 
aid and prompt the development of useful and novel materials for a diverse range of applications.  
In Chapter 2 we theoretically explore the subtle interplay between colloidal liquid-gas-
like macrophase separation, percolation, kinetic arrest, and space spanning gelation in 
suspensions of short ranged attractive colloids
52
. The major goal is to address the experimental 
observation of some that space spanning gelation is solely a product of spinodal decomposition 
in micron sized PMMA sphere suspensions where large spinodal density fluctuations cause local 
densification and attractive glass formation ultimately creating a space spanning kinetically 
arrested gel network
16
. However, other workers using smaller spherical silica particles find that 
gelation does not require phase separation and can occur in the one phase fluid region
15
. Our 
theoretical results agree with neither absolute claim and suggest that homogeneous vs. spinodal 
gelation is non-universal and system dependent
52
. Our key finding is that the gel phase boundary 
does not scale with either interactions or particle shape in the same manner as the relevant 
equilibrium spinodal and percolation boundaries. Longer ranged attractions favor spinodal 
gelation while increasing particle anisotropy favors homogeneous gelation. Hence, depending on 
the precise system, non-equilibrium and equilibrium boundaries may intersect in a manner so as 
to allow or forbid homogenous phase gelation. We suggest that the conflicting experimental 
results on the relation between spinodal phase separation and gelation is largely a corollary of 
our theoretical predictions.   
In Chapter 3 we theoretically study binary rod-sphere colloidal mixtures with the goal of 
using rods to augment rigidity, percolation and enhance electrical conductivity in colloidal 
suspensions
22
, partially motivated by direct write printing applications
44
. We develop and apply 
the NMCT and NLE approaches at the center-of-mass level for dense isotropic rod-sphere 
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mixtures as a function of the short range attraction strength, rod aspect ratio, mixture 
composition and total fluid packing fraction. Using RISM theory, we predict and examine 
mixture structural pair correlations. The pair correlations serve as input to the NMCT and NLE 
theories which predict up to seven transiently localized soft solid phases corresponding to fluid, 
repulsive glass, attractive glass, gel, a mixed coexisting glass-gel state, and several partially 
localized states. The non-equilibrium dynamic phase diagram increases in complexity with larger 
rod aspect ratio, and reveals a competition between glassy repulsive force caging, gel-like 
physical bond formation and amplified geometric constraints with anisotropic rod particles. Our 
predicted phase diagrams are characterized by one or more dynamic re-entrant features, triple 
points and phase specific localization lengths and mechanical properties. Rods are predicted be 
more tightly localized than the spheres due to anisotropy generated geometric frustration and an 
enhanced ability to form physical bonds. Enhanced rod localization promotes greater rigidity as 
quantified by the glassy elastic shear modulus and absolute yield stress; both measures are 
predicted to undergo orders of magnitude variation upon varying the rod length, mixture 
composition, and interparticle attractive forces. We hope that our predictions will motivate 
further experimental and simulation work on anisotropic particle colloidal mixtures with the goal 
of achieving enhanced soft solid properties. 
In Chapters 4 and 5 we construct a new thermodynamically self-consistent integral 
equation theory (IET) for the equilibrium metastable fluid structure of monodisperse hard 
spheres that incorporates key features of the jamming transition
53
. The theoretical approach is 
two-part and is partitioned into Chapters 4 and 5. In Chapter 4 the new mean field approach to 
compute the thermodynamics of glassy states in an over compressed monodisperse hard sphere 
fluid is developed.  We predict jamming packing fractions which are a consequence of remaining 
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trapped in one glassy basin on the energy landscape and compressing to an infinite pressure state. 
The theory is extended to spatial dimensions greater than three and our results are in excellent 
agreement with recent simulations up to dimension 12. In Chapter 5 the thermodynamic theory is 
used as input to a two Yukawa generalized mean spherical Integral Equation Theory (IET) 
closure for the direct correlation function tail. The closure is designed to mimic the distinctive 
short and long range direct correlation function contributions for highly compressed hard sphere 
fluids. We enforce the exact behavior of the Radial Distribution Function (RDF) contact value 
and isothermal compressibility and an approximate RDF contact derivative. Comparison of the 
theoretical results for the real and Fourier space structure with nonequilibrium jammed 
simulations reveals many similarities, but also differences as expected. The new structural theory 
is used as input into the NLE theory of activated single particle dynamics to study the alpha 
relaxation time, and reasonable agreement with recent experiments and simulations is found. 
However, we also demonstrate that the NLE approach clearly misses some key physics in the 
supercompressed regime which is now believed to be associated with a longer ranged 
cooperative elastic contribution. We also present predictions for the glassy elastic shear modulus 
and absolute yield stress of the glassy state up to jamming and show they are in good agreement 
with recent experiments.  
In Chapters 6 and 7, we theoretically demonstrate the aptitude of a quench disordered 
template to radically modify equilibrium colloidal liquid structure and direct assembly
54
. This 
makes contact with a new major DOE-MRL Cluster thrust aimed at using porous fiber based gels 
to reconfigure colloid assembly. The replica RISM approach is adopted for a model system 
comprised of a quench disordered fiber template and a spherical colloid fluid. Many predictions 
emerge suggesting that a quench disordered template may provide a very promising route to 
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either fine tune or profoundly alter bulk thermodynamic and local packing properties. For 
instance, the theory predicts a sharp adsorption or wetting-like transition with increasing colloid-
fiber (interfacial) attractions generating the right most state in Figure 1.5. The adsorption 
transition is accompanied by notable thermodynamic and colloid packing changes. We also 
predict that adsorption can be further enhanced by increasing the the colloid-colloid (cohesive) 
attractions at constant colloid-fiber attractions. Interestingly, a well-defined state of maximum 
adsorption is predicted. This phenomenon provides a novel strategy for frustrating and even 
completely halting macrophase separation. Instead of phase separation a sharp, cusp-like 
transition driven by large, avoided spinodal induced density fluctuations is observed generating 
the highly connected state as depicted by the left most cartoon in Figure 1.5. We discuss the 
possibility of exploiting these unique properties to fabricate massively reconfigurable colloidal 
assemblies capable of being switched between metallic and insulating states through only a small 
perturbation. Our approach is general, and has been extended in preliminary work to study both 
non-spherical chemically homogenous and Janus-like colloids. We believe our work will 
stimulate future experimental research on using a quench-disordered template to control colloidal 
fluid structure. 
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1.7 Figures  
 
Figure 1.1. Schematic, but qualitatively correct, phase diagrams for monodisperse hard spheres 
and attractive atoms and colloids where the lines demarcate phase boundaries and the dot 
demarcates the critical point above which the liquid and gas merge into a fluid. Hard spheres can 
exist in fluid (F) and crystal (C) phases with a coexistence regime. Atomic systems, which are 
often modeled using a hard core repulsion plus a long-range attraction, have gas (G), liquid (L) 
and crystal (C) phases with coexistence regimes. For colloidal suspensions the attractions are 
typically much shorter ( 0.15 ) causing a suppression of the critical point and obfuscating any 
distinction between G or L phases for the majority of parameter space. Additionally, gas-liquid 
coexistence is metastable with respect to crystallization. This Figure is inspired by Reference 7. 
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Figure 1.2. Schematic of the RISM approach to modeling rod-like particles where Ω  is the 
angular coordinate of a particle, r  is the scalar distance between molecular centers of mass, and 
,i jr  is the scalar distance between sites i  and j  of the coarse grained particles. The scheme is 
general and can be used to treat any three dimensional object.  
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Figure 1.3. Experimental and simulation results of Reference 41 for the alpha relaxation time of 
a fluid of hard spheres demonstrating the breakdown of the ideal MCT prediction 
 
2.55
0/ 5 10 0.59  
   .  
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Figure 1.4. Schematic, but qualitatively accurate, kinetic crossover dynamic phase diagram 
predicted for short ranged colloidal spheres using mean field approaches like MCT or NMCT. 
The fluid-crystal and pure crystal boundaries are not shown. The location of the liquid-gas 
boundary relative to the gel line is non-universal and subject to experimental and theoretical 
debate. 
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Figure 1.5. Schematic, but qualitatively accurate, structural regimes predicted for dilute, short 
ranged attractive colloidal spheres immersed in a quench disordered, porous, rod fiber mesh
54
. 
For more information see Chapters 6 and 7. 
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Chapter 2. Percolation, Phase Separation, and Gelation in Spherical and Rod Particle 
Fluids
1
  
2.1. Introduction 
Kinetically arrested nanoparticle and colloid states can endow unique and useful material 
properties to complex fluids, including soft solid-like elasticity and stress-driven yielding 
response.
1–3
 For example, the direct write printing of durable conductive electrodes for solar 
microcell applications employ metallic nanoparticles in both the fluid and gel states and 
necessitates careful tailoring of structure, electrical transport, and mechanical properties.
4
   
Macroscopic amorphous solidity and conductivity requires both kinetic arrest on the relevant 
time scales and mechanical connectivity percolation. The study of geometric percolation, both 
site and bond, has a long history based on lattice models.
5,6
 Continuum percolation is less 
understood due to the inherent structural disorder and ambiguity of defining a connectivity bond 
in physical (not chemical) gels. Many continuum percolation studies have employed liquid state 
theory methods for attractive spheres.
7–12
 More recently, flexible and rigid macromolecules have 
been studied
13–16
 based on the polymer reference interaction site model (PRISM) integral 
equation theory,
17
 an extension of the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) integral equation 
theory
10,11,18
 for spherical particles.  
Connectivity percolation is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to form a kinetically 
stable space spanning solid. Local rigidity is also required, corresponding to long lived “physical 
bonds” for gelling fluids. Indeed, true kinetic arrest requires, at a minimum, connectivity 
percolation and the lifetime of local particle arrangements to exceed the experimental time scale 
of interest. There is a large literature on the local dynamics aspect for spherical particles (glasses 
                                                          
1
 This chapter is drawn in its entirety from a previous publication. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from          
R. Jadrich and K. S. Schweizer, J. Chem. Phys. 135, 234902. Copyright 2011 American Institute of Physics. 
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and gels) based on the microscopic ideal mode-coupling theory (MCT) approach,
19 
which 
predicts a dynamic crossover from fast liquid-like dynamics to transient localization and slow 
collective structural relaxation. However, the longtime dynamical arrest transition predicted by 
ideal MCT is avoided via ergodicity-restoring rare activated barrier hopping processes in both 
glasses and gels. An extensively developed microscopic approach to describe single particle, 
ergodicity-restoring hopping, for both spheres and non-spherical rigid particles, is the nonlinear 
Langevin equation (NLE) theory.
20–24
 Both MCT and NLE theories focus on local kinetic arrest, 
and the connection between structure, interactions and slow dynamics. At a minimum, 
theoretical estimation of the emergence of global rigidity requires combining such local 
dynamical theories with a percolation analysis.  
At zeroth order, two types of kinetically arrested states are predicted for spheres: glasses 
and gels.
19,25–31 
Vitrification is driven by repulsive forces at high concentrations, while gelation is 
triggered by physical bond formation. Gels have been diversely described as a consequence of 
local stickiness plus bond percolation in a homogeneous phase, or via coupling to spatially 
inhomogeneous processes such as crystallization, spinodal phase separation into dense 
percolating particle domains, or diffusion limited cluster aggregation of fractal or compact 
clusters formed either kinetically or via a nucleation and growth mechanism.
25–27,32
 A full 
understanding of these issues, and the degree of universality of physical gelation, is rather poor, 
especially for non-spherical particle fluids.  
In addition to nonequilibrium phase behavior and mechanical properties, understanding 
the interplay between percolation, kinetic arrest and phase separation is an important topic for 
materials science applications such as creating conducting and/or processable/printable 
nanoparticle gels.
4,33
 The design rules for material selection (particle size and shape, 
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intermolecular forces) and thermodynamic state (volume fraction, mixture composition, 
temperature) to controllably shift the absolute and relative location of phase separation, 
percolation, dynamic crossover and kinetic vitrification boundaries is a problem of broad 
relevance. This Chapter reports our initial theoretical efforts in this direction based on applying a 
combination of statistical mechanical methods.  
Section 2.2 summarizes the models and theories employed. Equilibrium pair structure, 
which is the critical input to the percolation, phase separation and dynamical theories, is briefly 
addressed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 studies the connectivity percolation of pure rod and sphere 
fluids, and their mixtures. The onset of transient localization and activated dynamics, and true 
kinetic arrest, is studied in Section 2.5 for sphere fluids. The relation between local dynamical 
arrest, percolation and phase separation is investigated, and comparison with both experiments 
and computer simulations on particle gels presented. Section 2.6 addresses the same theoretical 
questions as in Section 2.5 for rods of two very different aspect ratios. We conclude in Section 
2.7 with a summary and discussion. 
2.2. Theory 
We employ a suite of existing theoretical methods, equilibrium and dynamic. Only the 
essential elements relevant to our present work are summarized since detailed discussions can be 
found in the literature.  
2.2.1. Particle models and structural correlations  
We consider fluids of spheres, and rigid rods composed of tangent spherical interaction 
sites, where all sites interact via a pair potential consisting of a hard core plus square well 
attraction  
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.     (2.1) 
Here,   is the hard core diameter of spherical sites (taken as the unit of length), and a  and   
the contact attraction range and strength, respectively. For both simplicity and our desire to 
mimic chemistry-matched systems of practical interest (e.g., silver nanoparticle systems
4,33
), all 
sites are chosen to have the same  ,   (reported in units of the thermal energy, Bk T ), and 
spatial range; this restriction is readily lifted. A square well attraction is employed since it allows 
a natural choice of connectivity distance for sticky particle fluids. Here, we study two cases 
relevant to short range attractions of various origins
1
 in nanoparticle and colloid suspensions: Δ = 
/ 0.02a d   or 0.08 .  
Site-site pair correlation functions are computed using integral equation theories, the 
reference interaction site model (RISM)
34
 for multi-site objects, or the standard OZ equation
18
   
for spheres  
         k k k k k   H Ω C Ω H .    (2.2) 
Here, the matrices  kH  and  kC  contain the Fourier transforms of  i j ijh r   and the direct 
correlation function  ijC r , respectively,     1ij ijh r g r  , where  ijg r  is the radial 
distribution function,  kΩ  is a diagonal matrix containing the density-weighted Fourier 
transformed intramolecular structure factors,  i i k , that describe particle shape, where i  is 
the site number density of species i . Subscript “ s ” indicates spheres and “ r ” indicates rods. For 
rods, end effects are pre-averaged in the standard manner corresponding to an equivalent site 
approximation.
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For a sphere,   1s k  , while for a rod composed of N  tangent sites,  
 
 
, 1
sin1 N
r
r k
k
N r k

  


  ,      (2.3) 
where r     . The Percus-Yevick (PY) closure approximation is employed
34
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.     (2.4)    
The integral equations are numerically solved using either the Picard or Newton-Raphson 
algorithm.
18
 Knowledge of the pair correlation functions allows computation of the number of 
sticky connections ( ijn ) experienced by a tagged particle of type i  with particles of type j  as  
 24
a
ij i j ijn N dr r g r


 

  ,     (2.5)    
where iN  is the number of sites of a particle of type i . For s s  connections, Equation 2.5 is the 
mean number of “connected” neighbors of a tagged sphere. However, for r r  connections it is 
the number of connected sites on all rods surrounding a tagged rod. The dimensionless site-site 
collective partial (scattering) structure factors are given by  
     ij ij i i j ijS k k h k     .    (2.6)    
Macroscopic spinodal phase separation corresponds to the condition:  0ijS k   . For a rod 
fluid, the center-of-mass (CM) structure factor and direct correlation function follow from the 
site level information as:
22
  
 
 
 
rr
CM
r
S k
S k
k
 ,      (2.7)    
     CM r rrC k N k C k .     (2.8) 
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2.2.2. Connectedness RISM and percolation 
A connectivity distance must be defined between a pair of interaction sites. We employ 
the square well attraction range, i.e., connectivity is identified with physical bond formation. The 
relation analogous to Equation 2.2 for the percolation problem
7–16
    
         k k k k k     H Ω C Ω H ,   (2.9)    
where  kH  and  kC  are equivalent to the standard liquid theory analogs except they only 
account for pairs of particles that are connected via a percolating pathway of intermediate 
particles, as shown in Figure 2.1. Equation 2.9 is closed by the analogous connectedness PY 
approximation  
       
 
,
0,
ij ij ij
ij
h r g r g r r a
C r r a
 

   
 
,   (2.10)    
where  ijg r
 =  ijh r
  is the connectedness analog of  ijg r . Physically,  ijg r
  is proportional to 
the probability that there is another particle at a distance r
 
away from a tagged particle that is 
connected by a percolating pathway.  
The total number of sites in a connected cluster for the sphere-rod mixture is given by  
       0 0 0 0total s ss s r sr r rrS k S k S k S k
            ,   (2.11)    
     ij ij i i j ijS k k h k   
   ,       (2.12)    
where i  is the fraction of the total site level packing fraction,  , composed of particle sites of 
species i  (spheres or rods). The divergence of  0totalS k
   signals the emergence of a 
macroscopic connected cluster, i.e., the percolation threshold.  
2.2.3. Naïve MCT and NLE theory  
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For studying the dynamical crossover (ideal MCT transition) and activated hopping 
regime, we employ the center-of-mass versions of naïve mode coupling theory (NMCT) and 
NLE theory, respectively. The CM approximation for rods corresponds to no dynamical 
rotation.
22
  This greatly simplifies the technical complexity of the theories, and has been shown 
to be reliable for translational dynamics and the onset of kinetic arrest in a manner that becomes 
increasingly accurate as rod aspect ratio grows.
24
 The dynamic order parameter is the CM scalar 
displacement of a tagged particle from its initial position,  r t , which obeys a nonlinear 
stochastic Langevin equation in the overdamped limit
20,22,35
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where S  is the short time friction constant and the random thermal noise term satisfies 
     0 2 B Sf f t k T t    . The key quantity is the dynamic free energy,  dynF r , the 
derivative of which characterizes the effective force felt by a tagged particle due to all 
surrounding particles, and in units of Bk T  is given by  
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In the absence of noise (no barrier hopping allowed), Equation 2.13  reduces to the naïve 
MCT (References 20, 22 and 35 ) self-consistent equation for the CM localization length or long 
time limit of the mean square displacement  2 2LOCr t r     
 
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k
.   (2.15)    
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The first occurrence of a finite LOCr  solution to Equation 2.15 corresponds to the emergence of a 
dynamic free energy characterized by a localization well and activation barrier (height BF ) 
located at a displacement Br . Glasses form via repulsive force caging and are characterized by a 
“large” localization length (of order a tenth of a particle diameter) and barrier location at Br
~ 0.3 0.4 . Gels are generically characterized by a “short” localization length (of order or 
smaller than the attraction range) due to physical bond formation, with the barrier also typically 
occurring at small displacements. So-called attractive glasses
25–29
 exhibit a short gel-like LOCr  
and a large-glass-like Br  since both caging and bond formation are relevant to activated 
dynamics.
23,36,37
    
We emphasize that the NMCT glass and gel “transitions” are dynamic crossovers. In the 
laboratory, kinetic arrest occurs when a relaxation time exceeds the experimental time scale. 
Here, we compute mean barrier hopping times as a useful surrogate for the particle scale alpha 
relaxation time
21
 based on Kramers theory:
20,38
    
TkF
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hop BBe
KK
G /
00
2


 ,    (2.16)    
where 2
0 0 / BN k T   , 0  is the dilute limit particle (site) friction constant, 0K  and BK  are 
the absolute magnitudes of the curvatures (units of /TkB ) at the minimum and barrier of 
 dynF r , respectively, and  0/S ssG g     is the ratio of the short time friction to solvent 
friction computed based on a binary collision perspective.
20,39
 
2.3. Equilibrium Pair Structure 
Our calculations of the percolation threshold, spinodal demixing boundary, dynamic 
crossover curves, and kinetic arrest boundary all require the pair structure as input. Here, we 
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present just two examples in Figure 2.2 for a 5-site rod-sphere mixture at a fixed total packing 
fraction of 0.4  . Recall that “matched chemistry” conditions have been adopted, i.e., equal 
attraction strengths and ranges and site diameters for all species. We have verified that this 
condition results in small variations of pair structure with mixture composition. The main frame 
of Figure 2.2 shows the insensitivity under purely hard core conditions. Varying composition 
from 20% to 80% rods does not significantly change the three site-site pair correlations. 
The inset of Figure 2.2 shows the near contact region for a strongly attractive system with 
2.5  . The high contact peak signifies strong local clustering, which aids percolation. Based 
on Equation 2.5, the total number of sticky connections ( totalin ) experienced by a tagged particle 
is given by 


srj
ij
total
i nn
,
. This yields for the 20% rods in Figure 2.2, 15.3totalsn  and 
0.13totalrn , and for the 80% rod mixture, 96.2
total
sn  and 0.12
total
rn . The total number of 
sticky connections does not change very much with composition, a consequence of the near 
structural invariance under matched chemistry conditions. 
2.4. Percolation 
There are several characteristic packing fractions for rod fluids. The onset of 
intermolecular interactions occurs at the “dilute-to-semidilute” crossover:40 *   3 3/ 6 / gN R
2N  , for 1N  , where gR  is the radius of gyration which for long rods scales as ~ N . For 
hard long rods, the isotropic-nematic transition occurs at
41 NIN /4 . In the present study, we 
consider only isotropic fluids. Our calculations for a long rod ( 40N  ) are thus relevant at high 
  only if the nematic phase transition is kinetically avoided. An analogous situation is 
encountered for hard spheres where glassy dynamics emerges at volume fractions above the 
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equilibrium fluid-crystal phase transition at ~ 0.495 . Many experiments on long attractive rods 
do indeed observe isotropic gels, presumably due to kinetic arrest pre-empting liquid crystal 
formation.
42
    
2.4.1. Rod-sphere mixtures  
Percolation in mixtures depends on a larger parameter space compared to one-component 
fluids. Here, we study rod-sphere mixtures for two aspect ratios (5 and 40) that experience 
attractions of variable strength ( ) and fixed dimensionless spatial range of 0.02  .  
Percolation diagrams are plotted in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 in the representation of total 
mixture packing fraction ( ) versus rod mixture composition ( R ). For all systems studied, we 
find the percolation threshold occurs in the one phase region. Two distinct percolation 
boundaries are calculated at a given attraction strength: a “full” percolation boundary that allows 
for connections between all types of sites, and its “disconnected” analog where sphere-rod 
connections are not taken into account. Examination of these two boundaries provides insight 
concerning whether one of the species dominates percolation, and the role of interconnections 
between spheres and rods.   
For both the aspect ratio mixtures, the full percolation boundaries are monotonic 
functions of rod volume fraction, reflecting the well-known higher percolating power of 
extended objects compared to spheres.
13,16
  However, the disconnected percolation boundary is a 
non-monotonic function of rod volume fraction, and for all attraction strengths exhibits a 
maximum at 4.03.0 R  for 5-site rods, and 05.0R  for 40-site rods. The relative 
insensitivity of the long rod system maximum to attraction strength suggests this feature is 
largely controlled by geometric factors. The maximum defines a most difficult to percolate state 
and always occurs when the rods are the minority component. The existence of such a maximum 
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implies that as a small amount of rods displace spheres at fixed packing fraction, more sphere-
sphere connections are lost than rod-rod connections are formed, and hence the percolation 
threshold rises. However, upon addition of enough rods, they begin to directly percolate, and the 
mixture percolation threshold decreases. Quantitatively, the influence of inter-species 
connections on percolation increases as the attraction strength grows.  
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 also illustrate that changing attraction strength does not alter the basic 
form of the percolation boundaries, but rather only lowers the threshold by a roughly constant 
increment, roughly linearly with increasing  . It appears that as attraction strength grows, the 
relative effect of particle anisotropy on the percolation threshold is magnified. For example, 
Figure 2.3  shows that upon transitioning from a pure sphere to a pure rod fluid the percolation 
threshold drops by 14% at 0  , compared to 48% at 3  .  
By comparing Figures 2.3 and 2.4, it is evident that adding 40-site rods to a sphere fluid 
results in larger changes in the percolation threshold than adding 5-site rods. The fully connected 
curves in Figure 2.4 for the longer rod mixture now overlap the “disconnected” analogs for most 
of parameter space. This strong overlap, which begins at 3.0R , indicates that only at quite 
low rod compositions do the spheres significantly participate in the percolation transition. This is 
in strong contrast to the 5-site rod mixtures in Figure 2.3, where the overlap of the connected and 
disconnected curves is never appreciable. The more pronounced maximum in the disconnected 
curves for 5-site rod case is further evidence of the rod dominance of the percolation threshold.  
Finally, we note that the percolation thresholds are at much higher packing fractions, and 
are less N -dependent, than the dilute-semidilute threshold which decreases by a factor of 64 as 
rod length is increased from 5 to 40. However, the sensitivity to N  of the percolation packing 
fraction does become stronger as attraction strength grows.  
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2.4.2. Dependence of rod percolation on aspect ratio and attraction  
Figure 2.5 presents a systematic study of the dependence on aspect ratio of the 
percolation threshold in pure rod fluids at various fixed values of attraction strength and range. 
The main frame shows results at 0.2   and 1 for the two standard dimensionless ranges of    
0.02 and 0.08. For aspect ratios greater than ∼10, the percolation volume fractions follows an 
apparent inverse power law: at 0.2  , 0.57~perc N
  and 
0.76N   for    0.02 and 0.08, 
respectively, while at 1  , 0.78~perc N
  and 
0.95N  . Evidently, increasing the attraction range 
enhances the dependence of the percolation threshold on aspect ratio. For 1   and 0.08  , 
the N  dependence is almost as strong as the 
1N   scaling of the isotropic-to-nematic phase 
transition volume fraction. Fixing the attraction range, and increasing the attraction strength 
results in a stronger N -dependence of the percolation threshold due to the enhanced local 
packing or clustering of rods.  
As expected, the attraction range also has a large effect on the absolute value of the 
percolation thresholds which decrease dramatically as the range grows from 0.02 to 0.08. This 
decrease is similar for 0.2   and 1  , but the relative reduction is much larger for the more 
attractive system due to the enhanced number of sticky contacts.  
The detailed dependence of the percolation threshold on attraction strength is shown in 
the inset of Figure 2.5. A nearly linear variation occurs until high attraction strengths are 
reached. Linearity persists longer for smaller aspect ratios and shorter attraction ranges. 
Deviations in linearity are observed for 40-site rods, presumably because it is a highly 
interpenetrating fractal object. 
2.5. Kinetic Arrest, Percolation and Demixing of Spheres: Model Calculations and 
Comparison to Experiment and Simulation 
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2.5.1. Dynamics Background 
NMCT is a mathematically and conceptually simplified single particle version of the full 
ideal MCT for collective density fluctuations.
20
   It faithfully captures the dynamic crossover in 
one-component sphere fluids,
20
 partial localization in biphasic mixtures,
39
 non-monotonic 
variation of the kinetic arrest volume fraction with aspect ratio in hard diatomic fluids,
22,24
 the 
possibility of plastic glasses,
24
 and other more exotic kinetically arrested states in non-spherical 
particle systems.
23,24
 As relevant background, a typical kinetic arrest diagram for spheres based 
on NMCT and NLE theory is sketched in Figure 2.6 ; the topology is qualitatively the same for 
rods at the CM level.
23
 By combining NMCT and NLE theories, four distinct dynamically 
arrested states are predicted:
23,24
 repulsive glass (RG), gel (G), attractive glass (AG), and a glass-
gel (GG) “co-existence” region. In NLE theory, crossing a NMCT boundary results in a dynamic 
free energy that exhibits a localized state and activation barrier. In the present work, only the 
initial kinetic arrest boundary will be shown (indicated by the bold red curve in Figure 2.6). The 
non-monotonic “nose” feature signals a re-entrancy transition from RG → fluid(F) → G 
associated with a change from repulsive force caging to attractive force bond formation as the 
primary mechanism for transient localization.
23,26–29
 The dynamic crossover boundaries are not 
unambiguously determinable in experiment or simulation, where “arrest” is defined via a kinetic 
criterion related to a chosen time scale, identified here with the mean barrier hopping time. 
Since both MCT and NLE theories describe local arrest, identification of global gelation 
requires additional knowledge about percolation and connectivity. We compare the theoretical 
(local) kinetic arrest boundaries with our computed percolation thresholds, and identify global 
arrest when the system is beyond both the boundaries, which we interpret as a kinetically stable 
connected network. An important question is when this global arrest boundary intersects the 
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liquid-liquid phase separation spinodal, which heralds the beginning of gelation triggered by 
macrophase separation. If percolation occurs before the ideal NMCT boundary is encountered, 
then one does not even expect dynamically arrested clusters to be present. On the other hand, if 
the NMCT boundary is crossed before the percolation boundary, then a regime exists where 
finite-sized clusters of physically bonded particles likely exist.  
As a general caveat, we emphasize the irrelevance of the percolation line to kinetic arrest 
under weak attraction conditions where gels are not expected, the extreme case being athermal (
0  ) glass states. 
2.5.2. Contacts and Percolation 
As a relevant prelude, we have computed the number of sticky contacts using Equation 
2.5 in the pure rod and pure sphere fluids along the percolation threshold boundaries for a 
dimensionless attraction range of 0.02   corresponding to the systems studied dynamically in 
Figures 2.7(a), 2.9(a), and 2.10(a). Interestingly, the number of sticky contacts is almost 
constant. For spheres (Figure 2.7(a)), the number of sticky contacts is ∼1.9, very close to the 
value of 2 required to be exceeded in order that connected branched networks form. For 5-site 
rods (Figure 2.9(a)), we find a tagged rod has ∼3.75 sticky contacts, while for a 40-site rod 
(Figure 2.10(a)) ∼3.4 contacts along the percolation boundary. Whether this near constancy 
along the pure systems percolation boundary is fortuitous is unclear, but is physically appealing. 
We note there are successful heuristic models of the percolation threshold based solely on the 
usual pair correlation functions,  ijg r  not  ijg r

, and a critical number of connected nearest 
neighbors criterion.
43
 Results from one such theory agree extremely well with computer 
simulations.
44
 
2.5.3. Model Calculations 
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Figure 2.7 presents our dynamical results for spheres. The NMCT ideal kinetic arrest 
(dynamic crossover) boundaries exhibit the well-known nose and re-entrancy features at high 
packing fractions as attraction strength is varied, which becomes less pronounced with increasing 
attraction range.
28,29
 The percolation threshold and spinodal phase separation boundary are 
overlaid. For both attraction ranges, the dynamic crossover occurs well below the spinodal 
demixing curve for packing fractions above the critical point. For the short range attraction 
system, the percolation threshold crosses the NMCT boundary at ~ 0.35 . Hence, below this 
packing fraction, a window of attraction strength (or temperature) exists where dynamic clusters 
or aggregates may be present. Moreover, the dynamic crossover and percolation threshold lie 
below the demixing spinodal even at low packing fractions below the critical point. 
There are significant differences for the longer range attractive system in Figure 2.7(b). 
The percolation boundary remains below the dynamical crossover for packing fractions all the 
way down to the critical point. Moreover, the NMCT boundary is much closer to the demixing 
curve than for the 2% range system, and both the percolation and dynamic crossover boundaries 
appear to intersect the spinodal curve just below the critical point.  
To address the practically relevant question of arrest into a kinetically stable space-
spanning gel, we compute kinetic arrest boundaries using the mean barrier hopping time and a 
physical criterion for bond lifetime. The mean hopping time in Equation 2.16 is expressed in 
units of the dilute solution (pure solvent for suspensions) Brownian time scale, which for a 
sphere is TkB/0
2
0   . For 25 and 100 nm diameter particles (as often studied using silica 
colloids
45–47
), and a 2 μm particle (typical size of PMMA colloids in confocal experiments48), we 
estimate using a typical solvent viscosity that at room temperature: 0  ∼0.15 ms, 0.01 s, and 30 
s, respectively. Confocal microscopy, dynamic light scattering, and rheology experiments 
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correspond to observation times of ∼10 to 10000 s. Four dynamical arrest boundaries are 
presented in Figure 2.7 corresponding to kinetic arrest criteria of 0/ hop  10
2
, 10
4
, 10
6
, and 
10
8
. In terms of our real world estimates, these correspond to: 0.015, 1.5, 150, and 15000 s for 25 
nm colloids; 1 s, 100 s, 10000 s, and 11.6 days for 100 nm colloids; and 3000 s, 83 h, ∼1 year, 
and ∼1 century for 2 μm colloids.  
For the 2% attraction range system (Figure 2.7(a)), the kinetic arrest boundaries all occur 
after percolation, and intersect the spinodal curve at an attraction strength of ∼3.5 in the vicinity 
of the critical point at ~ 2.3 . Although the flatter binodal demixing curve would lie below the 
spinodal curve (meeting it at the critical point), our calculations for this short range attraction 
suggest a gelled network can form in the homogeneous phase over an extended window of 
packing fractions. For the longer range attractive system (Figure 2.7(b)), the critical packing 
occurs at a lower value of ∼0.18. Our more limited (due to numerical convergence of integral 
equation issues) hopping time calculations suggest that the kinetic arrest curves would intersect 
the demixing boundary at much high packing fractions, ~ 0.45 0.6  . Hence, in this case 
kinetically stable gels likely will not occur in the one phase region. 
2.5.4. Comparison to Experiments 
Our calculations are relevant to several recent experiments which have come to different 
conclusions concerning the question of whether physical gels form in the homogeneous phase. 
Zukoski and co-workers
46,47
 have carried out extensive studies of the structure (via small angle 
scattering), gelation and elasticity of polymer-colloid depletion systems based on sterically 
stabilized (brush-coated) silica spheres of diameter ∼50 nm. Depletion attraction ranges of 
/ ~ 0.025 0.09gR R   were studied over a wide range of colloid volume fractions from 
~ 0.15 0.45  .  Under repulsive inter-brush (hard sphere) conditions, based on small angle x-
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ray scattering they found no evidence of fluid-fluid demixing as a precursor of gel formation. 
Similar conclusions were drawn for the same brush coated particles when temperature was 
varied to induce direct attractions in the absence of polymer additives, i.e., macrophase demixing 
is not the origin of the observed gelation. The measured gelation onset and shear modulus of all 
these silica-based systems were in good agreement with NMCT theory calculations under the 
assumption that the relevant structure (fully 2-component for the polymer-particle depletion 
systems) is that of the homogeneous phase.
30,46,47
 This prior work is broadly consistent with the 
new calculations in Figure 2.7  for the shorter range attraction.  
More recently, Lu et al.
32
 have come to the different conclusion that for a model polymer-
colloid depletion system, gelation always occurs in a two-phase region triggered by spinodal 
decomposition and only finite clusters occur in the homogeneous phase. Simulation support
49
 
based on effective 1-component models was also provided. There are significant differences in 
the experimental systems studied compared to the above silica nanoparticle studies.
46,47
 The 
colloids are much larger (∼2 μm), although the depletion range is similar ( / ~ 0.02gR R , 0.06 ). 
The volume fractions studied were rather low, ~ 0.045, 0.13, 0.16, which fall below the critical 
point at ~ 0.27. Nevertheless, these results are not inconsistent with our calculations in Figure 
2.7 (for a square well, not depletion, attraction) over the rather low volume fraction regime 
studied.  
Very recently, Wagner and co-workers
45
 have studied even smaller, brush-coated silica 
particles (28 nm diameter) where attraction is induced by varying temperature, over a wide range 
of ~ 0.095–0.52. They estimated the attraction range as 1% of the nanoparticle diameter, and 
performed approximate theoretical calculations of the binodal and percolation threshold curves. 
Visual observation, small angle neutron scattering, fiber optic quasielastic light scattering, and 
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rheology were employed to probe this system. Their conclusion was that over a wide range of 
volume fractions, gelation does occur in a one phase region, not triggered by phase separation, in 
accord with the prior studies of Zukoski and co-workers
46,47
. At volume fractions above the 
critical point, the kinetic gel line was found to be close to the theoretically estimated percolation 
boundary if the volume fraction is not too large. At zeroth order, these results seem qualitatively 
consistent with our calculations for a 2% attraction range in Figure 2.7(a) .  
At a more quantitative level, the new silica nanoparticle study
45
 estimated the attraction 
strength (based on a square well, not depletion, potential) at gelation varies from ∼4.5 at a 
volume fraction of ∼0.2, to ∼2 at a volume fraction of ∼0.45. Although we do not wish to 
overemphasize precise numerical comparisons given the approximate nature of our model and 
theory (and real world complications), it seems these numbers are in reasonable accord with our 
results in Figure 2.7(a). We also note that the rheological characterization employed a frequency, 
which, for a 25 nm particle, corresponds to our kinetic gelation criterion of roughly 
000,10/ 0  hop . The calculations in Figure 2.7(a)  based on the later criterion appear consistent 
with experiment. The rheology measurements showed a storage modulus that tends to turn down 
at the lowest frequencies probed, even in a putative gel state. We believe this implies the 
existence of a finite alpha relaxation time associated with the thermally activated bond breaking, 
consistent with the NLE theory.
21,31
 
2.5.5. Comparison to Simulations 
Our conclusions concerning whether kinetic gelation occurs in the one phase region are 
obviously sensitive to the quantitative accuracy of the various approximate theories employed for 
the absolute, and especially relative, location of equilibrium and dynamic phase boundaries. In 
this section, we address this issue by comparing with relevant simulation results for the square 
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well fluid, and also the adhesive hard sphere (AHS) fluid as a limiting model. A key issue is how 
equilibrium properties (spinodal and percolation boundaries) scale with attraction range 
compared to the ideal MCT crossover and kinetically defined activated hopping arrest 
boundaries. The experiments of Lu et al.
32
 were interpreted as confirmation of a proposed 
simulation-based proof 
49
 that, except at very high volume fractions, gelation can only occur in a 
2-phase region. Clearly, the conflicting experimental conclusions of References 32 and 45, and 
46 establish the subtle non-universal nature of this question independent of the accuracy of 
theories.  
We first discuss equilibrium boundaries. Several computer simulations of the square well 
fluid have found that when the range of interaction is very small a universal behavior emerges 
for the spinodal demixing and percolation boundaries that is closely tied to the limiting AHS 
model.
50–53
 The key parameter is the second virial coefficient normalized by its hard sphere limit, 
  32 2,/ 1 ( 1) 1 1HSB B e     . This quantity is negative for strong attractions, and for 
1   and 1   becomes 2 2,/ 3HSB B e
  . An important consequence is that the 
spinodal and percolation boundaries of systems with different (but very short) attraction ranges 
and strengths can each be collapsed in this reduced second virial coefficient representation.
51
    
In Figure 2.8, we present representative calculations of the spinodal and percolation 
boundaries plotted in the reduced 2B -format for three attractions ranges of interest to us:    
0.02, 0.04, 0.08. The percolation boundaries collapse well (better with decreasing range), and are 
in reasonable accord with AHS simulations (not shown), a well-known fact based on the exact 
Baxter solution using the PY closure.
53
 One also sees a near collapse of the spinodal curves, 
which have been determined via numerical extrapolation using the compressibility route to the 
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thermodynamics. At 0.02  , we find the critical point is at ~ 0.25c  and the reduced 
2 ~ 1.15B  , which can be semi-quantitatively compared to AHS simulation
50
 results of ~ 0.12c  
and reduced 2 ~ 1.6B  . For 0.08  , we find ~ 0.18c  and reduced 2 ~ 1.6B  , which can be 
semi-quantitatively compared with 0.15   square well fluid simulation results of ~ 0.21c  and 
reduced 2 ~ 1.2B  .
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The dynamic simulations of ultrashort range square well fluids in Reference 49  focused 
on 0.01   and much lower. These values are below what we have studied; however, one can 
still perform qualitative comparisons. Two essential points emerged from the simulations. (1) 
Ideal MCT is not a good description of the problem for two distinct reasons, especially because 
activated hopping events associated with physical bond breaking (not present in ideal MCT) are 
crucial. This renders any simulation test of our NMCT dynamic crossover curves logically moot, 
consistent with our view that activated hopping is essential to address using NLE theory. (2) 
Simulation isodiffusivity curves (a practical estimate, but non-unique, surrogate for a kinetic 
arrest boundary) were found to collapse well for volume fractions below 0.4 based on the 
reduced 2B  variable. The physical argument offered for this result was that bond breaking is an 
activated process, the probability of which scales as the product of an attempt frequency that is 
inversely proportional to the attraction range times the equilibrium Boltzman factor, i.e., a mean 
hopping time ∼e  B2 / B2,HS . Although reasonable as a zeroth order Arrhenius-like 
argument, it is a highly simplified view given its underlying single bond, gas-like picture. The 
simulations
49
 also found that the isodiffusivity curves intersect the spinodal at volume fractions 
larger than the critical point. These numerical results and arguments led to the conclusion that for 
very short range square well attractions the spinodal and kinetic arrest boundaries scale in the 
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same manner with attraction range and strength, and hence gelation in the one phase region 
cannot occur except at very high volume fractions.  
We believe the simulation-based conclusions associated with point (2) above have 
ambiguities with regards to the essential question of whether it is possible to form kinetic gels in 
the homogeneous phase. First, the presented isodiffusivity curves and time-dependent functions
49
 
do not appear to correspond to very slow activated dynamics, at least as traditionally indicated by 
the following three metrics: a very small diffusion constant 0D D  (where 0D  is the bare 
diffusion constant unaffected by interparticle forces), the presence of near plateaus in the particle 
mean square displacement, and 2-step relaxation of a local dynamical correlation function. What 
one means by a gel is intimately tied to these dynamical issues since solidity emerges when the 
experimental time scale becomes shorter than the equilibrium relaxation time. Hence, it is not 
possible to unambiguously define a “gelation curve”. It also is unclear to us whether the stated 
finding that the isodiffusivity curves collapse based on the same variable as do equilibrium 
boundaries is true in a strongly activated (high barrier to bond breaking) regime that is likely 
relevant to kinetic arrest on experimental time scales.  
Microscopic, force-based, approximate dynamic theories that predict an ideal glass or gel 
transition (MCT, NMCT) do not agree with the idea that the kinetic arrest boundaries scale the 
same as thermodynamic boundaries.
28,30,54,55
 This follows since such dynamical theories are 
formulated in terms of force-force time correlations, and hence the control parameter for kinetic 
constraints cannot in general be ∼e . Analysis54,55 of the square well and related fluids under 
short range strong attraction conditions suggest the relevant control variable is an effective mean 
square force proportional to  
2
1e  . Of course, the NLE approach argues hopping (or 
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physical bond breakage) is essential and the MCT boundary is only a crossover, but it quantifies 
dynamical constraints using the same structural information that enters MCT.  
Finally, there is the question of the experimentally relevant dynamical arrest boundaries 
defined via a relaxation time criterion as we have determined based on the NLE theory. Figure 
2.8 shows our theoretical kinetic arrest boundaries do not collapse when plotted in terms of the 
thermodynamic reduced 2B  variable. Technically, this is not surprising given the discussion in 
the preceding paragraph, and the fact that NLE theory builds on NMCT in the sense it is 
formulated in terms of mean square effective forces. Moreover, NLE theory does not generically 
predict bond breaking barriers are linear in   and volume-fraction independent,23,31 a seemingly 
natural consequence of many body effects on local packing structure and hence the dynamical 
constraints that determine barriers. Moreover, we have argued above that such a collapse should 
not be generically expected since kinetic arrest depends on a non-universal relaxation time 
criterion. Having said that, one sees from Figure 2.8 that for the shorter range attractions of 2% 
and 4%, three out of the four kinetic arrest boundaries do intersect the spinodal curve at packing 
fractions above the critical point. Indeed, this result is indicative of our main message: whether 
kinetic gelation via bond formation in the presence of activated hopping processes occurs in a 
one or two phase region does not have a unique answer even for short range attractive spherical 
particle fluids. It depends on system details, including the practical experimental issue of what 
time scale defines the apparent loss of ergodicity or emergence of solidity. 
2.6. Kinetic Arrest, Percolation, and Demixing: Rods 
The behavior of attractive rod fluids is far less studied and understood than its sphere 
analog. The connection between kinetic arrest, phase separation, and percolation appears to be 
largely uncharted territory, but is an important topic for the design of new gel-like materials
42
 
45 
 
and is also highly relevant in the context of biophysical systems. One expects that strong shape 
anisotropy modifies both the absolute and relative locations of the various boundaries. The 
formation of isotropic gels of attractive rod suspensions is ubiquitous in diverse synthetic and 
biological systems, despite the expectation they may form liquid crystals in equilibrium.
42
 In this 
section, we study the same issues as in Section 2.5, but for 5N   and 40 rods, where the 
elementary Brownian time is 200  N . 
2.6.1. Five Site Rods 
Figure 2.9 shows results for 5-site rods. Compared to the sphere behavior in Figure 2.7, 
the onset of slow dynamics (NMCT boundary) shifts further below the spinodal demixing 
boundary. Note these rods have a critical point at a much lower   than spheres, but a nearly 
identical critical temperature, as qualitatively expected based on the Flory-Huggins theory of 
polymer-solvent phase separation.
56
 The NMCT dynamic crossover and percolation boundaries 
intersect at a much lower packing fraction than for spheres, and farther below the critical point 
for the longer range attractive rod system. The dynamic arrest boundaries based on the relaxation 
time criteria are also all further below the spinodal curve than found for spheres. For the short 
attraction range case, formation of a dynamically stable gel network seems rather easy to achieve 
at packing fractions above the critical point. Increasing the attraction range 0.08   has the 
same qualitative effect as it did in spheres, with the dynamic arrest boundaries beginning to 
intersect the spinodal curve, although stable homogeneous gels are far more likely than for 
spheres. All these trends reflect the different response of the dynamic boundaries relative to the 
spinodal and percolation boundaries as particle shape anisotropy is introduced.  
The NMCT dynamic crossover boundaries display additional distinctive differences 
compared to the sphere systems. For the latter, the nose feature becomes more pronounced as 
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attractive range decreases (Figure 2.7), and for the large attraction range the nose and re-entrancy 
essentially disappear. In contrast, Figure 2.9 shows the nose feature is still present for 5-site rods 
with longer range attractions. The relative locations of the dynamic crossover and percolation 
boundaries resemble the sphere case. For example, upon increasing the attraction range from 
0.02 to 0.08, the percolation boundary moves inside the dynamic crossover boundary. 
Percolation is favored before kinetic arrest for longer range attractions, and the converse applies 
for the shorter attraction range system. 
2.6.2. Forty Site Rods 
Calculations for 40N   rods are shown in Figure 2.10. Note that for hard rods the 
NMCT crossover occurs at ~ 0.10 , as previously established,57 which is essentially identical to 
the nematic phase transition point. However, as emphasized above, experimentally there are 
many examples of large aspect ratio, attractive rods kinetically arresting into gels in a globally 
isotropic microstructure.
42
 Presumably this is because strong attractions can lead to rapid and 
irreversible sticking, thereby kinetically frustrating the rotational motions required to achieve 
long range orientational order. 
The glass-gel “coexistence region” (see Figure 2.6 and Reference 23) is more pronounced 
for long rods (not shown in Figure 2.10). In this region, the dynamic free energy has two 
localization wells and two barriers, one glass-like and one gel-like.
23
 Hence, the applicability of 
Kramers theory is problematic (though numerical solution of the NLE equation is well defined), 
and we do not perform calculations in this region, which is why there are “gaps” in some of the 
dynamic arrest curves in Figure 2.10(a).  
The enhanced aspect ratio reduces the fluid window enormously compared to the 5-site 
rods or spheres, and the dynamic crossover curves are even further removed from spinodal phase 
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separation boundary. Figure 2.10(a) shows a large kinetic gelation region emerges in the 
homogeneous phase region based on the employed relaxation time criteria. For an attraction 
range of 0.02, only at very high attractive strengths and low rod concentration gelation is 
predicted to intersect the spinodal phase separation boundary. For the longer attraction range in 
Figure 2.10(b), a large window for gelation in the homogeneous phase persists. Figure 2.10 also 
shows that percolation relative to kinetic arrest becomes much easier for 40 site rods, with 
relative shifts compared to the 5-site rods for both attraction ranges. Figure 2.10(b)  demonstrates 
that it is impossible to have cluster formation (NMCT boundary) or a dynamically arrested state 
without first being percolated for the longer attraction range system. Overall, large shape 
anisotropy assists not only connectivity percolation, but also bond formation and kinetically 
stable gel networks. 
2.7. Summary and Concluding Remarks 
We have theoretically explored the relationship between macrophase separation, bond 
percolation, kinetic cluster formation, and space spanning gelation in short ranged attractive 
nanoparticle systems. The experimental observations by some workers that gelation is triggered 
by phase separation in sphere suspensions is consistent with our calculations at low volume 
fraction under certain conditions, but it is not a universal feature. The physical reason is twofold: 
(i) physical gelation involves a relaxation time criterion determined by experimental conditions, 
and (ii) based on our approximate statistical dynamical theories both the dynamic crossover and, 
more importantly, the activated dynamics associated with bond breaking do not universally scale 
with interaction potential parameters in the same manner as do the equilibrium spinodal 
demixing and percolation boundaries. The conflicting experimental conclusions concerning 
whether kinetic gelation of sticky spherical particle suspensions can occur in a homogeneous 
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phase are suggested to be a consequence of these theoretical considerations. Homogeneous phase 
gelation of spherical particle gels is predicted to be possible, consistent with silica nanoparticle 
experiments.
45–47
    
Achieving kinetic arrest in the one-phase region becomes generically easier as colloids 
elongate. Rod phase separation occurs in a similar region of parameter space as for spheres of 
matched diameter and chemistry. This relative insensitivity results in an enhanced ability to 
achieve a kinetically stable, space-spanning gel in the homogeneous phase for more elongated 
particles.  
We have also studied the relationship between kinetic arrest and percolation in one 
component nanorod and nanosphere fluids. Percolation is very sensitive to attraction strength and 
range, and can occur before or after the dynamic crossover transition that signals physical 
bonding and cluster formation. If the dynamic crossover occurs before percolation, one expects 
only microscopic clusters. Realization of such a kinetic state is easier with shorter range 
attractions. Another key parameter that controls percolation relative to gelation is the rod aspect 
ratio. Longer rods more readily kinetically arrest and percolate in the homogeneous fluid phase.  
Connectivity percolation in rod-sphere mixtures is found to depend strongly on aspect 
ratio, attraction strength, and attraction range. The mixture percolation threshold varies almost 
linearly with attraction strength for   in the range of 0–3. As expected, percolation is enhanced 
by the addition of rods to athermal and attractive sphere fluids. For pure rod or sphere fluids, the 
number of sticky contacts is roughly constant along the connectivity percolation threshold 
boundary, in agreement with a heuristic formulation of percolation where the threshold is 
assumed to be determined by the formation of a critical number of bonded neighbors.
43
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Ongoing and future work is proceeding in several directions. First, the question of kinetic 
arrest and novel dynamical states in chemically matched mixtures of rods and spheres is an 
interesting problem.
58
 The elasticity and stress-driven yielding of such mixtures is of both 
scientific and materials engineering importance. Second, we are interested in learning the design 
rules for simultaneously optimizing the linear and nonlinear mechanical properties, and electrical 
conductivity, in metallic mixtures of rod and sphere nanoparticles for applications in direct write 
printing of conductive gel inks.
4
 Clearly, the formation of space spanning, kinetically arrested, 
rigid, conductive gels will be aided by the addition of anisotropic rods, if macrophase separation 
is avoided. Finally, how the above questions and phenomena change if the matched chemistry 
condition is relaxed, energetically and/or sterically, is an open area of high interest. 
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2.9. Figures 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of percolation in a binary rod-sphere mixture. The connected distance 
around a site is denoted by a sphere encapsulating the site and is chosen as the range of 
attraction. A percolating pathway is denoted by an arrow. 
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Figure 2.2. Site-site radial distribution functions in a rod-sphere mixture for (from top to bottom) 
sphere-sphere (dark blue and orange), sphere-rod (red and teal), and rod-rod (green and purple) 
pair correlations. Rods have 5 sites, 0.4  , and 0   (athermal limit) in the main plot, and 
2.5   with 0.02   in the inset. Solid curves represent a 20% rod mixture and the dotted 
curves a 80% rod mixture.  
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Figure 2.3. Fluid total packing fraction at the percolation threshold for a binary mixture of 
spheres and 5-site rods as a function of the rod volumetric composition at a fixed attraction range 
of 0.02  . Red squares are results for 0  , purple triangles for 1  , green diamonds for 
2  , and blue circles for 3  . Open symbols only allow for sphere-sphere or rod-rod 
connections; closed symbols allow the additional sphere-rod contribution to connectivity. 
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Figure 2.4. Same as Figure 2.3 but for a 40-site rod. 
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Figure 2.5. One-component fluid packing fraction at the percolation threshold as a function of 
aspect ratio L /  N ; green triangles are for 2.0  and blue squares are for  1. Open 
symbols represent a connectivity distance and attraction range of   0.02 , and closed symbols 
are for   0.08 . Inset: Attraction strength dependence for spheres (squares), 5-site rods 
(triangles), and 40-site rods (circles). Closed symbols are for    0.02  and open symbols for 
. 
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Figure 2.6. A qualitatively correct schematic kinetic arrest diagram for spheres and rods at the 
CM level.
23
 Distinct dynamically arrested states are gels, attractive glasses, repulsive glasses, and 
the glass-gel “coexistence” regime. The A3 point signals termination of the ability to distinguish 
repulsive and attractive glasses based on their localization length.
25–28
 The dashed lines beyond 
the A3 point is a more fuzzy crossover boundary indicating a rapid, but smooth, change from 
glass-like to gel-like localization.
23
 The heavy red solid curve surrounding the fluid regime 
indicates the initial fluid-to-solid ideal transition or dynamic crossover. Sketches of particle 
arrangements in various states are shown. The vertical arrow indicates a sample re-entrancy 
trajectory for a repulsive glass → fluid → gel transition.  
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Figure 2.7(a). Mixed dynamic-demixing-percolation phase diagram for sphere fluids with an 
attraction range of 0.02  . The percolation threshold is represented by the green triangle and is 
denoted by the symbol “P”, the NMCT dynamic crossover boundary by red squares, and the 
spinodal phase separation boundary by blue diamonds. Circles indicate kinetic arrest boundaries 
based on activated hopping relaxation time criteria of  hop / 0 (bottom to top): 10
2
, 10
4
, 10
6
 and 
10
8
. 
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Figure 2.7(b). Same as Figure 2.7(a) but for an attraction range of =0.08.  
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Figure 2.8. Mixed dynamic-demixing-percolation phase diagram for sphere fluids plotted in 
terms of the reduced second virial coefficient as a measure of attraction strength. Teal diamonds 
are for 0.02  , purple triangles for 0.04  , and orange squares for 0.08  . Spinodal 
boundaries are denoted only by filled points, and percolation boundaries with smooth curves. 
Hopping time criterion boundaries for  hop / 0  = 10
4
 (solid line) and 10
8
 (dashed line) appear as 
open symbols. 
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Figure 2.9(a). Same as Figure 2.7(a) but for a 5N   site rod with an attraction range of 
0.02  .  
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Figure 2.9(b). Same as Figure 2.8(a) but for an attraction range of 0.08  .  
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Figure 2.10(a). Same as Figure 2.7(a) but for a 40-site rod and an attraction range of 0.02  .  
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Figure 2.10(b). Same as Figure 2.9(a) but for an attraction range of 0.08  .  
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Chapter 3. Theory of Kinetic Arrest, Elasticity, and Yielding in Dense Binary Mixtures of 
Rods and Spheres
1
 
3.1. Introduction 
  Dense colloidal and nanoparticle suspensions of diverse and tunable properties are 
ubiquitous in synthetic and biological systems. Particles employed in materials applications span 
a wide range of sizes (nanometers to microns), shapes (e.g., spheres, rods, sheets, molecular 
clusters), and chemistry (e.g., silica, metals, glassy polymers, inorganic semiconductors)
1
. A 
similar diversity exists in the biological realm, e.g., globular proteins, rodlike and semiflexible 
biopolymers such as F-actin, and microtubules
2
. A vast array of mixtures is also important, from 
rod-sphere systems
3
 such as biopolymer protein networks, to “biphasic” mixtures of hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic silica colloids
4
. A recent powerful materials application is the direct write 
printing of durable conductive electrodes in fragile electronic devices such as solar microcells 
based on extruding a metallic nanosphere gel or a nanosphere-nanowire mixture
5
. Such materials 
applications often require simultaneously tailoring statistical structure, electrical transport, and 
viscoelastic properties including shear elasticity and yielding response under high solids loading 
conditions.  
The mechanical properties of kinetically arrested synthetic particle systems depend on 
many controllable variables such as interparticle forces, relative concentrations, temperature, 
particle shapes, and total particle packing fraction. The shear elasticity of these systems in 
amorphous glasses and gels is intimately related to the physical nature of the localized state and 
intermolecular structure. For one-component spherical particle systems, repulsive glasses, gels, 
and attractive glasses can be formed, each with its own unique viscoelastic properties
6-10
, where 
                                                          
1
 This chapter is drawn in its entirety from a previous publication. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from          
R. Jadrich and K. S. Schweizer, Phys. Rev. E 86, 061503. Copyright 2012 American Physical Society. 
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particle localization is the result of repulsive force caging, physical bonding due to strong short 
range attractions, and a mixture of caging and bond formation, respectively. Besides attractions, 
particle shape anisotropy affords another tunable route for realizing novel kinetically arrested 
states with distinctive mechanical properties. For example, recent experimental
11
 and 
theoretical
12-14
 studies of one-component suspensions of low aspect ratio dicolloids has 
discovered they can form plastic glasses (only translation arrested), double glasses (arrested 
translation and rotation), or double gels. The kinetic arrest phenomenon and mechanical 
properties of this system are well described
11,14,15
 by the microscopic naive mode coupling theory 
(NMCT)
16,17
 and the nonlinear Langevin equation (NLE) theory which account for single particle 
activated barrier hopping
18
. More generally, it is now well established that the full ideal MCT 
approach
19
 is a powerful tool for estimating the onset of transient localization and solidity in 
diverse colloidal systems
8,19-21
. We do emphasize that though technically much simpler, NMCT 
captures many of the successes of the full MCT for the system-specific location of the dynamic 
crossover and localized state properties, is computationally tractable for more complex systems, 
and serves as the starting point for treating activated dynamics in the NLE approach.  
Binary and higher order mixtures are characterized by a much larger parameter space 
resulting in enhanced property tunability and the possible realization of qualitatively new 
kinetically arrested states. For example, in so-called biphasic mixtures of equidiameter repulsive 
and sticky spheres, the attractive species can dynamically arrest in the presence of diffusing 
repulsive spheres
4
, a phenomenon that is qualitatively well described by NMCT and NLE 
theory
22
. Strong asymmetry between mixture species can also be introduced solely via size 
differences. For example, binary hard sphere fluids exhibit rich collective dynamics that has been 
extensively studied using simulation
23
 and the full ideal MCT
24
. Another interesting feature of 
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mixtures of hard spheres, soft colloids, and polymers and colloids is the influence of structural 
(e.g., size) asymmetry on the reentrant glass phenomenon
8,9
. The latter is the result of a delicate 
balance between repulsive-force caging and small-particle mediated physical attraction between 
the larger species that can effectively refluidize a repulsive glass, and ultimately induce various 
forms of gelation. In binary asymmetric mixtures, vitrification or gelation can occur 
simultaneously for both species, or only partially where one component remains an ergodic fluid 
while the other kinetically arrests. The various MCT approaches have been useful for providing 
system-specific guidelines for when transient localization and solidlike behavior emerge.  
The goal of this Chapter is to formulate in general, and apply to the specific system of 
rods and spheres, a dynamical theory of (ideal) kinetic arrest, shear elasticity, and applied stress-
driven yielding of mixtures where at least one of the species is a nonspherical object. Our 
approach is guided by the previous NMCT of biphasic sphere mixtures
22
, and recent work on 
one-component nonrotating rods
25
 and dicolloid suspensions which has been successfully 
quantitatively confronted with experiment
11,14,15
. Our present focus is solely on constructing ideal 
kinetic arrest phase diagrams where the boundaries indicate a dynamic crossover from fluidlike 
behavior to solidlike behavior characterized by transient localization at the center-of-mass level 
and emergent elasticity, and the effect of applied stress on solidity. For anisotropic particles, the 
theory is formulated at the simpler center-of-mass (CM) dynamics level
25
 corresponding to 
dynamically freezing rotational motion but with the full isotropic fluid structure taken into 
account. Though seemingly crude, this simplification has been shown to be reliable for the 
relatively high aspect ratio particles we study
11,14
. Moreover, explicit microscopic treatment of 
coupled translation-rotation dynamics in glass and gel forming fluids has only been achieved
11-14
 
for uniaxial shapes due to large technical complexities. Our focus is solely on the local 
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dynamical consequences of conservative forces between objects of finite excluded volume. So-
called topological entanglements
26
 between highly extended objects (e.g., long rods) are not 
taken into account. However, these are not expected to be of leading importance in describing 
the short range physics that underlies isotropic vitrification and physical gelation.  
Section 3.2 presents the models and dynamical theories employed; technical details of the 
latter are given in Appendix A. As relevant background, results for pure rod and pure sphere 
systems are briefly recalled in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the new kinetic arrest phase 
diagrams and localization parameters predicted for dense rod-sphere mixtures of varying degrees 
of anisotropy (rod aspect ratio) and interparticle potentials. A few results are also presented as a 
function of variable total packing fraction. Sample calculations of how the elastic shear modulus 
and absolute yield stress vary with mixture composition and attraction strength are discussed in 
Section 3.5. The Chapter concludes in Section 3.6 with a brief summary. 
3.2. Theory 
  The primary new methodological advance of this article is the generalization of NMCT 
to treat mixtures where one or more species is a nonspherical object modeled at the interaction 
site level. Derivation of the self-consistent localization equations, and a microscopic expression 
for the shear modulus, are given in Appendices A and B, respectively, for a general mixture.  
We have recently studied the connectivity percolation of pure (sticky) sphere and rod 
fluids and their binary mixtures
27
. Here our interest is only high total packing fraction mixtures 
which are percolated. Hence, whether a gel forms is not limited by connectivity, but rather the 
formation and lifetime of physical bonds. Here, the latter question is treated only at the simplest 
NMCT level; generalization to treat the temporal stability of a transiently localized state to 
activated hopping (bond or cage breaking) events can be achieved using the NLE approach
14,22
, 
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but is beyond the scope of this initial work. Thus, a dynamic “phase” exists only in the sense that 
activated hopping is not allowed, a situation that defines ideal MCT, and is literally relevant in a 
granular material, and can be practically relevant “deep enough” in the solid-state region of 
parameter space predicted by MCT.  
We model an individual rod as a linearly connected set of spherical interaction sites. 
Even for rod-sphere mixtures the number of system parameters is large: rod aspect ratio, 
effective surface corrugation of the rod, rod thickness relative to the sphere diameter, total 
packing fraction, mixture composition, and the three interparticle site-site potentials. If the latter 
are described as a hard core plus square well attraction, nine parameters enter: three distances of 
closest approach, three attraction strengths, and three spatial ranges. Hence, the minimal model 
has 14 system-specific parameters, and there would be more if additional forces (e.g., Coulomb) 
were present.  
Our approach can address the above level of parameter complexity. But in this initial 
study we focus on a simpler variant, also relevant to ongoing studies of silver nanowire-
nanosphere mixtures by Lewis and co-workers, which we refer to as the “chemically matched” 
model. Here the interaction sites on the rod have the same hard core diameter as the sphere, d , 
and the range and strength of the square well attraction (if present) are the same, a  and 0  , 
respectively. The rigid rod is modeled as N  tangentially bonded sites corresponding to a fixed 
bond length between nearest neighbor sites equal to the site hard core diameter. The reduced 
attraction range /a d   is fixed at a single small value 0.02 characteristic of nanoparticles or 
colloids that interact via van der Waals or other short range attractions
1
. We focus on dense 
mixtures at a total packing fraction of 0.4   unless stated otherwise. Particle volume is 
quantified based on the hard core diameter, and thus  3 1 2 / 6d     , where 1  and 2  are 
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the site number densities for spheres and rods respectively. Thus, the number of variable 
parameters for most cases studied is reduced to three: N ,  2 1 2/R      , and the contact 
attraction strength in units of the thermal energy,  . 
3.2.1. Particle models and structural correlations 
All sites on different particles interact via either a pair decomposable repulsive hard core 
pair potential or a “sticky” potential consisting of a hard core plus square well attraction:   
 
,
,
0 ,
s
r d
v r d r d a
d a r

 

    
  
.    (3.1) 
Site-site pair correlation (radial distribution) functions are computed for nonspherical objects 
using the standard reference interaction site model (RISM)
28-30
, or Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) 
equation
29
 for spheres, formulated in terms of a matrix of coupled integral equations which in 
Fourier space is given by 
         k k k k k   H Ω C Ω H .    (3.2) 
Here, the matrices  kH  and  kC  denote the Fourier transform of  i j ijh r   and the direct 
correlation function  ijC r , respectively,     1ij ijh r g r   where  ijg r  is the intermolecular 
site-site radial distribution function, and  kΩ  is a diagonal matrix containing the Fourier 
transformed intramolecular structure factors  i i k  which describes particle shape where i  is 
the site number density of species i. Subscripts “1” indicate spheres, and “2” indicates rods for 
which ends effects are pre-averaged in the standard manner corresponding to an equivalent site 
approximation
28
. The dimensionless site-site collective partial structure factors are given by 
     ij ij i i j ijS k k h k     .    (3.3) 
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 For a sphere,  1 1k  , while for a tangent bead rod with N  sites: 
  
 
2
, 1
sin1 N r k
k
N r k

  


  ,    (3.4) 
where   and   are the site indices on a given rod, and 
 
r d     is the distance between the 
two indicated sites. To close Equation 3.2 and render it mathematically solvable, the standard 
site-site Percus-Yevick approximation
29,30
 is employed: 
      
 
1 ,
0,
v r
ij ij
ij
C r e g r r d
g r r d

  
 
.    (3.5) 
The coupled integral equations are solved numerically using either the Picard or a Newton-
Raphson algorithm
29
.  
 RISM theory predicts the full equilibrium isotropic fluid structure at the site-site, scalar 
pair correlation function level. It does not capture symmetry-breaking phase transitions such as 
crystallization or liquid crystal formation
29,30
. This is not a limitation in the present context since 
our goal is only to study the dynamical arrest of isotropic mixtures. However, RISM theory can 
predict isotropic fluid-fluid phase separation. Of course, for real systems, homogeneous and 
isotropic glass or gel formation might occur in a metastable sense, for example, in a 
thermodynamically stable nematic or nonhomogeneous (phase-separated) region of the 
equilibrium phase diagram. These issues are discussed in Section 3.4.  
 Concerning the quantitative accuracy of the structural input from RISM theory, it is 
difficult to make a precise statement. It is well established that RISM theory for the real space 
site-site pair correlations of dense liquids composed of hard core small molecules is accurate at 
the 10-20% level
30
, but the quantitative accuracy for the sticky rod-sphere mixtures of present 
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interest is not known. For the moderately dense and attractive systems of interest, we suspect it is 
reasonably accurate, but crisp statements await future equilibrium simulation studies.  
3.2.2. Naïve Mode Coupling Theory  
NMCT is a mathematically and conceptually simplified single particle dynamics version 
of the full ideal MCT for collective density fluctuations. It has been shown to reliably capture 
many diverse dynamic crossover phenomena including partial localization in mixtures
22
, plastic 
glasses
14,15
, glass-fluid reentrancy
10,31
, gel and attractive glass formation
10,14,22,31
, nonmonotonic 
variation with aspect ratio of the arrest volume fraction in fluids of hard uniaxial particles
11,14
, 
and more exotic arrested states in nonspherical particle suspensions
14
. The NMCT arrest 
boundaries indicate a crossover to slow activated dynamics, not the kinetic “glass” or “gel” 
transition deduced in the laboratory which is based on when a characteristic relaxation time 
exceeds the experimental time scale. However, many studies have shown deep connections exist 
between this dynamic crossover and true kinetic arrest
10,14,22,25,31
.  
The key quantity of NMCT is the long time limit of the CM force-force time correlation 
function associated with a tagged particle due to interactions with all the surrounding sites on 
different particles. Within the simplifying CM perspective adopted in this work, rotations are 
dynamically (not statically) frozen. It has been shown that this simplification becomes 
increasingly accurate as the particle aspect ratio grows beyond ∼1.4 where rotational motion 
localizes simultaneously with translational motion 
14
. Moreover, the nonmonotonic variation of 
the kinetic arrest boundary with aspect ratio is well captured based on the CM version of 
NMCT
14
. Note that dynamic freezing only means rotational motion is ignored; the full 
orientationally equilibrated isotropic fluid structure obtained from RISM theory does enter as 
structural input to NMCT. The CM force-force correlation function is approximately computed 
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using the MCT projection and factorization procedure as outlined in Appendix A. Adopting an 
Einstein amorphous solid model
16-18
 for the kinetically arrested state yields at long times 
   
 
 
     
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,  (3.6) 
where 1,2   (sphere, rods),  CM tF  is the CM force at time t, and the CM localization length is 
 2 2,Lr r t   .  The total force on a tagged molecule due to the surrounding particles, which 
we refer to as the CM force, is  ( )
N
CM i
i
t t F F  where  
i tF  is the force on site i  of a tagged 
particle of type  .  
As discussed in Appendix A, combining Equation 3.6 with the CM Generalized Langevin 
Equation (GLE) for a mixture leads to the two coupled self-consistent localization equations for 
the localization lengths 
 
       
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   k . (3.7) 
Equation 3.7 includes two intramolecular structure contributions:  k  encodes the tagged 
particle intramolecular site structure,  and N  is the number of sites of a particle of species  . 
Sites experience effective intermolecular pair forces,  1 ikC k
  in Fourier space, due to the 
surrounding particles. The quantity 
2 2
, /6Lk re 

 is the Debye-Waller factor, and  ,ijS k t   is the 
arrested collective concentration-concentration fluctuation structure factor for species i and j. 
The latter is determined using a short time Vineyard plus deGennes narrowing approximation as 
discussed in great detail in prior work on biphasic sphere mixtures
22
. We refrain from 
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reproducing the lengthy algebraic equations (see reference 22) and only note that  ,ijS k t  
follows from the exact short time static collective structure factor matrix  ,k tS  of Brownian 
particles:  
       2 1, ,
d
k t k k k k t
dt
 S H S S     (3.8) 
where    ,/ij B s j ijH k k T    and , ,/s j B s jk T D   is the short time friction constant for particle 
type j, and ,s jD  is the corresponding short time diffusion coefficient. Using  
2
,6 sr t D t  , and 
taking the long time limit under the assumption particles be come localized, leads to the relations 
2 2
, , , ,/ /s j s i L i L jr r   , thereby closing Equation 3.7. We emphasize that the arrested collective 
partial structure factors have both an equilibrium structure contribution ( 0t  ), and a part that 
depends on the localization lengths of the two species
22
. 
The emergence of the first ,Lr     localized solution of Equation 3.7 as a function of 
system parameters signifies the transition from an ergodic fluid to an amorphous solid of species 
 , which thereby allows the construction of a (ideal) kinetic arrest phase diagram. Within the 
simplified NMCT, all transitions involve a discontinuous change of the localization length(s), 
though transitions between different types of arrested states can sometimes be continuous. The 
nature of the localized state (e.g., glass vs gel) is deduced in NMCT solely from the magnitude of 
the localization length, or equivalently whether repulsive-force caging or bond formation is the 
dominant mechanism for arrest. Depending on system parameters, for a binary system three 
classes of transitions are possible: fluid to double (both species) localized state, fluid to partial 
(single species) localized state, and single to double localized state. 
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A microscopic expression for the elastic shear modulus of the ideal solid state has been 
derived for sphere mixtures
32
 using MCT projection and factorization approximations. We have 
generalized this analysis to mixtures composed of nonspherical particles at the site level. As 
sketched in Appendix A, the result for a binary mixture is  
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  (3.9) 
In real systems, thermal fluctuation driven activated hopping can restore ergodicity and fluidize 
the system on a long enough time scale. Use of Equation 3.9 is still appropriate on intermediate 
time and frequency scales often probed experimentally if the barrier hopping time is sufficiently 
long. It is in this spirit that we employ Equation 3.9 to estimate solid-state rigidity. 
3.2.3. Nonlinear Langevin Equation Theory and Absolute Yielding 
NLE theory for one-component spherical and nonspherical particle fluids, and also sphere 
mixtures, has been developed to go beyond the ideal MCT localization transition to treat 
ergodicity-restoring single particle activated barrier hopping
14,17,18,22,25
. For binary systems, or 
translating and rotating molecular fluids, the key idea is a “dynamic free energy surface” that 
self-consistently quantifies effective forces on a tagged particle within a local equilibrium 
framework. To construct the dynamic free energy surface,  1 2,dynF r r , for a two-component 
system one first rewrites Equations 3.6 and 3.7 in terms of the displacements of tagged species 1 
and 2 (
1r  and 2r ) as an effective force balance or minimization criterion (to locate a putative 
localized state)
17,18,22
: 
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The corresponding coupled NLE equations then follow in the overdamped limit as
18,22
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    (3.11) 
where r  is a dynamic scalar displacement and f  is a fluctuating force felt by a tagged 
particle of type   related by the fluctuation dissipation theorem to the dissipative drag force 
quantified by a short time friction constant. Equation 3.11 is constructed such that if the noise 
term is dropped, and hence systems cannot go “uphill” over a barrier, the NMCT self-
consistency relations of Equation 3.7 are obtained for the ensemble-averaged localization lengths 
in the long time limit. 
As discussed in great detail previously
14,25,33
 the effect of applied stress ( ) is modeled 
in a simple scalar microrheology framework as an external force on tagged particles deduced 
from the macroscopic stress and an estimate of the average particle cross sectional area. Equation 
3.10 is thus modified with an additional microscopic external force term as 
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where 
2
2/3
micro N df 



  is the additional microscopic force,   is  in units of 
3/Bk T d , and   is 
a numerical  coefficient of order unity of geometric origin that is not predicted from first 
principles. Depending on the average particle cross-section employed to relate the macroscopic 
stress and microscopic force,   varies slightly33. Here, we set 1   without loss of generality 
since all results can be scaled appropriately for 1  .  
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Beyond a so-called “absolute” yield stress y , the localized state predicted by quiescent 
NMCT is by definition destroyed. Within the NLE perspective, this corresponds to when the 
activation barrier goes to zero, or equivalently when the external force becomes equal and 
opposite to the maximum intermolecular force confining particles to a localized state. This 
absolute yield stress is directly relevant for understanding a mechanically driven solid-to-fluid 
transition in granular systems where thermal fluctuation induced barrier hopping is not present. 
For thermal Brownian suspensions or liquids, it represents an upper bound to an experimentally 
relevant “dynamical” yield stress which qualitatively signals when the stress-assisted mean 
barrier hopping time is of order of the observation time scale
1,14,33,34
. In practice, we determine 
the absolute yield stress using a bisection technique to find the value of y   that removes all 
finite ,Lr   solutions to Equation 3.12. The possibility for multistep yielding (sequential 
destruction at distinct stresses of a doubly localized state
14,34
) exists; however, our initial studies 
in this Chapter only explore absolute yielding. 
The extension of NMCT to include applied deformation is simple and largely heuristic. 
However, it is motivated by both recent and old physical concepts, including the Eyring idea that 
applied stress speeds up dynamics, and the modern microrheology perspective of relating 
macroscopic stress to an effective force on a tagged particle level
33
. Our treatment ignores all 
tensorial aspects of the deformation (e.g., shear versus extension) given our desire to describe 
tagged particle motion in an isotropic (spherically averaged) manner. The adopted simplicity 
allows one to avoid having to know vectorial measures of anisotropic structure, a very difficult 
problem. Indeed, various experimental and simulation studies often find little changes of 
isotropic local structure even at high stresses or strains where the dynamics is changed by orders 
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of magnitude (see reference 33 for a discussion), an implicit assumption of our present analysis. 
Finally, the usefulness of our simplified isotropic perspective is supported by prior successful 
applications of the stressed versions of NMCT and NLE to diverse experimental colloid 
phenomena, especially mechanically induced yielding
14,33,34
. 
3.3. Pure Sphere and Rod Fluids 
As relevant background, a qualitative, but faithful depiction of a typical one-component 
NMCT and NLE kinetic arrest diagram for attractive spheres is shown in Figure 3.1
8,10
; the 
topology is qualitatively the same for rods
14,25
 and other shapes at the CM level
10
. Four distinct 
(ideal) dynamically arrested states are predicted
6–10
: repulsive glass (RG), gel (G), attractive 
glass (AG), and a glass-gel co-existence (GGC) region. RG and G states are distinguished in 
NMCT by the value of the localization length; specifically, a repulsive glass has a relatively 
large localization length since arrest is driven by caging forces, while gels exhibit a shorter 
localization length tightly correlated with the (short) range of the attractive interaction that 
induces physical bond formation. The AG and GGC are identified based on the form of the 
dynamic free energy
10
. Attractive glasses are characterized by gel-like localization lengths but 
dynamical barriers at (larger) glasslike displacements; the GGC state corresponds to a narrow 
regime of parameter space where the dynamic free energy exhibits two localization wells and 
two (low) barriers. The nonmonotonic “nose” feature in Figure 3.1 signals a reentrancy transition 
from RG → fluid (F) → G or AG associated with a change from repulsive-force caging to 
attractive force bond formation as the primary mechanism for transient localization
6–10
. 
Ideal dynamic arrest phase diagrams for the pure component fluids are presented in 
Figure 3.2; above (below) the curves indicate an arrested solid (ergodic fluid). Only the initial 
nonergodicity boundary is presented (not the dashed lines corresponding to continuous, but 
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rapid, changes of the localization length, nor the E point in Figure 3.1) which is the focus of our 
present work. As one transitions from spheres to 5N   rods to 40N   rods, the fluid regime 
shrinks dramatically. Easier dynamical arrest at higher aspect ratios is an intuitive result of 
increased particle anisotropy which magnifies both steric excluded volume constraints and the 
ability to form intermolecular physical bonds. We note that NMCT only predicts local stability 
of the arrested state to small amplitude Gaussian-like dynamic fluctuations. Neither large 
amplitude activated barrier hopping nor the question of whether a gel is bond percolated are 
addressed. For a space spanning kinetically stable gel to exist, one intuitively expects the 
minimum requirements are that the physical bonds have a lifetime longer than the experimental 
time scale, and the system is geometrically bond percolated. These issues were discussed in our 
prior work that studied single-component sphere and rod suspensions and bond percolation of 
rod-sphere mixtures
27
. Since our present interest is dense mixtures, the percolation criterion is 
obeyed. In all calculations presented below the parameter ranges studied correspond to 
homogeneous states, i.e., liquid-liquid demixing does not occur. 
3.4. Dynamical Arrest Phase Diagrams and Localization Lengths of Rod-Sphere Mixtures 
3.4.1. Five Site Attractive Rods with Attractive and Hard Spheres 
We first study a binary mixture of 5N   rods and hard spheres where attractions are 
present only between rod sites. The results are shown in Figure 3.3, and demonstrate this binary 
mixture is significantly more complex than a one-component suspension. Multiple dynamic 
“triple points” and reentrancies are predicted. There is a large fluid regime along with three 
distinct arrested states. Starting in the fluid window and increasing the inter rod attraction 
strength results in physical bond formation and gelation of only the relatively dilute rod species. 
Hence, this gel is porous and the spheres remain liquid like, i.e., delocalized. At higher rod 
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composition the gel pore size shrinks and the spheres eventually become trapped in a glassy state 
via steric excluded volume constraints. Consequently, a new arrested state with both gel and 
glass characteristics
10
 is predicted. Another notable feature is the double glass reentrancy in 
Figure 3.3, which qualitatively is a consequence of the same competing physics operative in 
sticky single-component fluids: attractions cause physical clustering thereby creating more “free 
volume” at intermediate levels of attraction strength6–10. Over a narrow range of rod 
compositions near 0.5  , a vertical trajectory can involve three kinetic transitions: double glass 
→ fluid → rod gel plus sphere glass → rod gel. At very high rod loadings, increasing rod 
attraction results in a double glass → rod gel plus sphere glass transition; further increase of 
attraction leads to another type of reentrant melting whence the rods are gels but the spheres 
refluidize.  
The boundaries separating the various regimes in Figure 3.3 are determined from the 
computed jump discontinuities in one or both of the localization lengths. Figure 3.4 plots the 
localization lengths along three trajectories in the dynamic phase diagram of Figure 3.3. The 
vertical trajectory at 0.57R   illustrates the influence of reentrancy on the localization lengths. 
At low  , both rods and spheres are glassy with relatively large localization lengths ( ~ 0.10d ), 
though the rod Lr  is smaller due to its larger steric hindrance. One physically expects (confirmed 
in Section 3.5) that these localization lengths correlate with shear rigidity: the smaller Lr , the 
greater the shear modulus. At large  , the double glass melts and an ergodic fluid is predicted. 
Further increase in the rod attraction resolidifies the system with spheres in a glassy state and 
rods in a gel state as deduced by the abrupt decrease of the rod localization length. 
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A strong similarity of the rod localization lengths of the 1R   and 0.57R   systems 
is also seen in Figure 3.4. However, for the pure rod fluid, increasing rod attraction does not 
liquefy the mixture. Upon crossing ~ 1 , a change from a double glass to a rod gel plus sphere 
glass state is predicted. This crossover results in an increase in the sphere localization length, a 
seemingly counterintuitive change that occurs since enhanced rod physical bonding results in 
additional free volume for the hard spheres. Localization length results along a horizontal 1   
trajectory in Figure 3.3 are also presented in Figure 3.4. Below ∼60% rods the mixture is a fluid, 
while above this threshold a double glass emerges, and further increase of the rod composition 
has little influence on the localization lengths of either species. 
Figure 3.5 shows the analogous kinetic arrest map when the spheres now attract each 
other and also the rods with exactly the same strength as the inter-rod site-site attraction. 
Differences in static structure between the fully attractive and mixed hard-attractive system, 
discussed previously
27
, result in new features of kinetic arrest, though some aspects of Figure 3.3 
persist. Sphere attractions allow for their active participation in the physically bonded network 
which greatly reduces the rod gel window. Additionally, the rod gel-sphere glass regime is nearly 
erased. Multiple dynamic “triple points” and reentrancies are again predicted. Note that rather 
large colocalized double gel and double glass regimes are present, accompanied by small single 
rod gel and mixed sphere glass-rod gel regimes. These features are presumably a consequence of 
the relatively low rod aspect ratio and modest mixture structural packing asymmetry. The double 
gelation boundary in Figure 3.5 is surprisingly flat and slowly varying with mixture composition. 
It is not immediately obvious why such large insensitivity to composition should exist, but recall 
the “chemistry” is matched in the studied model. This suggests physical bonding requires a 
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minimum attraction between sites that is largely independent of intramolecular architecture, as 
perhaps expected given the very short range attractive force. 
Comparing Figures 3.3 and 3.5 also demonstrates the large influence of sphere-sphere 
attraction on dynamic reentrant melting. Specifically, it strongly enhances the reentrant noselike 
feature encapsulating the fluid regime. Stronger reentrancy results from enhanced particle 
clustering as spheres can also form physical bonds thereby opening up even more “free volume.” 
Figure 3.6 shows the localization lengths corresponding to two sample trajectories in the 
double localized regime of Figure 3.5. Following the horizontal 1.4   trajectory with 
increasing 
R  highlights the numerous dynamical state changes possible: the rods and spheres 
are initially fluid, then the rods gel, followed by sphere glass formation in the rod gel, and finally 
double gelation. When spheres localize into a glassy state little influence is predicted on the rod 
localization length, in contrast to sphere gelation which induces a noticeable change in the rod 
localization length due to the increase in particles participating in physical bonding and hence 
tighter clustering. Lastly, the vertical trajectory along 0.66R   in Fig 3.6 (inset) exhibits the 
familiar reentrancy phenomenon in mixtures. Transitions from a double glass → fluid → rod gel 
→ double gel are predicted, along with striking changes in the localization lengths. 
  Overall, upon mixing modest length rods and spheres, especially if both are sticky, results 
in a remarkable increase in complexity of the kinetic arrest diagram. New confocal imaging 
experiments are in progress by Lewis and coworkers to probe these kinetic arrest and localization 
length predictions for dense mixtures of sticky silica rods and repulsive or attractive spheres. 
3.4.2. 40 Site Attractive Rods with Attractive and Hard Spheres 
Before presenting our results for binary fluids involving 40N   rods, a possible 
complication must be discussed: nematic liquid crystal formation and orientational packing 
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correlations for high rod aspect ratios and/or concentrations. As mentioned earlier, most standard 
integral equation approaches (including RISM-PY) are not capable of predicting nematic phase 
formation
28–30
. However, whether such an equilibrium phase transition is relevant for 
nonequilibrium glass or gel formation is not a priori obvious. This issue is analogous to the 
relation between crystallization and vitrification in spherical particle systems. Here, the 
crystalline states are often irrelevant for practical reasons, e.g., size polydispersity and/or slow 
nucleation kinetics. As a result it is the equilibrated metastable amorphous branch for spheres 
that is relevant. In analogy, for rodlike objects the formation of isotropic rod gels or glasses is 
very common in synthetic and biological systems
3
, despite the equilibrium driving force to form 
nematics. Thus, homogeneous isotropic rod gels are possible as long as kinetic arrest preempts 
long range orientational ordering, which is the scenario assumed in the calculations presented 
below. A second possible complication is that, even in the isotropic phase, one expects spatially 
short range orientational correlations between rods are present. The standard RISM-PY theory 
we employ does not capture this aspect
30
. However, note that such vectorial correlations do not 
enter the dynamical NMCT theory for particles described by an interaction site model. 
Figure 3.7 shows that large rod anisotropy leads to striking new features in the dynamic 
phase diagram of fully attractive rod-sphere mixtures. A total of seven dynamically arrested 
“phases,” multiple dynamic triple points, and many reentrant features are predicted. The fluid 
regime is now very small, and the rods are localized over a much greater portion of parameter 
space than when 5N  . Rods can form a single gel, single glass, or single attractive glass in the 
presence of a sticky sphere fluid. Additionally, the theory predicts a single rod glass-gel 
coexistence regime. Overall, the structure of the single rod dynamic crossover boundaries in 
Figure 3.7 is similar to a representative one-component rod analog in Figure 3.2. 
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Increasing rod length from 5N   (Figure 3.5) to 40N   (Figure 3.7) is also predicted to 
result in little change of the doubly arrested boundaries. Qualitatively, and even quantitatively 
for double gelation, the kinetic arrest boundaries are the same for 5N   and 40N   site rods. 
This insensitivity may be due to the spheres not “seeing” the full rod length but rather a dense 
intertwined network or mesh of rods. In contrast to the 5N   rod mixtures, when 40N   there 
is a rather wide separation of the kinetic arrest boundaries of rods and spheres in the dynamic 
phase diagram. Effectively, the kinetic arrest map bifurcates into (1) a region of localized rods in 
a background sphere fluid, and (2) well removed doubly arrested states. As we shall see, this has 
major consequences on mechanical properties such as the elastic modulus and yield stress. 
Localization length calculations along two trajectories in Figure 3.7 are shown in Figure 
3.8. Along the vertical 0.153R   trajectory the inner corner of the glass-gel coexistence regime 
is traversed. Dynamic transitions from a rod glass→rod gel→ double gel are predicted. 
Following the 0.3R   trajectory similar changes of the localization lengths are found. 
However, a continuous (smooth crossover) transition from a rod repulsive glass to a rod 
attractive glass is observed; recall these two states are distinguished by inspection of the 
corresponding scalar dynamic free energy as explained previously
10
. When the spheres do gel in 
Figure 3.8 for both the 0.153R   and 0.3R   trajectories, the rod Lr  drops much more 
dramatically than found for the 5N   rod phase diagrams. Upon sphere gelation, a transition 
from < 40% to 100% of the particles forming physical bonds occurs. The pronounced change in 
the number of bonding particles produces the large discontinuous drop in the rod localization 
lengths. 
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Finally, we examine 40N   site attractive rods mixed with hard spheres in Figure 3.9. 
At a gross level the overall topology of Figures 3.7 and 3.9 is the same, except for the lack of a 
double gel in the hard sphere case. This results in a large “hole” in the middle of the phase 
diagram where rod glasses in an ergodic sphere fluid exist. The shape of the double glass 
boundary also qualitatively changes. One additional subtle difference is the disappearance of the 
single rod reentrant feature, in contrast to the 5N   rod mixture behavior in Figures 3.3 and 3.5. 
We interpret this as a consequence of the large separation of the single rod localization and 
double localization boundaries. If sphere attractions are absent, then any additional free volume 
gained by their aggregation is removed since spheres now repel, not stick.   
3.4.3. Dynamic Phase Diagrams in the η - ΦR Plane 
Dynamic phase diagrams in the R   plane probe another aspect of parameter space 
associated with the total mixture packing fraction. Figure 3.10 shows an example for an athermal 
mixture of hard spheres and five site hard rods; note the relevant total packing fractions are still 
quite high. The fluid window is very large, and the onset of localization occurs simultaneously 
for both species in the majority of parameter space. Only a small regime at high rod composition 
exists where rods localize but spheres remain fluid. Rods can arrest in the presence of a sphere 
fluid via a combination of anisotropy and porosity; when the latter decreases enough with 
increased rod loading the spheres become trapped in the small pores of the rod glass. The 
difference between the kinetic arrest packing fraction of spheres and rods grows with R . 
It is interesting to compare the onset point when rods localize but the spheres do not 
(dynamic “triple point” Z in Figure 3.10) to the onset volume fraction in the pure five site rods of 
Figure 3.2. The rod packing fraction at point Z is 0.3eff R    , which is nearly identical to 
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the pure hard rod crossover at 0.31   in Figure 3.2. This small difference suggests calculations 
for pure component systems can be useful for predicting the onset of single dynamical arrest in 
rod-sphere mixtures, even if the elementary excluded volume scales ( d ) are identical. 
The role of rod attractions in the R   kinetic arrest diagram is studied in Figure 3.11 
at a fixed (rather strong) 2 Bk T  . As expected, attractions greatly reduce the fluid window 
compared to the hard rod mixture of Figure 3.10. Additionally, there are no glassy regimes, only 
gel states. Colocalization now occurs only over roughly half the range of mixture compositions, 
much less than in Figure 3.10. The large double gel window arises from clustering and bond 
formation between all species. Comparing the dynamical triple point Q in Figure 3.11 to the pure 
component analog in Figure 3.2, one sees that 0.09eff   and 0.103  . Again, a rather good 
agreement between the two quantities is found. We do caution that the generality of such 
agreement is unclear since the models studied here have matched chemistry and elementary (site-
level) excluded volume scales which results in weak structural or packing variations in the 
mixture. The latter holding with varying composition may be key to realizing reliable predictive 
ability for effective one-component descriptions. 
We note that the full ideal MCT of collective pair dynamics has been employed to study 
kinetic arrest of hard sphere mixtures characterized by diameter ( D ) asymmetries 
( /small largeD D  ) ranging from 0.5   to 0.8
24
. In all cases, the ideal glass transition total 
volume fraction boundaries are nonmonotonic functions of composition, in contrast to our results 
in Figure 3.10. We interpret this difference as indicating rods cannot be viewed as simply larger 
spheres, and explicit rod anisotropy plays a crucial dynamical role. 
3.5. Elastic Modulus and Absolute Yield Stress  
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Crossing the dynamic arrest boundaries in Figures 3.3, 3.5, 3.7, and 3.9–3.11 can lead to 
dramatic changes of bulk mechanical properties. For one-component systems, there is a direct 
correlation between the shear modulus and the inverse localization length within NMCT
10,33,35
. A 
mixture is more complicated, and the relative contribution of different species to elasticity is an 
issue. But qualitatively, the connection between higher rigidity and tighter localization is 
physically expected. In this section we present sample calculations of how the shear modulus 'G  
and absolute yield stress y  vary along specific trajectories in the kinetic arrest diagram. We 
define an “absolute yield strain” as the ratio / 'y y G   , the value of which is a measure of the 
“brittleness” of an amorphous solid. 
For the mixture of hard spheres and 5N   attractive rods in Figure 3.3, calculations of 
the dimensionless 'G  and y  at 0.57R   as a function of attraction strength are presented in 
Figure 3.12; the corresponding localization lengths were shown in Figure 3.4. The units are 
3/Bk T d ; at room temperature, this corresponds to 4200, 4.2, and 0.0042 Pa for a site diameter of 
10, 100, and 1000 nm, respectively. Both the shear modulus and absolute yield stress are small at 
low   where the mixture is a double repulsive glass. Increasing   leads to reentrancy 
(double glass melts into a fluid) and the vanishing of 'G  and y . Further increase of rod 
attraction results in the reemergence of a nonzero yield stress and elastic modulus due to double 
gelation. In the gel state, both 'G  and y  are ∼1–3 orders of magnitude larger (increasing 
roughly exponentially with reduced attraction strength) than in the glass due to the presence of 
strong bonds and very tight particle localization. Yield strains are small, well below 10%, and 
often ∼1%, implying brittle gels. This behavior is intimately related to the fact that gel rigidity 
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arises from the formation of very tight physical bonds which induce much more particle 
localization than in repulsive-force controlled glasses stabilized by particle caging. 
To illustrate the effect of mixture composition on mechanical properties, a horizontal 
trajectory at fixed 1   in Figure 3.3 is shown in the inset of Figure 3.12. Both 'G  and y  
monotonically increase with rod composition, implying rods are more effective at storing stress 
and impart greater rigidity than spheres even at fixed total packing fraction. For this glassy 
mixture, the yield stress is a more strongly increasing function of rod composition, implying a 
higher yield strain. Based on many other calculations, we conclude particle shape anisotropy 
enhances both caging and bond formation in all arrested states and thus increases both the linear 
elastic modulus and the absolute yield stress. 
To elaborate further on the physical interpretation of the above results, we recall that in 
one-component systems the elastic modulus is related to the inverse of the localization length in 
the context of NMCT as 
2
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'
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

       (3.13) 
This result has been analytically derived from an ultralocal limit analysis
35
 of Equation 3.9 for 
one- component arrested solids, and verified numerically (and via experiment for depletion and 
other particle gels
36
) based on many NMCT studies of glasses and gels of both spherical and 
nonspherical particles
10,25,31,33
. To the extent that yield strains are not very variable, one expects 
yield stresses and the linear modulus to be tightly correlated with regard to their response to 
system parameters and thermodynamic state. While lacking a more rigorous foundation for 
mixtures, we physically expect a relation such as Equation 3.13 still applies. Support for this 
statement is provided by comparing Figure 3.12 to the corresponding Figure 3.4. Whenever the 
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localization lengths decrease, 'G  and y  grow. Note that near the onset of the localized state, 
the shear modulus and absolute yield stress do vary in a significantly different manner. The 
reason is that 'G  is discontinuous since a finite localization length emerges abruptly, but the 
absolute yield stress is directly proportional to the maximum restoring force localizing a particle 
which becomes nonzero in a continuous fashion
33,35
. Hence, y  changes in a smooth, albeit 
steep, manner upon transition from the liquid to solid state. Note that in Figures 3.12 and 3.213 
the continuous nature of the absolute yield stress at melting is obscured because of the 
logarithmic scale and point spacing/resolution used. 
Figure 3.13 shows mechanical property results for the fully attractive 5N   rod mixture 
at fixed 1.4   corresponding to a horizontal trajectory in Figure 3.5. This mixture is a fluid at 
low enough R , but upon crossing the rod gel boundary, a large 'G  and y  emerges. Further 
increase in rod composition results in the formation of a double gel, and at this boundary the 
shear modulus and yield stress increase discontinuously (but weakly) due to the sudden added 
sphere contribution to elasticity. The very weak discontinuity again emphasizes the dominant 
role played by the rods in conferring rigidity to the mixture. The yield strain in all cases is of 
order 1%, which is characteristic of a brittle rod gel. The inset shows results along a 0.66R   
vertical trajectory. This provides an example where reentrancy is present in the mixture. 
Behaviors similar to the analogous trajectory in Figure 3.12 are found. Additionally, the 
mechanical properties in Figure 3.13 can be compared to the analogous localization lengths in 
Figure 3.6, and their correlation is very similar to the 5N   rod systems. 
One final example is presented in Figure 3.14 for the fully attractive 40N   rod mixture 
at 0.3R  . With increasing composition the system changes from a rod glass→attractive glass 
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→ double gel. Many decades of change in the rigidity are predicted, and the three regimes all 
exhibit different sensitivities to attraction strength, with the attractive gel being most responsive. 
This trend is consistent with the more brittle nature of gel-like localized states compared to 
repulsive glasses. In Figure 3.14, below ~ 0.5  the system is a rod glass with a nearly constant 
yield stress of ~ 0.20y . Upon increasing the attraction further, there is a smooth transition 
from a rod glass to a rod gel with an accompanying increase of the yield stress to much higher 
values. When the double gel boundary is crossed at ~1.5 , the spheres add to the elasticity 
and the yield stress is further enhanced. In the double gel state the rods and spheres are all tightly 
bonded so very small deformations are sufficient to fluidize the material. 
While not explicitly presented here, Equation 3.9 can be decomposed
22
 into components 
from rod-rod, rod-sphere, and sphere-sphere correlations associated with the three distinct 
contributions to the total stress-stress autocorrelation function (see Appendix A). Rod-rod 
contributions arise from all terms in the sums of Equation 3.9 with    k rr k rrh k h k  , sphere-
sphere contributions from    k ss k ssh k h k  , and everything else defines the rod-sphere cross 
contributions. Using this separation, one can define ssrsrr GGGG ''''  . For 40N  rod 
mixtures at compositions greater than ∼40% the dominant contribution to the mixture elastic 
modulus is from the rods. On the other hand, for the shorter 5N   mixture, rod compositions 
must exceed ∼49% for the latter situation to hold, and even here spheres store a comparable 
amount of stress as do the rods. The difference between 5N   and 40N   attests to the ability 
of particle shape anisotropy to aid in dynamic arrest and provide higher rigidity.  
3.6. Concluding Remarks 
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We have extended the quiescent and stressed versions of NMCT and NLE theory to treat 
the kinetic arrest, elastic modulus, and absolute yielding of particle mixtures with one or more 
species of dynamically nonrotating, nonspherical objects described at the center-of-mass 
translation level. The theory has been applied in detail to dense isotropic mixtures of variable 
aspect ratio rods and spheres that interact via repulsive and/or short range attractive site-site pair 
potentials. For simplicity, a “chemically matched” model was studied corresponding to equal 
diameter of the spheres and rod interaction sites, and (when present for all species) matched 
attraction strength and range. Even given this reduction of system parameters, the predicted 
kinetic arrest behavior is remarkably rich. Up to eight “dynamical phases” can emerge that fall 
into four distinct categories: (i) ergodic fluid, (ii) partially localized states where the spheres 
remain fluid but the rods can be in gel, repulsive glass, or attractive glass states, (iii) doubly 
localized glasses, gels, or a porous rod gel plus sphere glass, and (iv) a very narrow window for 
long rods where single glass and single gel type localization coexist. Multiple dynamic reentrant 
features and triple points are predicted, and each dynamic phase has unique localization 
characteristics and mechanical properties. Rods always have smaller localization lengths than 
spheres due to their enhanced excluded volume interactions and ability to form physical bonds. 
Orders of magnitude variation of the shear modulus and absolute yield stress are found which 
depend sensitively on rod length, mixture composition, and interparticle attractive forces. 
We hope computer simulations will be performed in the near future to test our 
predictions. Experiments are in progress to test the theory based on model silica nanowire-
nanosphere mixtures
37
. An a priori assessment of the accuracy of the underlying approximations 
of the theory is difficult. We do expect our key results are qualitatively correct given the multiple 
past successes of NMCT and NLE theory for spherical and nonspherical particle glasses and gels 
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(as discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2) which were also based on RISM or OZ theory equilibrium 
structural input. Quantitatively, errors no doubt must be incurred for the dynamic crossover 
boundaries and mechanical properties, but unambiguous determination of their nature and 
magnitude requires future equilibrium and dynamic simulations of structure, kinetic arrest, and 
mechanical response. Additionally, our neglect of dynamical rod rotations is expected to lead to 
an overestimate of the tendency for localization. This conclusion has been explicitly established 
based on a more sophisticated NMCT theory for one-component fluids of rotating and translating 
rodlike particles
14
. But, for the even shorter uniaxial objects than presently studied systems 
studied in Reference
14
, it has been shown that including rotation has minor consequences, at least 
for the limited questions that the single particle NMCT addresses
11,14
. 
The present work provides a foundation to study more complex rod-sphere mixtures of 
both biological and synthetic interest that include physical features such as interaction site size 
asymmetry, specific rod-sphere attractions, and Coulomb repulsion. The former will lead to 
depletion attraction effects. Exploring such additional complexity in the synthetic material 
context is of high interest for optimizing the structural and mechanical properties of nanoparticle 
inks for direct write printing applications
5
. Developing a theory of electrical conductivity for 
nanoparticle mixture inks is another overarching goal. Using an effective medium approach, we 
are in the process of establishing design rules for simultaneously optimizing electrical, 
mechanical, and structural material properties. The question of slow activated relaxation, and its 
consequences on linear and nonlinear mechanical response, remains an open area for future 
work. This will require the full nonlinear Langevin equation approach which for binary mixtures 
requires construction of a dynamic free energy surface
22
 or direct numerical solution of the 
coupled NLEs of Equation 3.11 via stochastic trajectory simulation. Finally, relaxing the 
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dynamically nonrotating simplification may be of particular importance for low aspect ratio 
rods
11,14
. Attacking this problem will be informed by recent progress within the NMCT and NLE 
frameworks for dicolloid and other uniaxial nanoparticle suspensions
14
. 
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3.8. Figures 
 
Figure 3.1. A qualitatively correct schematic of the ideal kinetic arrest diagram for one-
component liquids of spheres or rods at the CM level as predicted by NMCT and NLE theory
10
. 
Distinct dynamically arrested states are gels, attractive glasses, repulsive glasses, and the glass-
gel coexistence regime. The E point defined within the NMCT framework signals only the 
termination of the ability to distinguish repulsive and attractive glasses based on their 
localization length
6–10
. The dashed line beyond the E point is a fuzzier crossover boundary 
indicating a rapid, but smooth, change from glasslike to gel-like localization
10
. The heavy solid 
curve surrounding the fluid regime indicates the initial fluid-to-solid ideal transition or dynamic 
crossover. Sketches of particle arrangements in various states are shown. The reentrancy arrow 
indicates a sample trajectory for a repulsive glass → fluid → gel transition. 
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Figure 3.2. NMCT dynamic crossover boundaries for a reduced attraction range of 0.02   of 
(top to bottom): pure spheres (teal diamonds), five site rods (green squares), and 40 site rods 
(purple triangles). The glass-gel coexistence regime, E point, continuous transitions from the gel 
to attractive glass, and the repulsive glass to attractive glass transition are not shown. Only the 
initial nonergodicity boundary is presented, which is the focus of our present work.
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Figure 3.3. Ideal kinetic arrest phase diagram for a binary mixture of N = 5 site attractive rods 
and hard spheres at 0.4  . Orange spheres signify the appearance of a rod gel, purple triangles 
the onset of double (rod and sphere) localization, and the teal squares a discontinuous change 
from a double glass (where rods and spheres have relatively large localization lengths) to a 
sphere glass and rod gel which has a smaller localization length. 
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Figure 3.4. Localization lengths (units of site diameter) along different trajectories in Figure 3.3: 
at constant R  in the main plot, and at constant   in the inset, at fixed 0.4  . Solid and open 
red squares represent spheres and rods, respectively, at 0.57R  . Solid and open blue circles in 
the main figure represent spheres and rods, respectively, for 1R  . Inset: Solid and open green 
triangles represent spheres and rods, respectively, at 1  . 
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Figure 3.5. Ideal kinetic arrest phase diagram for a binary mixture of N = 5 site attractive rods 
with sticky spheres at 0.4  . Orange diamonds denote the appearance of a rod gel (in a 
background ergodic sphere fluid), purple triangles the onset of double localization, teal squares a 
discontinuous change from a double glass with relatively large localization lengths to a rod gel 
plus sphere glass state, and red circles indicate a discontinuous transition to a double gel. 
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Figure 3.6. Localization lengths (units of site diameter) along trajectories in Figure 3.5: at 
constant   in the main plot, and at constant R  in the inset, at fixed 0.4  . Solid and open 
blue spheres in the main figure represent spheres and rods, respectively, for 1.4  . Inset: 
Solid and open red squares represent spheres and rods, respectively, at 0.66R  . 
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Figure 3.7. Ideal kinetic arrest phase diagram for a binary mixture of N = 40 site attractive rods 
with sticky spheres at 0.4  . Orange circles denote the appearance of a rod glass or gel (in a 
background ergodic sphere fluid), purple triangles the onset of double glass formation, teal 
squares a discontinuous transition to a double gel, and red diamonds indicate the glass-gel 
coexistence boundary. The dashed blue diamonds (rod gel to rod attractive glass) and dashed 
green diamonds (rod repulsive glass to rod attractive glass) represent continuous changes in the 
localization length parameters
10
. 
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Figure 3.8. Localization lengths (in site diameter units) along trajectories in Figure 3.7 at 
constant R  with 0.4  . Solid and open blue spheres represent spheres and rods, respectively, 
for 0.153R  . Solid and open red squares represent spheres and rods, respectively, at 
0.3R  . 
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Figure 3.9. Ideal kinetic arrest phase diagram for a binary mixture of N = 40 site attractive rods 
with hard spheres at fixed 0.4  . Orange circles denote the onset of rod localization (in an 
ergodic sphere fluid), purple triangles the onset of double glass localization, and red diamonds 
the glass-gel coexistence boundary. 
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Figure 3.10.  Ideal kinetic arrest phase diagram for a binary athermal mixture of N = 5 site hard 
rods with hard spheres in the representation of total mixture packing fraction versus rod volume 
fraction. 
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Figure 3.11. Ideal kinetic arrest phase diagram for a binary mixture of N = 5 site attractive rods 
and attractive spheres (common value of 2  ) in the representation of total mixture packing 
fraction versus rod volume fraction. 
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Figure 3.12. Mechanical properties (units of 3/Bk T d ) of a mixture of N = 5 site attractive rods 
and hard spheres corresponding to Figures  3.3 and 3.4. The purple circles (upper) and teal 
diamonds (lower) indicate 'G  and y , respectively. The main figure is at a constant rod 
composition of 0.57R  , and the inset is at constant 1  . 
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Figure 3.13. Mechanical properties (units of 3/Bk T d ) of a mixture of N = 5 site attractive rods 
with attractive spheres corresponding to Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The purple circles (upper) and teal 
diamonds (lower) indicate 'G  and y , respectively. The main figure is at constant 1.4  , and 
the inset at a constant rod composition of 0.66R  . 
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Figure 3.14. Mechanical properties (units of 3/Bk T d ) of a mixture of N = 40 site attractive rods 
with attractive spheres corresponding to Figures 3.7 and 3.8. The purple circles (upper) and teal 
diamonds (lower) indicate  'G  and y , respectively, at 0.3R  . 
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Chapter 4. Equilibrium Theory of the Hard Sphere Fluid and Glasses in the Metastable 
Regime up to Jamming: Thermodynamics
1
 
4.1. Introduction 
4.1.1. Motivation 
The venerable hard sphere system, in the thermodynamically stable fluid, over-
compressed metastable fluid, and non-equilibrium amorphous solid regimes remains of 
significant interest with regards to understanding the structure and slow dynamics of amorphous 
materials. This interest has grown in recent years motivated by questions such as the nature of 
granular jamming
1
 and glassy dynamics of very concentrated Brownian colloidal suspensions.
2–5
 
The hard sphere model continues to serve as a useful reference system for finite range soft 
repulsive fluids and thermal liquids.
6,7
 
Historically, equilibrium theories of simple fluids have employed the Ornstein-Zernike 
integral equation with approximate closure relations.
8,9
 Though highly developed below the 
freezing packing fraction, 
 

f
 0.494 , such theories qualitatively fail in the metastable regime, 
and increasingly so as the jammed or “random close packing” (RCP) state at 0.64RCP   is 
approached. The latter is not rigorously well-defined due to its nonequilibrium nature and non-
unique jamming density.
10–13
 This has led to the proposal of a unique “maximally randomly 
jammed” (MRJ) state.1,13 However, the exact protocol dependence often seems of secondary 
order importance in practice,
1,14
 and here we ignore any differences between RCP and MRJ. 
 There has been a flurry of recent theoretical work on hard sphere glass formation based 
on the idealized thermodynamic viewpoint of equilibrium mean field replica theory (RT), 
                                                          
1
 This chapter is drawn in its entirety from a previous publication. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from          
R. Jadrich and K. S. Schweizer, J. Chem. Phys. 139, 054501. Copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics. 
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including a generalization to treat jammed monodisperse
15
 and multicomponent hard sphere
16
 
fluids, as well as soft sphere systems.
17
 RT predicts a fragmentation of the free energy landscape 
corresponding to the emergence of an extensive number of metastable states with finite 
complexity (analog of configurational entropy) at a packing fraction 
 

d
. This phenomenon is not 
associated with a thermodynamic phase transition. Further densification results in a second order 
phase transition, also known as the Kauzmann entropy crisis, at 
 

K
 where the complexity 
vanishes and the compressibility changes discontinuously. Additional compaction eventually 
results in jamming at “glass close packing” (GCP), 
 

GCP
, the unique maximally dense jammed 
amorphous glass packing attainable, which serves as an upper bound to 
 

RCP  or MRJ
15
 in the 
absence of crystallization. While the lack of crystallization is hard to precisely define, 
simulations
10,11,18,19
  suggest there is a wide range of jamming densities (range increases with 
dimensionality) realizable without increased crystalline ordering, consistent with the replica 
theory view of glasses and jamming.
15
  Older density functional theory (DFT)
20
   and dynamic 
ideal mode coupling theory (MCT)
21
 also predict localization transitions to a nonergodic 
amorphous solid at the analog of 
 

d
. Although RT, DFT, and MCT are similar in spirit, all are 
approximate mean field theories which make quantitatively different predictions for 
characteristic packing fractions, and in elevated dimensions appear to differ qualitatively.
15,18,20–
22
 More generally, the connection between the thermodynamic glass formation scenario and 
dynamic vitrification remains an intensely debated and controversial issue. 
There have been many recent simulation studies aimed at trying to (approximately) 
identify signatures of an equilibrium thermodynamic glass transition in hard sphere 
systems.
10,11,18,23
 This is a subtle task given that glass formation depends on simulation protocol 
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and ultimately is limited by kinetic trapping into lower density nonequilibrium glass states. 
Figure 4.1 shows some results for the equation-of-state (EOS) in the representation of the inverse 
dimensionless compressibility factor, Z .
11,24
   Distinguishing features are the apparent kink in 
the curve at high packing fractions which, in analogy with such a feature in the volume-
temperature curve of thermal glass forming liquids, suggests the emergence of glassy metastable 
states on the simulation time scale, or “practical vitrification.” The jamming point is deduced via 
extrapolation of 1/ 0Z   where the pressure diverges and compressibility vanishes.1,10,11,18 
Recent work has studied how these features evolve as the spatial dimension grows beyond 
three.
18
 A caveat of high relevance to our present work is that uniquely relating characteristic 
packing fractions deduced from simulation to their theoretical counterparts, even in the putative 
low compaction rate limit, is fundamentally difficult and involves some ambiguity. 
Our goal is to develop a new, rather simple, non-replica-based thermodynamic approach 
to glass formation. Though of interest in its own right, the primary motivation of the 
thermodynamic developments in this Chapter is to provide a theoretical foundation to create a 
new thermodynamically self-consistent integral equation theory of the pair structure of 3-
dimensional metastable hard sphere fluids up to the jamming point that can reliably predict the 
extremely high wavevector correlations not easily extracted from simulation. The latter is the key 
input to the nonlinear Langevin equation dynamical theory of single particle activated 
hopping.
25,26
 To place our approach in perspective, establish notation, and define our goals, we 
first review in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 recent simulation and theory studies relevant to our work. 
Section 4.1.4 outlines our approach. We emphasize that we are not advocating a literal 
interpretation of glass formation as an equilibrium phase transition. We also note that the higher 
dimensional generalization of (only) our thermodynamic theory is worked out and applied 
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primarily due to the present interest in this topic in the statistical physics community, and also 
because it provides additional insight concerning the accuracy of our approach and its relation to 
replica theory. 
4.1.2. Simulation Studies 
Examples of simulations of the inverse compressibility factor of hard spheres in 3-
dimensions are shown in Figure 4.1, which are typically performed at a variable rate of dynamic 
compression,  . As long as the structural relaxation time is short enough, the measured EOS 
follows the equilibrium behavior which is accurately described by virial series re-summation 
expressions such as the Carnahan-Starling formula.
27–31
 However, for a fixed compression rate, 
at a high enough   the EOS departs from the fluid form in a kink-like manner which 
operationally defines a compression-rate-dependent “glass transition” packing fraction, 
 g  ,
11,12,18
  that grows with decreasing rate. The kink at  g   “looks” like a second order 
phase transition. At higher packing fractions, the pressure rapidly increases in a “free volume-
like” inverse critical power law manner, and diverges at a compression rate dependent jamming 
volume fraction  j  .
11,12,18
  For each  g   there is a corresponding compression rate 
dependent jamming volume fraction,  j  , and both increase with decreasing  . 
Given this compression rate dependence, one can ask how can the glass and jamming 
transitions ever be treated from an equilibrium thermodynamic standpoint? Perhaps surprisingly, 
if crystallization is avoided, a limiting low (but non-zero) rate behavior has been demonstrated in 
the spirit of an extrapolated 0  state, thereby allowing the deduction of    0 0g g    
and    0 0j j   corresponding to a hypothetical equilibrium glass.
18
 These two quantities 
define a practical simulation equilibrium glass transition which is the “densest” glass where the 
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EOS first departs the fluid branch; a densest jammed state at  0j  is deduced via a 1/ 0Z   
extrapolation. However, in practice, the deduction of  0g  and  0j , and their theoretical 
interpretation, is subject to some uncertainty as further discussed in Section 4.1.3. 
Complementary static aging replica exchange Monte Carlo simulations
23
 also suggest the 
existence an equilibrated densest glass. Hence, simulations can locate a continuum of amorphous 
glass branches by varying the dynamic compression rate or extent of the aging of an initially 
prepared configuration. Higher density glasses correspond to longer aging periods or slower 
compressions. Physically, it is reasonable to believe that denser glasses have better defined 
thermodynamic properties because of slower aging and increased metastability. The most ideal 
realization corresponds to the hypothetical equilibrium glass branch. For excellent summaries of 
these phenomena we refer the reader to References 15 and 18. 
4.1.3. Thermodynamic Mean Field Theories and Connection to Simulation 
RT is a mean field thermodynamic approach based originally on one step replica 
symmetry breaking in infinite range spin glass models
32
 that has been extended to homogeneous 
liquids to treat structural glasses that do not have quenched disorder.
15–17
 Four characteristic 
packing fractions are predicted: two characteristic glass transitions, d  and K , and two 
characteristic jamming transitions, th  and GCP . The transition at d  signifies the initial 
emergence of metastable glassy states, and corresponds to the lowest density or “threshold” glass 
with a jamming density at th . The emergence of glassy states is widely believed to be a dynamic 
crossover since, in reality, different amorphous packings are separated on the free energy 
landscape by finite, not infinite, barriers. Above d  denser glass states exist up till the Kauzmann 
density, K , where the number of metastable states becomes sub-exponential in particle number. 
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The glass state at 
K  is the theoretical densest possible glass or ideal glass. The ideal glass jams 
at Glass Close Packing, 
GCP . Note that the ability to precisely define d  and th  is intimately 
related to use of the idealized mean field approximation. 
Older DFT approaches to glass formation adopted a real space picture.
20
 They predict 
localization and metastable amorphous states at 
 

d
 based on a free energy calculation. The 
resultant glass free energy is purely “vibrational” in the sense it only counts configurations 
associated with small displacements around one global amorphous configuration. In general, 
there is an exponential number of global amorphous configurations so when the glass free energy 
equals the fluid at higher packing fractions, the system is interpreted as trapped in a sub-
exponential number of amorphous packings, also known as the entropy crisis, at K . Zamponi
33
 
has emphasized the limitations of DFT, especially its inability to truly count metastable states as 
a function of system size which implies a full thermodynamic treatment (e.g., calculation of 
complexity) is impossible. Ideal MCT is a dynamical approach for particle localization,
21
 and 
although connections with DFT and RT have been discussed,
15,20
 significant puzzles remain with 
regards to the level of equivalency.
15,18
 
All three of the above theoretical approaches are approximate, in different ways, and built 
on a mean field picture of literal localization and/or thermodynamic glass “phases.” The extent to 
which the scenarios they predict are valid is unclear, and the characteristic packing fractions 
below jamming are not truly well-defined.
15,18,22
 Thus, how can one objectively deduce from 
simulation K d   and GCP th  ? At present, attempts to relate theory and simulation (even in 
the low compression rate limit) are somewhat unsettled. Theoretically, an ideal glass is the 
densest possible glass observable and would be obtained by infinitesimally slow compressions. 
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In practice, the ideal glass is unobservable since the equilibration time diverges upon 
approaching K . From this logic, the simulation extrapolated quantities  0g  and  0j  
correspond to K  and GCP , respectively.
15
 Some have suggested
18
 that  0g  and  0j  may 
actually be closer to d  and th  depending on both the dimensionality and how the extrapolation 
is performed. High dimensionality is generally believed to promote an increase in barrier heights 
separating metsatable glassy states,
15,18
 and hence practical simulation limitations would more 
likely yield  0g d  . In the hypothetical D   limit, d  may become a rigorous transition 
if barrier heights diverge.
15
 Additional ambiguity arises from choosing between extrapolation 
functional forms. Two theoretically motivated choices assume convergence to 0   based on 
either a power law form,
18
  , or a Volger-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) form,11,15,18 1/ log where 
  is a constant. The power law form is believed to extrapolate closer to d , and the VFT form 
to K . These two choices are also faced with uncertainty since for 4D hard spheres extrapolation 
to zero compression rate based on either power law or VFT forms results in similar values of 
 0 0.401g 
18
   and 0.409 ,
15
 respectively, significantly smaller than the 4D replica theory 
Kauzmann transition at 0.432K  . 
Definitive resolution of the above uncertainties is difficult and requires, at a minimum, a 
more precise knowledge of barrier heights separating metastable states. Alternatively, the direct 
evaluation of K  by approximately counting the number of glass states would provide a useful 
comparison to  0g . Recent simulation-based calculations of this type have been performed by 
Angelani and Foffi
34
 for a binary 3D hard sphere mixture and by Torquato and co-workers for a 
binary hard disk mixture.
35
 However, these methods are also subject to uncertainty associated 
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with the non-unique definition of a glassy state and the validity of the extrapolation to 
K , as 
pointed out in Reference 35. Given these many subtle issues, we will not insist on resolving the 
precise theoretical meaning of  0g  and  0j , but rather focus on building a theory that can 
predict K  and GCP . Subject to the above caveats, these quantities will be compared to 
simulation power law extrapolated 0  characteristic packing fractions18 and also replica 
theory predictions for 
K  and GCP .
15
 
4.1.4. Our Approach  
We aim to predict the EOS and glass transition and jamming packing fractions of the 
metastable fluid glassy branches of hard sphere systems. Most importantly, we are interested in 
the possible equilibrium (densest) ideal glass that continues the fluid into the metastable regime 
since we are largely motivated to understand equilibrium glass-like dynamics in ultra-dense hard 
sphere fluids. Such a viewpoint is in analogy with the study of supercooled thermal liquid 
dynamics which remains equilibrated until a kinetic vitrification temperature is reached. The 
possible relevance of this view for hard spheres is supported by simulations, especially the 
replica exchange studies.
23
 Broadly speaking, when referring to a glass, there are two 
possibilities: (i) multiple non-equilibrium glasses that depend on protocol, and (ii) one 
hypothetical uniquely defined maximally dense equilibrium glass. 
We aim for a real space, local cell description of the configurational state of liquids and 
glasses at the level of individual particles, as indicated schematically in Figure 4.2. This is 
perhaps reminiscent of a DFT-like description or Voronoi tessellation.
20,36
 However, we do not 
include Gaussian vibrations, but rather focus on the system-size-dependent thermodynamic 
complexity. Our approach is built on an idealized second order phase transition between a fluid 
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and homogeneous glass at a characteristic packing fraction 
K , which upon further compression 
ultimately jams at GCP . We do not predict the analog of  

d
 in RT, DFT or MCT, the first 
emergence of metastable states and particle localization, which might be identified with the onset 
of applicability of the localized cell picture we adopt. Rather, we operationally introduce a 
nonuniversal glass transition packing fraction, g , that identifies when the EOS first does not 
follow the expected equilibrated fluid behavior. Though this quantity is compression rate 
dependent in simulation, it is not explicitly so in our thermodynamic theory. 
The above ideas are specifically implemented by building on the scaled particle theory 
(SPT) approach of Baeyens and Verschelde (BV).
37
 Multiple glassy branches exist with different 
amounts of complexity,  , which quantifies the number of glass states and vanishes at an 
equilibrium ideal glass transition at K . The calculated equilibrium glass EOS is envisioned as a 
practical continuation of the equilibrium fluid in the metastable regime up to the jamming point. 
Our results for characteristic packing fractions are tentatively compared to recent simulations in 
3 12D   , and also replica theory. 
Section 4.2 presents our theory for the EOS of glassy hard spheres; derivation details are 
given in Appendix B. We also derive the high dimensional scaling form for the equilibrium glass 
and jamming transition packing fractions. Section 4.3 presents calculations in 3-dimensions and 
compares to simulation. Numerical results beyond 3-dimensions, including the high dimensional 
limit, for the glass transition and jamming packing fractions, and their scaling forms, are 
presented in Section 4.4 and compared to simulations, replica theory, MCT, and the best known 
bounds on the highest achievable jammed packing density.
38–40
 A more general comparison of 
our approach with RT is given in Section 4.5. The Chapter concludes with a discussion in 
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Section 4.6. Chapter 5 (equivalent to Reference 54) formulates and applies a theory for pair 
structure building on the thermodynamic approach of the present chapter, and utilizes it to study 
single particle activated dynamics. 
4.2. Theory 
We assume crystallization can be avoided in principle, and thus equilibrated amorphous 
phases can be studied up to jamming. Practical realization of this may require size 
polydispersity
41–43
 or dimensionality higher than three,
12,18
 but we believe the physics of putative 
monodisperse equilibrium amorphous systems is closely related to such systems. Such a 
perspective underlies RT and DFT descriptions of glassy hard spheres. 
4.2.1. Fluid Phase  
The fluid EOS is well described by re-summed virial series expressions.
11,12,15,29–31
 We 
define the fluid regime operationally as the packing fraction range below the approximate onset 
of free volume pressure growth near a glass transition packing fraction g . In simulation or 
experiment, g  appears to be rather well-defined,
11,12,15,18
 and we assume the crossover is 
sufficiently sharp that a cusp in the pressure (discontinuous jump of the compressibility) is a 
reasonable approximation and serves as a well-defined surrogate for our theoretical g . Multiple 
good fluid EOSs exist for hard spheres. We adopt the Kolafa form
44
 
 
 
 
2 3 4
3, 3
1 2 / 3
1
fZ
   


   


,    (4.1) 
where the subscript 3 indicates three dimensions and f denotes fluid. Equation 4.1 is marginally 
more accurate than the Carnahan-Starling (CS) formula,
27,28
 though either would suffice for our 
purposes. In higher dimensions, we use the generalization of the CS form
15,18,28
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 

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
,    (4.2) 
where DA  follows from the virial series coefficients,
28
 or alternatively from fitting simulation 
results which we use for increased accuracy in 4 to 12 dimensions.
18
 
4.2.2. Glass Equation of State and Formation 
The glass EOS applies for all g   and is characterized by free volume pressure growth 
and eventual jamming at j .
10–12,15,18
  We model a glass, by definition here composed of an 
extensive number of individual packing states, by building on the SPT result of Baeyens and 
BV,
37
 which we have generalized to 3D   in Appendix B. The compressibility factor is given 
by 
 
     
2
1 2
, 2 1
1
1
1 1 2 2
D g
D
p p
Z
p
 

 
 

   
,   (4.3) 
where 1p  and 2p  are determined as described below and g denotes glass. The utility of Equation 
4.3 rests on it being derived from exact SPT criteria. For the 3D fluid, BV determined 1p  and 2p  
from an exact hard sphere low density expansion of SPT correlation functions giving 
1 1.2117...p   and 2 1.4234...p  , which results in a fluid EOS that is practically identical to 
Equation 4.1 or the CS EOS.
37
 In principle, Equation 4.3  could be systematically extended to 
include more parameters that can be chosen to enforce more exact constraints in the SPT 
framework, but eventually higher order correlation functions enter. Equation 4.3 can be 
tentatively interpreted as the best possible representation of a given amorphous state subject to 
enforcing only two thermodynamic constraints. 
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BV used Equation 4.3 to describe a glass transition in a manner that is different than we 
develop here. They adopted a Cohen-Grest like
45
 cell model picture, where glassy states 
composed of N  hard spheres consist of two subsystems, 1G  and 2G , which are solid-like and 
fluid-like, respectively. The two subsystems occupy disconnected regions, and only the solid-like 
subsystem has a divergent pressure at jamming. BV further assumed: (i) 
1G  and 2G  have the 
same density, (ii) the fluid free energy remains non-singular below the jamming packing 
fraction, (iii) 1G  is completely frozen and particles are distinguishable, and (iv) the interchange 
of particles at interfaces between 1G  and 2G  takes place in such a manner as to preserve the 
number of particles in each subsystem. A fraction of frozen particles in the glass,  , is defined 
which plays the role of the “configurational entropy” in their model. In practice, they assumed 
that the glass transition may be a second order phase transition, i.e., a compressibility jump, 
which has the practical advantage that only two unknown parameters enter Equation 4.3. At a 
given value of g , the thermodynamic requirement of equal chemical potentials and pressures 
was utilized for phase coexistence. In the glass, particle centers are confined (by assumption) to 
finite regions of space of irregular shape but constant volume as schematically illustrated in 
Figure 4.2; note that the confined particles still interact with each another. 
Like BV, we assume a second order fluid to glass transition which follows from equating 
the pressure and chemical potential at g  and gives the first set of conditions   
   , 1 2 ,, ,D g g D f gZ p p Z  ,    (4.4) 
   , 1 2 ,, ,D g g D f gp p    .    (4.5) 
The hard sphere free energy per particle is
37,46
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where the constants ,D iC  enter the low density excess free energy of phase i , and are necessary 
to distinguish between the low density fluid and the hypothetical low density glass in the cell 
model description. Such an approach is analogous to using a cell model for the fluid-to-crystal 
transition in hard spheres
46
 where integration of the EOS to calculate chemical potentials results 
in a constant of integration. This technical cell model device is employed to artificially stabilize 
the glass phase down to the dilute limit to compute ,D iC  and the absolute entropy difference 
between two phases. If definite integration from a known entropy common reference point can 
be performed, then ,D iC  can be determined and phase coexistence found. 
At first glance, the use of the dilute glass concept might seem in contradiction with the 
presence of a spinodal density limit below which the glass spontaneously melts. However, the 
confining cells at low density have no physical meaning beyond providing a path for 
thermodynamic integration up to relevant glass densities.
37,46
 Other paths with more complex 
stabilization approaches could be constructed. At the relevant glass densities the particles are 
self-confined by repulsive force caging implying the cells contribute a negligible amount to the 
true free energy, thus yielding a useful estimate of the true unconfined glass free energy.
35,46
 
Now, in general, , ,D g D fC C  as the glass phase has a higher free energy. From Equation 4.6 the 
chemical potential then follows as 
   
 , , ,
D i D i
D i
B B
F
Z
k T Nk T
  
  .    (4.7) 
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We modify the BV work motivated by more modern views of the thermodynamic glass 
problem. Specifically, we adopt a spatially homogenous glass model composed of localized 
particles. For the D-dimensional fluid in the dilute limit the partition function is 
 , 0
!
NN
D f
V eV
Q
N N

 
    
 
,   (4.8) 
where V  is the volume (or hyper volume for 4D  ), N  is the number of particles, e  is Euler's 
number, and Stirling's approximation has been used. Very close to jamming, the particles only 
explore an effective volume, jV , where j  is the jamming volume fraction. Individual particles 
are confined to regions of space (cells containing only 1 particle) of /jV N , as schematically 
shown in Figure 4.2 . The choice of cell volume is employed to allow the complexity, defined 
below, to be an approximate measure of the number of jammed configurations corresponding to 
the glass. Unlike BV, we assume that for a given glass there can be an enormous geometric 
degeneracy in dividing the total volume into N distinct cells in the sense that the number of 
configurations is extensive 
 exp N  ,     (4.9) 
where   is commonly called the complexity or configurational entropy associated with the 
number of cell configurations (basins) at fixed jamming packing fraction which we do not 
explicitly label with dimensionality. The fluid is viewed as being composed of an exponential 
number of relevant glass configurations found at g , or conversely, all of the combined cell 
model glass states compose the equilibrated fluid at g . Combining the above elements yields 
 , 0
N
j
D g
V
Q
N


 
   
 
.    (4.10) 
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Equation 4.10 would reduce to the BV low density form if 1j   and 1 .  
Using Equation 4.8, the free energy of the dilute fluid is 
 , 0
ln 1
D f
B
F N
Nk T V
 
  
 
,    (4.11) 
and for the hypothetical dilute glass using Equation 4.10 one has 
 
 ,
0
ln ln
D g
j
B
F N
Nk T V

 
   
 
.   (4.12) 
Equations 4.6, 4.11 and 4.12 then yield 
 , , 1 lnD D g D f jC C C      .   (4.13) 
One of the conditions determining 1p  and 2p , Equation 4.5, can be restated using Equation 4.13 
with Equation 4.6 and Equation 4.7 as 
   , , 1 2
0 0
1 , , 1g gD f D g
D
Z x Z x p p
dx dx C
x x
 
    
    
   
  .  (4.14) 
 One final constraint is required to determine the specific values of 1p , 2p , and   for a 
given g . Its derivation starts with the jamming point relation of Equation 4.3   
1
2
2 2 4
j D p
 
 
.    (4.15) 
It is well known that the compressibility factor near jamming follows the seemingly exact free 
volume prediction
11,12,14
 
 ,lim
1 /j
D g
j
D
Z  
 
 

,    (4.16) 
Combining Equation 4.15 with Equations 4.16 and 4.3 produces the final condition uniquely 
determining 1p , 2p , and   for a specific g   
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 
2
2
1 21 1j j jp p D      .    (4.17) 
By specifying g , and solving the coupled Equations 4.4, 4.14, and 4.17, very long and 
complicated analytical formulas for  1 gp  ,  2 gp  ,  j g  , and  g  are in principle 
obtainable. In the light of their highly unwieldy nature, we have opted to solve the coupled 
equations numerically, and hence we refrain from writing down the analytic formulas. In the 
high dimension limit (Section 4.2.3) the analytic solutions are much simpler and we present 
results for  g . Choosing a value for g  is equivalent to choosing a specific complexity in 
RT, or simulation compression rate, corresponding to a particular glass. There is a one-to-one 
mapping between g  and  , and hence multiple glasses. However, in both RT and our approach 
there is only one unique densest glass characterized by 0 . Using all of the results in this 
section the final compressibility factor is 
 
 
 
,
, 1 2
,
, , ,
D f g
D
D g g
Z
Z
Z p p
  

  

 

.    (4.18) 
4.2.3. High Dimension Limit   
Deriving the asymptotic limit for the equilibrium glass in high dimensions starts with 
Equation 4.2 for the fluid and Equation 4.3 for the glass. Taking the D   limit of Equation 
4.2 yields 
    1 1 2, ,lim 1 2 2
D D
f D D f DZ Z A   
 
     .   (4.19) 
 
As D  , we do not employ the fluid first virial correction form,   1, 1 2
D
fZ  

   ,
15,18
 
since when using Equations 4.4, 4.14, and 4.17 and our glass EOS we find that no solution 
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exists. Hence, including structural corrections via 1 22D DA 
  is necessary as D  . Further 
analysis is simplified by adopting a scaled density, 2D  , a scaled Carnahan-Starling 
parameter, 2 DD DB A
 , and scaled coefficients for the glass EOS as 1 12
DG p , and 
2
2 22
DG p . Rewriting Equation 4.19 using the scaled quantities one has 
   2,
1
2
2
f DZ B    .    (4.20) 
Taking the D   limit of Equation 4.3 for the glass EOS yields 
   
 
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1 2
, , 1
1
1
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1 2
g D D g D
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 
 
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 
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 
,  (4.21) 
or in terms of scaled quantities 
 
 
2
1 2
,
1
1
1 1/ 2
g
G G
Z
G

   
 
  
.    (4.22) 
From Equation 4.22 the scaled jamming packing fraction is   
1
1
1/ 2
j
G
 

.    (4.23) 
In the high dimension limit, one of the conditions determining the unknown glass EOS 
parameters, Equation 4.4, can be rewritten using Equations 4.20 and 4.22 
   , 1 2 ,, ,g g f gZ G G Z    .   (4.24) 
The other condition, Equation 4.17, can be easily restated in the D   limit as 
2
1 21 j jG G D     ,    (4.25) 
where Equation 4.23 can be inserted for j . Equations 4.24 and 4.25 can be solved analytically 
for  1 , ,g DG B D , and  2 , ,g DG B D , which when combined with Equation 4.14, the various 
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scaled quantities, and the high dimension equations of state of Equations 4.20 and 4.22, yield the 
high D complexity as 
 
 
    
 
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1 2
2
2
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8
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g D g D D g
g D D g
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

 
     
     
 
              
   
  (4.26) 
Calculation of the Kauzmann glass transition value of 2DK K   corresponds to determining 
the glass transition volume fraction where the complexity vanishes,   0K   . We find that 
numerical solution of Equation 4.26 strongly suggests 
2
D KB QD  ,     (4.27) 
where Q  is a D  independent constant. Equation 4.27 is exact as D  . To prove this, we 
require the high D  form of the CS DA  parameter and correspondingly DB , which have been 
derived from Reference 47 . One then finds 
  
1/2 1/2
1/23
2
2
1 6 3
lim
2 2
D
D D
b
B D
b 


    
       
    
,  (4.28) 
where 2b  and 3b  are the second and third D -dimensional hard sphere virial coefficients, 
respectively. Substituting Equations 4.27 and 4.28 into Equation 4.26, and expanding the right-
hand side of the equation in D  about zero, gives 
        1ln( ) 8 ln(3072) 4ln 4 8
4
K O D Q Q Q Q Q D
           
 
, (4.29) 
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where  lnO D  indicates a contribution of order  ln(D) . Since the first term grows slowly with 
dimension relative to the second term, solving   0K    becomes through leading order 
equivalent to solving  
      1 8 ln 3072 4ln 4 8 0
4
Q Q Q Q Q        
 
.  (4.30) 
This equation for Q  is independent of D , thereby proving that Q  is a constant and Equation 
4.27 is exact as D  . Solving Equation 4.30 numerically gives 5.3588527...Q   .   
The final high dimension form for 2DK K   then follows by combining Equation 4.27 
with Equation 4.28 to obtain 
1/2
2
2
3
2 2 DK
b
QD
b
 
 
   
 
.    (4.31) 
This result provides a possible link between the Kauzmann transition and the thermodynamic 
properties of hard sphere fluid based on the second and third virial coefficients. Using the high 
dimensional form of 2b  and 3b  in Equation 4.31 yields 
   
    
ln 6 /ln 161/4 3/4 3/4
0.896241...ln 12 /ln 16
2 1.96918...
22
K DD
Q D D



  .  (4.32) 
Analogously, a similar analysis of Equation 4.23 for 2DGCP GCP   gives 
    
 
3/4 3/4
0.896241...ln 12 /ln 16
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
   
            
 

 ,   (4.33) 
From Equations 4.32 and 4.33 we find that 1.29GCP K  , thereby suggesting the two important 
volume fractions are proportional in high dimension. 
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An interesting aspect of our work is that the dependences of the characteristic packing 
fractions on (high) spatial dimension differ qualitatively from recent MCT and RT predictions, as 
discussed in detail below. Whether this is correct is not known. As a caveat we note that our 
results follow from using a second order structural correction. This might reflect the fact that 
Equation 4.3 is a not very good representation of the glass in the dilute limit at high D , even if it 
is accurate in lower dimensions. Interestingly, it is conjectured that as long as 2D  is sub-
exponential the first virial correction form is sufficient,
15,48
 but we show below that in our theory 
the relevant volume fractions grow exponentially in large dimension consistent with requiring 
contact value corrections to the fluid EOS. Future work should attempt to include the exact low 
packing fraction behavior in our approach using cell model cluster expansion ideas.
46
 
4.2.4. Summary of Theoretical Method 
To further clarify our approach, this section summarizes the developments of Sections 
4.2.1 - 4.2.3. As input, the theory adopts an accurate fluid EOS, typically some approximate 
virial series summation expression
11,12,15,27–31
 (i.e., Equations 4.1 and 4.2). For the glass EOS we 
use a scaled particle theory form
37
 with two parameters, 1p  and 2p , which is believed to be 
reasonable for all amorphous states. The glass and fluid equations of state meet at a well-defined 
packing fraction, g , where a discontinuity or cusp is present in the compressibility or pressure, 
respectively. The parameters 1p  and 2p  are determined by enforcing continuity of pressure at 
g , and a divergence of the glass EOS at a jamming packing fraction,  12 / 2 2 4Dj p    , 
that follows the free volume form    , / 1 /D g j jZ D      . 
We then determine the configurational entropy or complexity by enforcing continuity of 
the chemical potential at g . A chemical potential difference, DC , between the glass and fluid 
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necessarily arises as an integration constant
37,46
 which we evaluate via thermodynamic 
integration from an analytically known reference point.
37,46
 The latter is chosen in direct analogy 
with the classic analysis of the hard disk and hard sphere crystallization transition by Hoover and 
Ree.
46
 Of course, in reality diluting a glass state indefinitely is not possible due to a likely 
thermodynamic or mechanical instability.
15
 Hence, the glass is artificially stabilized down to the 
dilute limit via hypothetical confining cells
37,46
 characterized by two entropic components: (1) 
vibrations within the confining cells, and (2) a large geometric degeneracy in forming the cells 
leading to a nonzero complexity  . We emphasize that our definition of a “glass” in this 
framework contains both the configurational and vibrational contributions. The cells contain one 
particle in a volume /jV N  and the number of ways to partition space in this manner is Ω. 
Separation of these entropic contributions yields  1 lnD jC    , where 1 lnN     is the 
complexity. Enforcing equal glass and fluid chemical potentials at g  then uniquely specifies  . 
The Kauzmann transition packing fraction then follows from the zero complexity condition, 
  0g K    . 
4.3. Predictions in Three Dimensions  
4.3.1. Background 
Using the theory of Section 4.2, multiple glass equations of state can be calculated for 
various choices of g . Arguably, g  can be interpreted as the approximate location where the 
pressure departs from an accurate fluid virial series summation EOS. Simulation studies typically 
cite g  as near the empirically determined ideal MCT transition at 0.57 0.58d  .
10–12,18
 MCT, 
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DFT, and RT all view the crossover at 
d  as arising from the partitioning of phase space into 
many deep disconnected free energy minima.
15–22
 
Identifying characteristic packing fractions suggestive of a thermodynamic transition or 
crossover using simulation is subtle. Hermes and Dijkstra
11
 found strong evidence for a 
thermodynamic signature of a glass transition at ~ 0.58  based on a discontinuity in the 
derivative of the compressibility. We could extend Equation 4.3 using another exact SPT 
criterion to include three fit parameters and enforce compressibility continuity (see the Appendix 
B). However, the resulting equations are difficult to solve so the simpler two parameter form in 
Equation 4.3 is adopted, and we believe the consequences of a compressibility jump for 
questions of present interest is minor. 
Berthier and Odriozola (BO) recently used replica exchange (RE) Monte Carlo to 
simulate a 50/50 binary mixture of hard spheres with diameter ratio 1.4.
23
 Convincing evidence 
was presented that thermal equilibrium is achieved up to ~ 0.62 . They find that at ~ 0.59  the 
two component CS EOS
23,49
 breaks down, and after a narrow crossover window free volume 
pressure growth sets in corresponding to  
 
2.82
1 / 0.669
REZ 



.    (4.34) 
Free volume like behavior is a characteristic of a glass, not the traditional fluid described by re-
summed virial expansions.
11,12,15,27–31
 Near the crossover it was found that Monte Carlo 
thermalization suddenly became more difficult. Higher pressure replicas were ergodic only if the 
lowest coupled replica efficiently sampled ~ 0.58  . This simulation data23 is shown in Figure 
4.1. Of course it is possible that the observed “equilibrium” glass is not truly equilibrated but 
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rather, due to practical simulation time constraints, aging is not perceived. Therefore, the 
possibility for an underlying thermodynamic phase transition at higher densities is not ruled out. 
Santos et al. developed a theory
50
 to infer the metastable EOS for monodisperse hard 
spheres from the BO simulation data
23
 (see Figure 4.1). The high density compressibility factor 
was predicted to be 
 
3
1 / 0.668
HSZ 



,    (4.35) 
which is very similar to the binary mixture simulation results.
23
 Additional non-trivial 
predictions
50
 suggest that their theory accurately represents metastable monodisperse hard 
spheres which can jam into an amorphous state at packing fractions greater than ~ 0.64 . 
4.3.2. Theory Calculations 
We now present calculations in 3-dimensions based on our approach. Four representative 
glass continuations of the fluid EOS are shown in Figure 4.1 with chosen 0.5g  , 0.545 ,  0.581 
and  0.611, leading to predicted jamming packing fractions of 0.630j  ,  0.650 ,  0.668  and 
 0.684 , respectively. The complexities associated with the four glass branches are   1.035g  , 
 0.743 ,  0.404  and 0 , respectively, where the vanishing complexity is associated with the 
equilibrium glass. Figure 4.3 shows examples of the complexity as a function of packing fraction 
for 3D (and also 4D) hard spheres. When 0  at K , the system becomes stuck in the densest 
glass state and further compression ultimately leads to jamming at GCP . Intuitively, one expects 
  increases with spatial dimension, as found in Figure 4.3 for calculations in 3D and 4D. We 
show in Section 4.4.1 that the equilibrium glass of our theory appears to be representative of the 
densest glass that can be obtained by ultra-slow simulation compressions and departs from the 
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fluid EOS at    0 0g g   , and then jams at    0 0j j    in 3 12D    (using a 
power law extrapolation). In our theory, slower compression rate corresponds to smaller 
complexities,  , and hence we write  0K g    and  0GCP j   . As discussed both 
below and in depth in Section 4.4.1, the equivalence of the 0  glass predicted by our theory 
and that extracted from simulation is only a working hypothesis which is definitely arguable 
given uncertainties in the precise physical meaning of simulation extracted characteristic packing 
fractions. 
Figure 4.1 also presents a specific comparison with the simulation data for monodisperse 
hard spheres of Speedy
24
 and the polydisperse data of Hermes and Dijkstra.
11
 Comparison of 
polydisperse (or mixture) hard sphere data with monodisperse data must be done carefully since 
polydispersity increases the jamming density,
11,16
 speeds up dynamics,
42,43
 and lowers the 
pressure.
42,43
 However, the moderate 10% polydispersity case,
11
 which we compare to in Figure 
4.1, possesses a fluid EOS nearly identical to the monodisperse case. We assume the matching 
fluid regime implies a similar glassy regime. This is reasonable given that at any fixed 
compression rate the 10% polydispersity jamming point,  ,10%j  , is only slightly augmented 
over the monodisperse jamming point,  ,j mono  , by    ,10% , 0.003j j mono     .
11
 We find 
that the combined monodisperse and polydisperse simulation data departs the CS EOS at 
0.545g  . Using this value in our calculations, the theory describes the simulation data well, 
and 0.650j   and   0.743g  is predicted; this   value suggests the system is not fully 
aged or equilibrated (not densest branch). More interestingly, the densest “equilibrium” glass 
corresponding to   0K   is predicted to occur at 0.612K  , and jam at 0.684GCP  . The 
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latter is close to the monodisperse predictions of Santos et al.
50
 at 0.668GCP  . Our predicted 
densest glass is more concentrated than the latter result, though, interestingly, it is close to the 
small cage replica ideal glass jammed state at ~ 0.684GCP .
15
 If we choose 
 

g
 0.581 , then our 
theory predicts 0.668j   and a smaller complexity   0.404g  . The entire EOS shown in 
Figure 4.1 agrees well with the Santos et al. theory
50
 except right near the glass transition; this 
choice of glass branch will be used in Chapter 5 (or reference 54) since it has some 
simulation/theory based validation
23,50
 and the structural predictions of Chapter 5
54
 vary little 
with the choice of glass branch.   
The similarity in 3D of our predicted K  and GCP  for the densest glass with that of the 
replica theory makes it tempting to assume our theory corresponds to the ideal glass picture of 
replica theory. However, the ideal glass is not necessarily the same as the “equilibrium” glass 
deduced in compression simulations since the extrapolations employed to determine  0g  and 
 0j  are sensitive to both spatial dimensionality and the assumed extrapolation functional form 
(discussed at the end of Section 4.1.3). Recall it is possible that  0g  and  0j  are closer to 
d  and th  rather than K  and GCP , respectively. Some insight concerning this issue is obtained 
in the next Section, Section 4.4, where we compare our results with simulations and RT 
calculations up to 12 dimensions. 
Figure 4.3 also shows that the functional form of the complexity within the replica 
theory,
15
 the Stillinger et al. approach,
51
 the simulation deduced results of Angelani and Foffi,
34
 
and our theory, are not too different in 3D . Moreover, the zero complexity state occurs at 
essentially the same packing fraction, which is especially interesting given all the approaches 
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employ different measures of  . We do note that the simulation data of Angelani and Foffi34 
utilized a binary mixture with diameter ratio 1.2; however, this particular mixture differs little 
from the monodisperse case for both thermodynamic
34
 and jamming properties.
16
 Both RT
15
 and 
the simulation approach
34
 counts stable amorphous minima in the fluid directly, while the 
Stillinger approach
51
 subtracts the 3D  HS crystal entropy from the fluid at equal pressure to 
roughly count configurations, and our theory roughly counts limiting jammed configurations. 
Transitioning from 3D  to 4D  increases the overall magnitude of  , in both RT and our 
approach, as expected. Within the replica calculations,   is non-monotonic and goes through a 
maximum, a feature possibly related to limitations of the small cage expansion. Additionally, we 
find (not shown) that if we plot the complexity from the replica approach or our theory versus 
the dimensionless inverse compressibility, 
 
S
0
1  S1(q  0) , or the compressibility factor, Z , a 
linear relationship is found in the low complexity regime.  
4.4. Results in High Dimensions  
4.4.1. Three to Twelve Dimensions and Comparison to Simulation  
Figure 4.4 compares our predicted densest glass K  and GCP  in 3 to 12 dimensions to 
the  0g  and  0j  simulation data of Charbonneau et al.
18
 obtained using a power law 
extrapolation. Surprisingly good agreement is found, except for the highest dimensionalities. 
What might be the significance of this level of quantitative agreement? We can think of at least 
two different possibilities. (i) The free energy barriers separating metastable glassy states grow 
slow enough with increasing D over the probed range that our “densest glass” calculations are 
plausibly probed in the simulation. If true, then the agreement is theoretically significant. The 
discrepancy at higher D would then suggest a breakdown of our theory as barriers become 
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sufficiently large. (ii) Alternatively, the barriers grow very rapidly with increasing dimension 
even in the range of 3 12D   , and the lower dimensional agreement between theory and 
simulation is largely a fortuitous cancellation of errors. Under this scenario, our theory for K  
and GCP  can be interpreted as providing increasingly distant upper bounds to both  0g  and 
 0j , respectively. 
Although a truly definitive conclusion cannot be drawn, the second scenario is plausible 
since increased dimensionality presumably promotes higher barriers separating metastable 
states.
15,18
 At a minimum, quantitative knowledge of the latter is necessary to make more 
definitive statements. Chapter 5
54
 discusses the 3D nonlinear Langevin equation (NLE) theory
25
 
which can approximately compute dynamical barrier heights albeit at the highly simplified single 
particle level. However, NLE theory requires nontrivial development to treat higher dimensions, 
including reliable higher dimensional structural input. These theoretical elements are presently 
not available, and work in this direction is beyond the scope of this article. 
If the first scenario stated above applies, then the surprisingly good quantitative 
agreement of our theory with Charbonneau et al.
18
 tempts us to identify our computed densest 
glass as best corresponding to the densest glass deduced from simulation extrapolations in 
3 10D    (using a power law form), and not the replica theory ideal glass that is usually viewed 
as inaccessible and possibly distinct from the practical simulation extrapolated glass. Our cell 
model based theory lends insight to what physics may lead to the simulation extrapolated densest 
glass as elaborated on in Sections 4.5 and 4.6. 
The replica theory K  and GCP  predictions are also shown in Figure 4.4. It is clear that 
 ~ 0GCP j  , however  0K g  . Two distinct interpretations seem possible. The first is that 
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 0g  and  0j  should coincide with the replica predictions for K  and GCP . However, the 
 0g K   equality may be masked by quantitative errors in the replica theory calculations 
based on the Gaussian small cage expansion.
15
 To validate this conclusion will require work on 
two fronts: (i) systematic improvement of the small cage expansion, and (ii) simulation 
evaluation of the complexity in  D  412  for direct determination of K  as done by Angelani 
and Foffi in 3D.
34
 A second possible interpretation is that replica theory is correct in the sense 
that  0K g   and  0GCP j  , and there is a reasonably well-defined densest glass found in 
simulation and a different, essentially impossible to explore via simulation, ideal glass at even 
higher densities. The simulation densest glass may be controlled by a numerical bottleneck 
related to the large times necessary to explore activated processes.
18
 This scenario perhaps 
suggests that the replica theory measure of complexity differs from ours which seemingly 
terminates near the simulation densest glass in 3 10D   , and not the RT ideal glass. Again, 
definitive evaluation of this scenario will require replica small cage expansion improvements as 
well as further simulations that directly measure the complexity. Significant improvements are 
also likely needed for our simple SPT based approach. Tentatively, our interpretation is that the 
replica theory and our approach provide different bounds on the simulation extrapolated densest 
glass in 3 12D   . 
4.4.2. High Dimension Regime 
Sphere packings in dimensions far above three, while abstract, are of high recent interest 
in glass and jamming physics and also in the very different context
52
 of error correcting codes. 
However, exact results do not exist for 3D  ,1,15,38–40 and the current state of the art relies on 
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bounds for the maximal density. The best known rigorous upper bound
39
 on the maximum sphere 
packing fraction is  
 0.4010...2 2D Dmax  ,     (4.36) 
and is shown in Figure 4.5. Analogously, the best rigorous lower bound due to Ball
38
 is  
2 2D max D  ,      (4.37) 
and is also shown in Figure 4.5. Interestingly, Torquato and Stillinger
40
 have developed an 
exponential improvement on Equation 4.37 based on a conjecture about amorphous packings in 
high dimension given by 
  2
1/6
1/6 0.22135...
3 log
2/3 2
2
2 3.276101... 2
2 2
D
D D
max D
e
D
D
W



  ,  (4.38) 
where 0.108488...W  . This form is also shown in Figure 4.5. Equation 4.38  surpasses the 
densest known periodic arrangements for 56D   suggesting in high dimensions certain classes 
of amorphous states may be thermodynamically stable relative to crystals at very high density. 
Our predictions for the characteristic packing fractions in high dimensions, derived in 
Section 4.2.3, scale as 2 2D fDGCP , where 0f  . Specifically, the equilibrium glass and 
jamming packing fractions are  
3/4 0.103759...2 1.96918... 2D DK D  ,    (4.39) 
3/4 0.103759...2 2.53914... 2D DGCP D  .    (4.40) 
These analytic formulas are plotted in Figure 4.5, and pass essentially exactly through our 
numerically determined theoretical values of K  and GCP . Rather remarkably, the high D  
scaling forms works well down to ~10D . Significantly, we predict the thermodynamic glass 
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transition and jamming packing fractions grow much more strongly than either RT
15,18
 or 
MCT
18,22
 which obey, respectively, 
 
2D
K
, 2D
GCP
~ D ln(D) ,    (4.41) 
22 0.22D MCT D  .     (4.42) 
Though RT and MCT differ in the “prefactor” dependence on spatial dimension, they both 
predict the characteristic packing fractions decrease in a simple exponential manner with 
dimension, i.e., 2 D , in contrast to Equations 4.39 and 4.40. Neglecting numerical pre-factors, 
the scaling laws of Equations 4.41 and 4.42 are plotted in Figure 4.5. 
Unfortunately, no definitive conclusion can be made at this point regarding whether our 
high dimensional predictions are correct. However, we can offer speculative arguments for why 
our theory might be correct. If amorphous packings are the densest states in high dimensions, 
then ultra-slow quasi-equilibrium compression of a fluid would intuitively lead to densities that 
scale in a similar fashion as the maximal jamming density especially if amorphous packings are 
maximally dense. This suggests compressing a fluid would lead to terminal jamming densities 
that grow as 2 2D fDj  where 0f  , as we predict. Although the RT and MCT results grow 
much more slowly in large dimensions than our theory, our calculations seem to agree a little bit 
better with numerical data for 3 12D   as shown in Figure 4.4. The reason for the agreement 
is not understood though, and of course it could be fortuitous. Growing discrepancies between 
our theory and the simulation results at the highest dimensionalities may be the first sign of our 
very strong exponential growth in  K  and GCP  as per Equations 4.39 and 4.40. As already 
mentioned, our theory and RT predictions seemingly provide different bounds to  0g  and 
 0j , however our bounds may be worse in very high dimensions. 
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Torquato and co-workers
40,53
  have demonstrated that a packing class generated via the 
so-called random sequential addition procedure (RSA) apparently scales as 2D j D  at high 
D . The saturation densities achieved from RSA are very limited as demonstrated in the inset of 
Figure 4.5. Can an improvement by a weak factor of  ln(D) , according to replica theory,
15
 then 
lead to the scaling of the jamming densities found from ultra-slow compressions of the hard 
sphere fluid? Only future simulations extended to extremely high dimensions will answer this 
question. However, we do note that the replica approach has been verified in mean field models 
to give the correct result.
15
 This is an argument for the reliability of the scaling in Equation 4.41 
since high dimensionality presumably promotes mean field behavior in the sense of diverging 
barriers separating metastable states. Our theory also disagrees with the MCT scaling
22
 in high 
dimension, although for the opposite reason as in RT since replica ideas suggest the high 
dimensional MCT scaling of Equation 4.42 is too strong, while our approach suggests it is too 
weak. Of course, as mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.3, the stability of our present 
conclusions to improving the theory at low packing fractions possibly relevant to high D  
remains to be further investigated. 
4.5. Comparison with Replica Theory  
Overall, our viewpoint has similarities and differences with the replica approach. 
Comparisons with RT, DFT, and MCT have been partially discussed in the context of specific 
issues in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Here, we attempt to briefly summarize these differences in a more 
qualitative, conceptual manner. 
Replica theory predicts the emergence of a finite complexity and amorphous states 
(glasses) at 
 

d
. With increasing densification (at equilibrium), a Kauzmann transition
15
 at K  is 
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predicted where the replica complexity per particle vanishes, 0R  . The latter is proportional 
to the logarithm of the number of free energy basins,  R f , at a given free energy, f , in phase 
space
15
 
   1 logR Rf N f
   .    (4.43) 
The f  of a basin (by definition) can be calculated by restricting the partition function to 
configurations in phase space that, upon a compression, would lead to the same jammed 
configuration at j .
15
 In between d  and K , multiple glass branches can be followed by 
probing a particular glassy basin complexity,
15
 and if thermal equilibrium is maintained the 
normal fluid EOS (i.e., virial series summation) holds up to K . Following different glass 
branches is viewed as corresponding to different compression rates in simulations, and RT 
motivated physical arguments suggest that exploring glassy branches past d  may require 
exponentially slow compaction rates,  exp # D   ,18 a possible physical interpretation as to 
why the VFT based 0  extrapolation may tend to K  in simulation. Beyond K , free 
volume pressure growth occurs on the ideal glass branch which terminates with a divergent 
pressure at GCP . 
One possible interpretation of our analysis is that the simulation deduced  0g   and 
 0j  roughly correspond to the zero complexity K  and GCP  of our theory. We propose that 
near  0g  the number of ways to assign each particle a volume /jV N  becomes sub-
extensive. Densification past  0g  is difficult and requires finding jammed states with less total 
accessible volume (combined cell volume) than the total volume the particles physically occupy, 
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perhaps related to the onset of non-trivial free energy barriers. In a sense, the simulation 
realizable (practical) glassy EOS continuations vanish, reminiscent of a Kauzmann transition, 
and beyond this density there is no longer an “effective fluid” region of configuration space. 
From a practical point of view, our theory provides a possible upper bound to what is attainable 
from simulation measurements due to growing numerical expense associated with larger barriers. 
As a caveat, we note that there is some ambiguity in the concept of complexity, which is tied to 
the particular glass model and theory used. We also emphasize that the RT analog of 
 

d
 is not 
predicted by our simple approach, and the irregular cell model as a description of metastable 
glass states is adopted by ansatz. 
Overall, we view the equilibrium glass as the practical continuation of the fluid EOS that 
incorporates jamming and the physics missing in re-summed fluid virial expansions, in the spirit 
of the idea that fluid-based virial expansions cannot thermodynamically describe 
crystals.
11,12,15,27–31
 We suggest there is a densest glass that continues the fluid with a pressure 
higher than predicted by normal liquid equations of state. Below  0g , we view the fluid as 
composed of an extensive number of hypothetical or potential metastable glassy states 
corresponding structurally to the equilibrated fluid at a given  . Such states can be probed by 
restricting the partition function using the amorphous cell model.
37,46
 On the computer or in the 
laboratory, this is realized by rapid enough compression which traps the configuration until the 
pressure diverges.
10–12,18
 We expect the glassy EOS branches deduced from our theory to become 
increasingly accurate closer to the equilibrium glass, i.e., the denser, stronger confined 
metastable states with weaker aging effects. 
4.6. Summary and Discussion 
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We have developed a new, rather simple, equilibrium theory for the thermodynamics of 
glassy phases of monodisperse hard spheres that allows the calculation of the EOS and glass 
transition and jamming packing fractions for spatial dimensions of three and higher. A well-
defined densest glass continuation of the fluid EOS is predicted which we refer to as the 
equilibrium glass (also called the ideal glass). In 3-dimensions, we find the densest glass to 
originate from a Kauzmann transition at 0.612K  , followed by jamming at 0.684GCP  , in 
reasonable agreement with recent simulations
10,18,23
 and another theory.
51
 Up to 12 dimensions 
the agreement between our theory and simulation equilibrium glass packing fractions is 
surprisingly good. However, the theoretical significance of this level of agreement remains 
unclear, for both conceptual and practical computational reasons, and it could be fortuitous. 
More research is required for crisper conclusions to be drawn. 
If the agreement of the simulation determined  0g  values with our theoretically 
computed ones is not an accident, then it suggests the former is measuring a quantity at least 
tightly correlated with a vanishing complexity,  . In our theory, the latter is the number of 
geometrically distinct ways to arrange particle centers confined in irregular cells, and is a rough 
measure of the number of jammed configurations. Beyond  0g  any EOS found from even the 
most refined virial series summations is postulated to be unrealizable either rigorously or just due 
to the practical limitations of the enormous equilibration times associated with the predicted 
jammed packing bottleneck in configuration space. Our theory shares significant similarities with 
the replica approach,
15
 but there are also differences conceptually, numerically, and with regards 
to scaling laws with spatial dimension for the characteristic packing fractions. Resolving these 
differences requires future theoretical and simulation research. It is also desirable to extend our 
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approach to multi-component systems given the large simulation literature on hard sphere 
mixtures. Chapter 5
54
  builds on the developments in this Chapter to construct a 
thermodynamically self-consistent integral equation theory of the pair structure of equilibrium 
3D monodisperse hard spheres, and utilizes it to study single particle activated hopping 
dynamics. 
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4.8. Figures 
 
Figure 4.1. Three-dimensional hard sphere fluid-crystal-glass phase diagram in the 
representation of inverse compressibility factor versus packing fraction. The stable fluid line 
(upper black dashed curve) was calculated using the accurate Kolafa EOS.
44
 The four glass 
branches computed using our theory correspond to (left to right) 0.50g  , 0.545 , and  0.581 
(most realistic equilibrium glass) and  0.611 with increasing jamming density. Open purple 
triangles and squares correspond to the well-aged polydisperse hard sphere data of Hermes and 
Dijkstra
11
 and mondisperse hard spheres of Speedy,
24
 respectively. Open blue diamonds and 
spheres correspond to binary hard sphere simulation data of Odriozola and Berthier
23
 and the 
corresponding inferred mondisperse data of Santos et al.,
50
 respectively. The FCC crystal line 
was calculated using the accurate Speedy equation-of-state.
24
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Figure 4.2. Schematic of the cell model of a glass where particle centers are confined within the 
irregularly shaped Voronoi-like cells of fixed volume. Open space is present since the cells 
utilize a total volume of jV , where j  corresponds to the jamming volume fraction of the 
particular glass. 
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Figure 4.3. Dimensionless complexity per particle as a function of (chosen glass transition) 
packing fraction demonstrating the vanishing of the complexity at K  corresponding to the 
densest (equilibrium) glass that jams at GCP . Dashed and solid blue curves indicate the replica 
theory results
15
 and our calculations, respectively; the dashed and solid red curves in the inset are 
the analogous 4D calculations. For the 3D case the approach of Stillinger et al.
51
 is represented 
by the dotted blue line which subtracts the crystal entropy from the fluid entropy at equal 
pressure. Red diamonds and black circles are simulation data of Angelani and Foffi
34
 determined 
in two slightly different ways; the dashed curves through the points are third order polynomial 
fits shown for visual aid only. Within the replica approach, 0.618K   and 0.684GCP   in 3D, 
and 0.432K   and 0.487GCP   in 4D (inset). The analogous 3D results within our theory are 
0.612K   and 0.684GCP  , and 0.395K   and 0.462GCP   in 4D (inset). The simulation 
calculations of Angelani and Foffi
34
 extrapolate to 0.62K   and the theory of Stillinger et al.
51
 
leads to 0.632K  . 
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Figure 4.4. Our SPT theory predictions for hard spheres in 3 to 12 dimensions for K   (solid 
curve with red spheres) and GCP   (solid curve with red diamonds) (multiplied by 2
D ) using the 
simulation adjusted CS fluid EOS of Charbonneau et al.
18
 Dashed curves with orange circles and 
triangles are analogous calculations using the traditional CS formula.
27,28
 Interpolation curves are 
a visual aid. These theoretical results are compared to simulation extrapolated values
18
 for  0g  
(small blue triangles) and  0j  (small blue squares). Replica predictions
15,18
 for K  (small 
black circles) and GCP   (small black diamonds) are also shown. MRJ results
12
 from compression 
simulations are shown as white squares from 3 6D  . (Inset) Same as main frame (without 
simulation adjusted CS form) but extended to higher dimension.  
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Figure 4.5. Numerical SPT theory predictions for hard spheres in 3 to 205 dimensions for K  
(solid pink spheres) and GCP   (solid green diamonds) (multiplied by 2
D ) using the CS fluid 
EOS
27,28
 presented in log-log format. Solid blue circles and solid black diamonds from 
3 12D D  are the analogous simulation results for  0g  and  0j , respectively.
18
 Dashed 
pink and green lines are the theoretical high D  scaling forms for K  and GCP , respectively. The 
solid dashed black curve represents the best known upper bound on the maximum achievable 
packing in high dimensions.
39
 The solid black curve is the conjectured best lower bound on the 
maximum achievable packing and corresponds to amorphous jammed structures.
40
 The open 
solid, small dashed, and large dashed curves are the high D  MCT,
18,22
 replica theory,
15,18
 and 
Ball lower bound
38
 predictions, respectively. Open squares are the MRJ compression simulation 
values.
12
 (Inset) Expanded view showing the breakdown of the high D  scaling form below 
~10D . Open diamonds are RSA simulation saturation volume fractions
53
 and the dotted line the 
apparent high D  RSA scaling. 
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Chapter 5. Equilibrium Theory of the Hard Sphere Fluid and Glasses in the Metastable 
Regime up to Jamming: Structure and Application to Hopping Dynamics
1
  
5.1. Introduction 
In this Chapter, we build on the preceding Chapter 4 by constructing a 
thermodynamically self-consistent integral equation theory of the pair structure of hard spheres 
in 3-dimensions applicable in the metastable regime up to jamming. Our primary interest is the 
possible equilibrium densest glass that continues the fluid into the metastable regime since it may 
be relevant to understand equilibrium activated hopping dynamics in ultra-dense colloidal 
suspensions and hard sphere fluids. For structure, we take a different perspective than the replica 
approach,
2,3
 and ask whether relatively simple modifications of equilibrium integral equation 
theory (IET) can be devised to describe the hard sphere fluid structure in the metastable regime 
including the limiting jammed state? As input to the IET we use the thermodynamic equation-of-
state (EOS) for the 3D densest glass derived in Chapter 4.
1
 We note that very accurate pair 
structural information is required to fully evaluate the dynamical predictions of the microscopic 
ideal mode coupling theory (MCT)
4
 and the activated barrier hopping nonlinear Langevin 
equation (NLE) theory.
5,6
 These approaches are especially sensitive to the high wavevector 
behavior of the Fourier-transform of the direct correlation function,
7
 and we place special 
emphasis on this quantity.  
From simulations, it is known that the pair correlation function,  g r , acquires multiple 
distinguishing features
8–13
 as the jammed state at packing fraction 
j  is approached. (i) The 
contact value diverges as    
1
jg r   

   , where   is the hard sphere diameter 
                                                          
1
 This chapter is drawn in its entirety from a previous publication. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from          
R. Jadrich and K. S. Schweizer, J. Chem. Phys. 139, 054502. Copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics. 
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subsequently taken as the unit of length. This feature is connected with the emergence of a delta-
function component of  g r  and the formation of 6cZ   contacts (isostaticity) at jamming in 3-
dimensions. (ii) Close to contact, power law behavior holds:    g r r



   where 0.5  , 
although the precise value of the exponent depends on whether rattlers are kept in the analysis.
8–
13
 A corollary of this behavior and point (i) is the near contact width ( w ) of  g r  vanishes 
linearly with the distance to jamming, i.e., 
jw    . (iii) The second peak of ( )g r  splits. (iv) 
A jump discontinuity at 2r   and a cusp at 3  is present. (v) “Quasi long range order” 
emerges corresponding to a large distance power law decay of    
4
( ) 1 /h r g r r 

   , in 
stark contrast to exponential decay in equilibrium fluids.
9,10
 
The above real space structural features have direct implications in Fourier space for the 
structure factor,  S k , and direct correlation function (DCF),  C k , which are related as 
 
1
( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( )S k h k C k 

     where   is the number density. “Inverted critical point 
anomalies”9,10 exist at small wavevectors corresponding to (vi) the “hyperuniform” behavior 
( )S k k , and (vii) 2( ) 1/C r r  which implies ( 0)C k   . Note that the DCF has a very 
long range negative tail at random close packing (RCP) or in the maximal randomly jammed 
(MRJ) state
9
 as seen in Figure 5.1, which decays slower than the asymptotic behavior of ( )h r . 
This feature violates the standard OZ idea that guides closure construction based on the 
presumed “simpler and shorter range” direct correlation function.14,15 (viii) As a consequence of 
the delta-function part of ( )g r ,  C k  decays ultra-slowly for 1k  .   
Hopkins, Stillinger, and Torquato
10
 have recently shown that remnants of the structural 
anomalies at jamming discussed above continue to exist significantly below the jamming 
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packing fraction under the nonequilibrium protocols they employ. They also showed that the 
unusual features of the pair structure imply a growing static length scale associated with ( )S k  at 
small wavevectors, which they speculate plays an important role in glassy dynamics under 
equilibrium conditions. Of course, the long wavelength structural features are intimately related 
to the dramatic contact region behavior of ( )g r  which nucleates a contact force network at 
jamming.
8
 Although the proposal
10
 that a growing static length scale in ( )g r  plays a central role 
in glassy dynamics is typically dismissed nowadays in favor of a more complex growing 
amorphous order,
16
 it is interesting to recall that criteria for glass formation were formulated 
years ago
17
 based on a local structure analysis. 
We demonstrate in this Chapter that good progress can be made based on IET for the 
more local structural aspects discussed above: specifically, points (i), (iv), and (viii), and more 
roughly for points (ii) and (vii). The evolution of these local structural features in an equilibrated 
fluid (well) below jamming, in contrast to the long wavelength anomalies, are key to capture the 
full implications of NLE theory for activated dynamics, elasticity, and rheology in the high 
packing fraction (up to ~ 0.58 0.60  ) hard sphere suspensions typically studied 
experimentally
18,19
 and on the computer.
18,20–24
 Capturing the negative tail of  C r , as shown in 
Figure 5.1 , at very high density is also crucial for a density functional theory (DFT) treatment of 
crystallization
25
 and thermodynamic glass formation.
26
 
In Section 5.2 we briefly review IET and the generalized mean spherical approximation 
(GMSA) theory that provides our starting point. The key ideas for constructing the new 
structural theory are presented, with the many technical details and derivations collected in 
Appendices D-G. For economy of expression, we assume the reader is familiar with Chapter 4 
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(or Reference 1), and the same notations for characteristic packing fractions carefully explained 
there are adopted in this Chapter. The relevant basics of the well-documented dynamical NLE 
approach are also briefly recalled in Section 5.2.4.
5,6
 Our combined thermodynamic EOS
1
 and 
GMSA theory is then applied to study real and Fourier space structure in Section 5.3 over a 
range of high packing fractions, and comparisons with jamming simulations are made. Multiple 
qualitatively new structural features not present in classic OZ theories are identified and trends 
summarized. The new IET is then employed as input to NLE theory to determine in Section 5.4 
the consequences of a better structural theory on the relaxation and viscoelastic properties 
predicted by this dynamical approach. The Chapter concludes with a discussion in Section 5.5. 
5.2. Theory 
5.2.1. Integral Equation Theory Background  
The classic starting point of IET is the OZ equation:
14,15
 
       'h r C r C r h d   r r' r'  ,   (5.1) 
where  C r  is the direct correlation function,   ( ) 1h r g r   is the total correlation function, 
and   is the particle number density. Exact thermodynamic relations exist for the dimensionless 
pressure or compressibility factor ( /Z P  , where  
1
Bk T

 ) that emphasize different 
aspects of pair structure. The virial route is controlled entirely by the most local aspect of fluid 
structure:
14,15
 
  
   1 4 1,Z g    ,                      (5.2) 
where    1 1, 1g g g   is the contact value of the radial distribution function and, for 
simplicity, the hard core diameter 1   unless it is needed to clearly explain units. The 
compressibility route emphasizes the long wavelength ( 0k  ) collective density fluctuations:
14,15
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   
1
2 2 1 1
3 3
0 0
24 24
| 1 1 ( 0) ( )T B T
P
a r h r dr r C r dr S k k T
  
 
  

 
 
 
        
  
  .  (5.3) 
Here we refer to thermodynamic consistency as any approximate theory that predicts the same 
pressure based on these two different routes. Additionally, the dimensionless inverse 
compressibility can be related to the hard sphere contact value using the exact relation
14,15
 
 
 2 1,1 8 1, 4
g
a g

  


  

.    (5.4) 
The well-known difficulty in IET is finding a second closure relation between  C r  and 
 h r . There is an enormous literature on this subject, with the Percus-Yevick (PY) closure being 
the most common approximation for hard spheres.
14,15
 It is based on assuming the DCF has the 
same spatial range of the bare potential, and hence   
  0, 1C r r  ,     (5.5) 
coupled with the exact impenetrability constraint 
  0, 1g r r  .     (5.6) 
OZ-PY theory is reasonably successful up to the freezing transition at 0.494f   but makes the 
unphysical prediction that jamming occurs at 1j  . Moreover, positivity of  g r  fails in OZ-
PY theory at packing fractions well below typical experimental jamming densities, the contact 
value is too small (increasingly so as   grows), the cage peak in  S k  is too high in dense 
fluids, and thermodynamics is route inconsistent.
14,15
    
Within the stable fluid regime, the DCF outside the hard core is never zero, but is low 
amplitude, positive, and short ranged.
27,28
 Increasing packing fraction enhances its magnitude 
and range which begins to become significant as freezing is approached
27,28
 including the 
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appearance of small negative contributions.
28
 Recent nonequilibrium simulations
9
 find 
qualitative deviations as the jammed state is approached, where  C r  acquires a (near) delta-
function at contact and a long range negative tail, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. OZ-PY theory is a 
complete failure at/near jamming, and our working hypothesis is that the novel physics near the 
jammed state influences structure and dynamics of dense equilibrated metastable fluids. 
5.2.2. Two Yukawa GMSA theory  
Creating a better hard sphere IET requires a better direct correlation function tail. We 
adopt the analytically tractable Generalized Mean Spherical Approximation (GMSA) as a 
starting point where the tail of  C r  is of a Yukawa form:29 
 
 1
, 1
z r
e
C r K r
r
 
  ,     (5.7) 
where K and z  are adjustable parameters. Waisman
29
 analytically solved OZ-GMSA theory in 
3-dimensions in terms of coupled nonlinear algebraic equations. It is common to choose K and 
z  to reproduce known thermodynamic properties of hard spheres. Hoye and Stell
30
 later found 
explicit results for K and z  as functions of 1g  and a . Using nearly exact results for the contact 
value and compressibility in the normal fluid regime resulted in improved structure and 
thermodynamic consistency was obeyed by construction. 
However, the one Yukawa GMSA solution for  1, ,K g a z  and  1,z g a  is not adequate 
deep in the metastable regime since it can never account for both the very short range contact 
contribution and the long ranged tail of the DCF (see Figure 5.1) which are necessary to capture 
the unusual long and short length scale structural features as jamming is approached. We explore 
the simplest improvement by adding one more Yukawa contribution:
31
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 
   1 1
, 1
z r z r
e e
C r K K r
r r


   
   ,   (5.8) 
 where K  and z  are the contact contribution amplitude and range, respectively, and K  and 
z  the analogous long ranged tail values. Obviously this mathematical form is not exact at 
jamming, but we argue below it can usefully mimic much of the key physics. 
Equation 5.8 contains four unknowns. Simplification is first achieved by combining K  
and z  into one parameter thereby reducing the problem to three unknowns. This reduction is 
physically motivated by the long range nature of the DCF tail at (near) jamming.
9
 The classic 
Kac (mean field) potential limiting description
14
 is adopted by taking 0z   and 0K   such 
that the tail is finite integrable. Defining 
   1
1
24 i
z r
i iv K re g r dr

 
  ,     (5.9) 
and letting 0z  , allows for the exact replacement of   1g r   in Equation 5.9, giving 
2
24
K
v
z
 

 .     (5.10) 
The iv  parameters arise naturally in the two Yukawa GMSA solution and must be nonzero to 
alter structure.
31
 Equation 5.10 shows the necessary coupling between the two parameters, 
2K z   as 0z  , effectively reducing them to one nonzero and finite variable v . Enforcing 
the long ranged tail limit explicitly in Equation 5.8 gives 
 
   
 2
1 1
0
/ 24
, 1
z r z r
z
K z v
e e
C r K K r
r r





  
   



 
   
 
.  (5.11) 
This result, combined with Equation 5.1 and 5.6, then yields the DCF inside the hard core 
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 
 3 2
2
2
2 3
1
cosh 11 1
2 2
1 1
24 2 , 1
4 2
z r
z
z
z re
C r a ar v v
z r rK z e
v e
r g v z v v r r
K




 
  

 


 


 

     
 
      
 
.  (5.12) 
Equation 5.12 is derived in Appendix C  from the full non mean field Kac solution.
31
 In Fourier 
space the long range tail is zero except at 0k   where it determines the compressibility via 
Equation 5.3. The analytic expression for  C k  is derived in Appendix C. 
There are now 3 unknown parameters that define the DCF tail, and hence we require 
three constraints. We insist the exact inverse dimensionless compressibility “ a ” in Equation 5.3 
and the contact value, 1g , are recovered. As the final constraint, we consider the first derivative 
of the radial distribution at contact,  1 1, / rg dg r dr      , which is proportional to the 
effective force between two colliding particles in a potential-of-mean-force sense.
14,15
 There are 
exact results for 1g  up to 0.53  ,
32
 and an interpolation for different glass branches is 
constructed in Section 5.2.3. The lengthy analytic solutions for  1 1, ,K g a g  ,  1 1, ,z g a g  , 
and  1 1, ,v g a g   then can be derived as discussed in Appendix C.  
5.2.3. Radial Distribution Function Contact Derivative 
 In addition to enforcing the exact behavior of 1g  and a , we need the 3D HS equilibrium 
fluid contact derivative, 1g . Exact Monte Carlo results
32
 exist for this quantity up to 0.53  : 
 
 
 
 2 31 1 2 3
1
1
9 1
2
f
g
C c c c
g

    


    

,  (5.13) 
where 1 0.97991c  , 2 0.81747c   , and 3 6.44203c   and the subscript f denotes fluid. We 
believe that this analytical expression is a good representation of the equilibrium fluid 
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(analogous to assuming the Kolafa
33
 or Carnahan-Starling EOS
34,35
 are good representations of 
the fluid phase) up to 
g  (glass transition packing fraction) where by definition the fluid EOS 
based on virial series re-summations is believed to break down and jamming is predicted at an 
unphysically high 
j .
33–36
 As discussed in Chapter 4,
1
   the fluid phase is viewed as composed of 
many hypothetical glassy states of a given complexity, and the transition to a glassy branch 
allows prediction of the termination of the metastable branch at the jamming packing fraction, 
~ 0.64j . 
For packing fractions greater than 
g  (along a glass branch), Equation 5.13 is not useful 
and an interpolative scheme must be devised. We believe it is best to interpolate not 
  1 1/C g g   , which must diverge at jamming under equilibrium conditions, but rather the 
quantity 
    21 1 1/ /K C g g g     ,   (5.14) 
which remains finite at jamming assuming equilibrium. This is easily realized through the exact 
scaled particle theory (SPT) relation
37
  
 
  21 1
1
24 1
r
G r
g g
r
  


   

,    (5.15) 
where  G r  is the density of particles a distance r  from a tagged particle conditional upon 
there being no other particle centers at a distance less than r ,
37
 and 
   
2
1, | /S
g g   1 2 3R R R  where  , |g 1 2 3R R R  is the density of hard spheres at 3R  
given that there are hard spheres at 1R , and 2R   in contact.
37
 The coordinates 1R , 2R , and 3R  
place particles 1 and 2 in contact and particle 3 only in rolling contact with particle 2. The 
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pointed brackets 
2S
  denote an average of 3R  over the available surface area of sphere 2 not 
blocked by sphere 1. The central goal of any SPT is the approximate calculation of  G r . At 
jamming one has the exact result 
    1 /j c cZ Z    ,     (5.16) 
where cZ  is the contact coordination number, since, on average, cZ  particles are in contact with 
a central sphere. Equation 5.16 arises since  
2
, |
S
g 1 2 3R R R   accounts for extra spheres 
around particle 2 in addition to the one defined to be in contact. From slow compression 
simulation studies it is known the contact coordination number tends towards the isostatic value 
of 
, 6c c isoZ Z   which is the minimum number of contacts to satisfy mechanical stability 
through force balancing.
8
 We are interested in slowly compressed quasi-equilibrium states so we 
set 
, 6c c isoZ Z   and   5 / 6j   . 
Infinitesimally close to jamming, the contact derivative takes on the simple form 
2
1 1
24 j
g g
Z

   ,     (5.17) 
which follows directly from Equations 5.15 and 5.16  by realizing that  
1
/
r
G r r

    diverges 
more slowly than 2
1g . The latter argument is not rigorous, but it is widely believed that  G r  is 
a monotonically increasing function
37,38
 and therefore must diverge more slowly than 2
1g  in order 
for 1g  to be negative. In Appendix C we present a new derivation of the equilibrium jamming 
contact derivative, Equation 5.17, for hard spheres using equilibrium statistical mechanics and 
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force balancing at jamming. There we also explicitly verify the validity of Equation 5.17 based 
on using the 3D GMSA solution and the densest glass branch EOS and corresponding 
j . 
To proceed, we construct a simple second order polynomial interpolation for the glassy 
 gK   at packing fractions between g  and j  by first requiring continuity 
   g g f gK K  ,     (5.18) 
and smoothness  
   
g g
g fdK dK
d d
 
 
 
 ,    (5.19) 
across 
g , and that the equilibrium jamming point form of Equation 5.17 is recovered 
 
24 j
g j
c
K
Z

  .     (5.20) 
In principle, any interpolation functional form may suffice. We choose to use a polynomial for 
 gK   since  fK   is well fit by a low order polynomial and we assume simple smooth and 
continuous behavior between the glass transition and jamming. Pade approximates are 
unnecessary as there are no divergences and low order polynomial interpolations have small 
uncertainties. 
Numerical calculations based on Equation 5.13 for the equilibrium fluid contact 
derivative are shown in Figure 5.2. The polynomial form adopted is given by 
  21 2 3gK w w w      and is combined with the constraints Equations 5.18–5.20; the results 
in Figure 5.2 are for four glasses with 0.5g  , 0.545 , 0.581  and 0.611  which serve as the fluid 
continuations to jamming. The fit parameters for the four glasses with increasing glass packing 
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fraction are (i) 1 13.933w  , 2 -50.154w  , 3 50.850w  ,  (ii) 1 29.812w  , 2 -103.358w  , 
3 94.600w  , (iii) 1 56.170w  , 2 -186.992w  , 3 160.052w  , and (iv) 1 99.177w  , 
2 -317.715w  , 3 258.371w  . We also present in Figure 5.2 the equilibrium jamming point 
predictions of Equation 5.20 that terminate the glassy branches. We assume the jamming points 
are isostatic, which is believed to be rigorous for the densest glass branch in 3D.
2,8
 The final 
form for the contact derivative in the fluid and glassy regimes is thus 
 
 
2
1
1 2
1
,
,
f g
g g
g K
g
g K
  
  
 
  
 
,    (5.21) 
where for the rest of the Chapter  1 1,g g   is determined from the equilibrium glass EOS used 
in Chapter 4.
1
    
We note that based on our thermodynamic theory of Chapter 4
1
 the densest/equilibrium 
glass corresponding to 0.581g   and jamming transition at 0.668j   does not correspond to 
the zero complexity state at K  (Kauzmann transition) and GCP  (Glass Close Packing), 
respectively. We choose to work with the former values in this Chapter for two reasons: (i) we 
believe our theory over predicts the location of K  and GCP  in 3D and (ii) the above values of 
 

g
 and 
 

j
 agree well with the hybrid simulation-theory results discussed in Chapter 4.3.2 and 
Figure 4.1 of Chapter 4.
1
   However, we have verified that our specific choice of glass branch has 
little practical impact on our subsequent results since we find glass pair structure is not very 
sensitive to varying g  and j   over a reasonable range, as further discussed in Section 5.3.1. 
Having said the above, we emphasize that our GMSA approach can treat a continuum of 
glass branches,
1
 i.e., for a specific value of g  there is a unique glass EOS with a unique 
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jamming density j . To examine a specific glass branch requires the contact value, 1g , 
compressibility, a , and contact derivative, 1g , as above. These three parameters uniquely 
determine the three unknown Kac tail GMSA quantities  1 1, ,K g a g  ,  1 1, ,z g a g   and 
 1 1, ,v g a g  , as discussed in detail in Appendix C. 
5.2.4. Nonlinear Langevin equation theory 
The nonlinear Langevin equation (NLE) theory of single particle activated dynamics has 
been extensively developed and widely applied over the last decade to analyze the alpha 
relaxation rate, time correlation functions, elasticity and mechanical response under applied 
stress of diverse glass and gel forming systems.
5–7
 The reader is referred to the literature for 
detailed discussions. Briefly, the approach is based on a stochastic overdamped equation-of-
motion for the scalar displacement of a tagged particle from its initial position,  r t , given by 
    
 
 S0
dynF r tdr t
f t
dt r t
 

   

,    (5.22) 
where S  is the short time friction constant and the random thermal noise term satisfies 
     0 2 B Sf f t k T t    . The central quantity is the dynamic free energy,  dynF r , which 
quantifies the effective force on the tagged particle from all surrounding particles and is given 
for spheres by 
   
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k
. (5.23) 
The first appearance of a minimum in Equation 5.23 at 0.43c   for hard spheres denotes the 
emergence of transient particle localization
5–7,39
 and hence a crossover from fluid-like motion to 
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activated hopping. Equation 5.22 can be fully solved by stochastic trajectory simulation.
6
 Here, 
we follow the more analytic route based on Kramers theory to compute the mean first passage 
time for barrier crossing, 
hop , 
 
0 0
2
exp
hop
B
B
G
F
K K
 


 ,    (5.24) 
where  20 0 / Bk T   , 0  is the dilute limit particle friction constant, 0K  and BK  are the 
absolute magnitudes of the curvatures (divided by 
2/Bk T  ) at the minimum and barrier of 
 dynF r , respectively, and 0 1/SG g    is the ratio of the short time friction to solvent 
friction computed based on the Enskog binary collision perspective.
5–7
 For hard spheres, the time 
scale of Equation 5.24 has been explicitly shown to be tightly correlated with the cage scale 
relaxation time,  , as measured from the incoherent dynamic structure factor at the first peak of 
 S k ,  * 1,s eF k k t    ;5–7 hence, for high enough barriers ( 2B BF k T ), hop   . 
Near and below the dynamic crossover volume fraction the barriers are low or 
nonexistent, and we employ the full Kramers mean first passage time computed as
40
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exp exp
d x
dyn dyn
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dx F x dy F y
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   ,   (5.25) 
where d  is the displacement that defines the relaxation event. To mimic structural or cage 
relaxation, we choose 
*2 /d k   .41 
A microscopic approximation for the shear modulus (in units of 3/Bk T  ) of kinetically 
arrested solids based on the mode coupling approximation is
42–44
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where Lr  is the minimum of  dynF r  or localization length. In reality, activated hopping restores 
ergodicity on a long enough time scale, but Equation 5.26 is an appropriate measure of material 
rigidity on a time scale before activated events occur. 
Finally, NLE theory has been generalized to treat the consequences of applied 
macroscopic stress,  , which is modeled as an external microscopic force on particles.42,43 The 
latter follows from integrating the stress over the mean particle cross sectional area,
42
 resulting in  
   
2
2/3
;dyn dynF r F r
r r
 


 
 
 
,   (5.27) 
where   is in units of 3/Bk T  . An “absolute” yield stress, y , is defined as the minimum stress 
required to destroy the barrier in  ;dynF r  , which is easily determined from the quiescent 
 dynF r  via the maximum restoring force, 
2 2/3/max yf    . 
5.3. Structural Predictions  
5.3.1. Radial Distribution and Direct Correlation Functions 
Perhaps the most stringent test of the present approach is to predict the unusual features 
of  g r  very close to the jammed state. A possible caveat on such a comparison is our theory is 
constructed for the metastable equilibrium regime, and all structural features will describe the 
densest “equilibrium” glass branch corresponding to 0.581g   and 0.668j  , as discussed in 
Chapter 4.
1
 However, we do find that structural properties vary little from one glass branch to 
another, which is consistent with recent simulations that suggest the structure for a range of 
jamming densities without crystalline order is largely independent of the jamming density or 
protocol.
45
 This non-trivial observation strongly suggests non-equilibrium jammed states probed 
in simulations are structurally representative of the hypothetical maximally dense equilibrated 
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jammed amorphous state.
45
 Hence, our belief (working hypothesis) is that most of the key 
unusual features of the pair correlation function of a jammed packing are also present in the 
hypothetical equilibrated fluid/glass close to jamming. This view is supported by the 
simulations
45
 discussed in Chapter 4
1
 which attempt to approach jamming in an equilibrium 
manner along a densest glass branch that serves as the practical fluid continuation in the 
metastable regime. 
Figure 5.3 presents the first comparison, and one sees that the step discontinuity at 
2r   and the cusp-like feature at 3r   are well captured, a non-trivial consequence of very 
strong local order. Another success is the ability to accurately predict the damping and shape of 
the large distance oscillations in Figure 5.3, in contrast to PY theory which vastly over predicts 
the strength of these correlations. At small separations,  g r  rapidly decays with increasing r , 
and the range and shape of subsequent coordination shells are quite well captured. However, one 
also sees the split second peak is not predicted. We note that the HNC-based replica approach 
also does not capture this peak splitting.
2
 It remains unclear what is missing in the GMSA theory 
that encodes the peak splitting phenomenon. 
What is the functional form of the GMSA pair correlation function close to contact and 
how does it compare to exact results? Simulations
8–13
 of jammed hard spheres find  g r  has two 
components: (1) a delta function part,  g r , that rigorously diverges at jamming and accounts 
for the isostatic six contact neighbors, and (2) a continuously varying contribution slightly 
beyond contact termed the near contact background contribution,  ncg r , which accounts for the 
roughly six additional first coordination shell neighbors. Right at jamming, 
     1 / 4cg r Z r     and  ncg r  is a simple inverse power law:
8–13
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   1 1ncg r A r
   .     (5.28) 
Combining this with  g r  for the radial distribution function near contact yields 
   
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,   (5.29) 
where 0.5 0.6   . For jammed spheres, at 0.625j   (after removing rattlers) Torquato et 
al.
12
 found the functional form    
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,   (5.30) 
where 3.43A  , 1.45B  , 2.25C   are constants and  
1/3
1 / j    . The exact mathematical 
forms of Equations 5.28–5.30 are not captured by the equilibrium and analytic GMSA theory as 
seen from Figure 5.4. GMSA predicts that both  g r  and  ncg r  decay exponentially near 
contact  
     1 1 , 1ncb r b rncg r a e a e r
   
   ,    (5.31) 
where 0nca a   and 0ncb b  , with the first exponential associated with the delta-
function-like contribution. As shown in Figure 5.4, the delta function contribution becomes 
sharper as jamming is approached and the exponential behavior is evident. Near jamming, 
1a g   and 1
24
c
b g
Z


 , and thus from Equation 5.31 
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,   (5.32) 
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which decays more rapidly than Equation 5.30. It is interesting to note that simulations of 
jammed FCC crystals find  g r  decreases in a Gaussian manner.
12
 Hence Equation 5.32 decays 
at a rate intermediate between jammed amorphous (Equation 5.30) and crystalline states studied 
via simulation. 
From Equation 5.31 the analogous GMSA prediction for the  ncg r  term is 
    1
1
exp 1nc nc
nc
g r b r
a
   ,    (5.33) 
and unlike Equation 5.28 does not diverge at contact. The relatively large differences between 
the simulation and equilibrium GMSA results close to contact are shown in the inset of Figure 
5.4. In the theory there are two distinct regimes: (i) the hole-like feature very close to contact due 
to the finite width delta-function-like contribution (we are not exactly at jamming), and (ii) the 
near contact background contribution which grows more strongly than as Equation 5.28. The 
reason for these discrepancies is the exponential functional form in Equations 5.31–5.33. To 
further test our theory it would be interesting to compare the local structural differences between 
GMSA theory and an equilibrated fluid near, but below, jamming. Such a comparison may be 
possible using replica exchange Monte Carlo as done for binary hard sphere mixtures.
20
    
 We further study the predictions of GMSA theory in the delta-function region by 
computing an integrated measure of local structure, the spatially resolved coordination number: 
   2
1
4
r
cZ r R g R dR  .    (5.34) 
In simulations,
8–13
 at contact there is a step function change from zero to   ,1 6c c isoZ r Z    
because of the delta function in Equation 5.29, and then a much slower growth with increasing 
separation associated with  ncg r . Figure 5.5 shows the simulation verified functional form:
8–13
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along with the behavior predicted by the PY and GMSA theories. For the latter, results are 
shown at three packing fractions along the densest glass branch: 0.645  , 0.655  and 0.665 . 
One sees that  cZ r  tends to a step function at contact indicating integrable delta-function-like 
behavior. Despite the differences between Equations 5.28–5.30 and Equations 5.31–5.33, the 
corresponding  cZ r  functions are fairly similar. As expected, integrated features of the jammed 
state pair correlation function are less sensitive to the theoretical approximations. The functional 
form (at jamming) for  cZ r  predicted within the GMSA approach near contact corresponds to 
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. (5.36) 
Overall, the GMSA theory is enormously better than PY theory near jamming, and many 
results agree qualitatively with jammed hard sphere simulations. The main differences are the 
much faster decaying delta function and near contact background term in the pair correlations. 
It is well known that the contact region of  g r  is strongly correlated with the 
mechanical properties of a hard sphere packing.
12,45,46
 For example, the interparticle force, f , 
probability distribution,  P f , is related to  g r  via a Laplace transform.12,45,46 Large forces 
correspond to very small interparticle separations, and weak forces the converse. From Figure 
5.5 it is clear that the power law form of Equation 5.35 is not well captured by the GMSA 
approach. Specifically, the amplitude of the longer ranged tail of  cZ r  is too large, which 
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results in too large of a weak force regime. Interestingly, the small cage replica method is also 
not able to fully capture the weak force regime, incurring errors in the same qualitative direction 
as GMSA theory.
2,45
 On the other hand, large forces are controlled by the delta-function regime, 
 g r , which is shown in the inset of Figure 5.5. The simulation observed functional form, 
Equation 5.30, with the above A , B , and C  parameters, is also shown and compared to GMSA 
and small cage replica theory
2,45
 calculations based on using our densest/equilibrium glass EOS 
as input. Interestingly, we find all 3 results are very similar. There is a small upturn in the GMSA 
result at larger separations, but this feature would move further outwards if we could numerically 
get closer to the jamming transition. Overall, we conclude that GMSA theory does a good job of 
capturing the large interparticle forces, as does the replica approach, but neither theory 
accurately captures the weaker forces. 
Figure 5.6 compares the PY and GMSA approaches in the stable and metastable regions. 
Clear differences at 0.6   are apparent, but for 0.5   we find a nearly perfect agreement 
which gets better as the packing fraction is further lowered. This latter trend is not surprising 
since at lower   the compressibility (contact value) is larger (smaller) leading to small values of 
K  and v  whence the PY direct correlation approximation becomes rather accurate. Beyond 
0.6  , the OZ-PY results become unphysical since   0g r   for some separations. 
Finally, one can ask whether the GMSA theory predicts a negative tail in  C r  as seen in 
the simulations of Figure 5.1. Comparing the infinitesimal amplitude, but infinitely long range, 
GMSA mean field tail to that in Figure 5.1 may seem confusing, but its sign follows from v  or 
Equation 5.10 which is controlled solely by K . GMSA theory predicts a negative tail which 
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grows in amplitude ( v  grows) as packing fraction is increased. To our knowledge, no 
simulation data are currently available that precisely establishes when this tail becomes negative. 
However, existing results do show negative regions of the fluid direct correlation function 
emerge in the equilibrium state around the freezing packing fraction.
28
 While the extremely long 
ranged negative tail has only been seen in simulations of jammed states,
9,10
 prior DFTs of a 
thermodynamic glass transition
26
 and equilibrium melting
25
 required the ad hoc postulate of 
negative DCF tails to be successful. This prior work seems consistent with our structural theory 
which addresses the metastable amorphous regime. 
5.3.2. Structure Factor and Fourier-Space Direct Correlation Function 
Overall, reasonable agreement is found between the simulation and GMSA theory results 
for  g r , though there are discrepancies. However, in k  space, Figure 5.7 shows that the 
difference between theory and simulation arising from the second peak region and near contact 
background term in  g r  is averaged over by the Fourier transform and better agreement with 
simulation is found for  S k . There is good agreement between the location, shape and breadth 
of the primary cage peak, though the magnitude is larger than in simulation. The over predicted 
peak magnitude may be due to the full equilibration of structure in the theory which favors 
stronger local ordering. Such behavior has been seen in simulations of dense polydisperse hard 
spheres where initially the first diffraction peak is relatively small due to non-equilibrium effects, 
and grows in magnitude upon equilibration.
24
 However, we again note that recent simulations 
suggest the equilibrium nature of our theory cannot account for the structural discrepancies near 
jamming
45
 implying key physics is still missing in our theory. On the other hand, the calculations 
based on PY theory in Figure 5.7 are very poor for this first peak, greatly over-predicting its 
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magnitude, an error in the opposite direction made for  g r  at contact. Note that PY theory 
becomes even worse at higher k , where subsequent peaks occur at increasingly wrong locations 
with amplitudes that are far too low. Strong high k  correlations are a signature of the jammed 
state, and the GMSA calculations agree very well with simulation in terms of peak locations and 
damping of the amplitudes. This is a direct consequence of the more accurate near contact region 
in  g r . 
The intermediate wave vector predictions of GMSA theory for  S k  are also in very 
good agreement with simulation except at the second peak. Simulation finds a small asymmetry 
or shoulder in the second peak, which is absent in theory. This feature may also be related to the 
absence of a split second peak in  g r  of the GMSA theory. But, as expected (and indeed is 
inevitable), qualitative deviations between GMSA theory and simulation for  S k  are present at 
very low k  as seen in the inset of Figure 5.7. Nonequilibrium simulations find a non-liquid-like 
quasi-linear growth as 0k  , the consequences/implications of which have been thoroughly 
discussed in the literature.
9,10
 GMSA theory cannot capture this behavior since it is an analytic 
equilibrium approach which leads to the expected quadratic growth of the structure factor at 
small wavevectors; moreover, the 2r  power law of the long range DCF tail is not captured. 
One subtlety should be noted pertaining to the magnitude of the low k  GMSA results in 
the inset of Figure 5.7. It would seem from the plot that the GMSA  0S k   is larger than the 
PY analog, but this is simply the consequence of the infinitely long range tail (Kac) 
approximation adopted which implies only a contribution at exactly 0k   is present (see 
Appendix C). While the overall magnitude of the GMSA  S k  in the inset of Figure 5.7 is larger 
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than the PY analog at low wavevectors, the exact 0k   value is much smaller and must be 
analytically added in by hand. To achieve this, a first order correction to the mean field tail has 
been included by assuming 0.01z   and 0.02  in the inset of Figure 5.7. Even with this 
correction, agreement with simulation is not perfect, but the overall shape of the GMSA and 
simulation  S k  curves are quite similar and the differences may stem from the equilibrium 
nature of the theory. 
Below jamming there are no delta-function contributions to the pair correlation function, 
and  C k  has a simple and exact high k  limiting form for hard spheres:47 
 
 
1 2
cos
4
k
C k g
k
  .    (5.37) 
It is of interest to determine how high k  must be reached before this relation holds, especially 
since this function plays a central role in the dynamical vertex of NLE theory
5–7
 (see Equation 
5.23). This motivates re-plotting the calculations in Figure 5.7 as  2k C k , as shown in Figure 
5.8, a representation that amplifies differences between various theories, and also simulation, 
especially on very small length scales. 
Figure 5.8 shows that the GMSA theory is accurate in the lower k  regime, whereas PY 
theory fails completely and strongly over predicts the first peak. The only (weak) difference 
between the GMSA prediction and simulation is the location of the first low k  peak. Beyond this 
first peak region, which is associated with the first oscillation of the DCF at a wavevector well 
below the cage peak of  S k , the GMSA and simulation results agree quite well in terms of 
peak location and magnitudes. On the other hand, the PY theory results for the location of the 
oscillations and their magnitudes are poor. There is strong damping with increasing wavevector 
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for PY, whereas both the GMSA and simulation results show an interestingly different behavior. 
Specifically, an almost linear increase with wavevector of the second, fourth, and subsequent 
even numbered maxima is found. This linear behavior starts at the origin ( 0k  ) and extends up 
to increasingly high wavevectors as the volume fraction grows in the metastable regime. As 
discussed in the next Section, Section 5.4, such behavior has large implications for dynamical 
theories that emphasize local physics such as NLE theory.
5–7
 
To examine in more detail how high in wavevector the above linear behavior extends 
within GMSA theory, we plot in the inset of Figure 5.8 the quantity  
 
 
2
1
cos
4
kk C k
k
g

 ,    (5.38) 
for 0.65  , 0.66  and 0.665 . This format makes it easier to see the linearity of  2k C k , as 
well as when the asymptotic limit of Equation 5.37 is approached. Linear behavior is found up to 
 / 2 5k   , 10 , and 25  for 0.65  , 0.66  and 0.665 , respectively. Approaching jamming 
greatly extends the range over which   1C k k  , and the range appears to diverge in the 
jamming limit; for example, from the inset of Figure 5.8 one sees that at  / 2 50k   , Equation 
5.37 is still not valid even at the lowest volume fraction studied. Effectively the known 
asymptotic limit   2C k k   may be replaced with   1C k k   at or near (for practical purposes) 
jamming. Unfortunately, simulations have not yet probed this very high k regime due to 
computational difficulties.
8–13
 
The   1C k k   behavior is directly related to the vanishing length scale in  g r  as 
jamming is approached. This follows from the fact that in the high wavevector regime of interest, 
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 ( )h k C k , and if  g r  is a delta function at contact then 1( )h k k  in 3-dimensions. Of 
course, below jamming there is no delta-function, however if the width, w , of the sharp feature 
of  g r  is small compared to the wavevector it will effectively appear as a delta function and 
thus one expects   1C k k   for 1kw . It would be interesting to test our results for the 
  1C k k   behavior against future simulations. 
5.4. NLE-GMSA Theory Dynamical Predictions   
5.4.1 Alpha Relaxation Time 
  Recent dynamical simulations of Berthier and Tarjus have aimed to incisively test NLE 
theory for repulsive force and hard sphere fluids based on using simulation structural input.
48
 
The theory was found to strongly underpredict the growth of the relaxation time at low 
temperatures or very high packing fractions. There are two caveats on this conclusion: (i) the 
simulations studied mixtures while the theory utilized is for one-component systems, and (ii) the 
theory requires structural information (direct correlation function) to increasingly high 
wavevectors as volume fraction grows, information that may not be possible to accurately 
determine in simulation. Point (ii) was the major motivation for the development of the new 
structural theory in this Chapter. To further explore these issues, we employ the GMSA 
structural input in NLE theory, and contrast its predictions with prior work that employed PY 
theory,
5,6
 and recent experiments on hard sphere colloid suspensions performed to exceptionally 
high volume fractions and the corresponding simulations.
18
 A caveat is the experiments and 
simulations are for polydisperse systems. However, it is widely accepted that polydispersity 
reduces the relaxation time
18,41
 (at least at very high volume fractions) relative to the 
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monodisperse case, and hence an accurate theory for the latter should presumably overpredict the 
relaxation time growth with compaction. 
Our calculations of the mean alpha relaxation time using NLE-GMSA theory are shown 
in Figure 5.9. At low packing fractions where there is no barrier ( 0.43  , normal fluid regime), 
the theory is very accurate. It also is quite accurate in the extended crossover regime from 
~ 0.45 0.57  , corresponding to a growth of the relaxation time by roughly 4 orders of 
magnitude up to entropic barriers of ~ 7 Bk T . However, at even higher concentrations the theory 
significantly under predicts the relaxation time, as clearly seen in the inset. This too slow growth 
of the relaxation time occurs despite the fact the GMSA-based NLE theory predicts a divergent 
barrier and relaxation time at jamming which is now located at a reasonable packing fraction.
1
 
Figure 5.9 also shows that use of the more accurate GMSA structure makes a major 
difference compared to the prior PY based dynamical predictions for 0.55  , improving the 
results compared to experiment and simulation. This clearly establishes the importance of  C k  
at very high wavevectors and serves as a caution in attempts to use simulation structural input. 
The latter point is further illustrated by implementing NLE-GMSA theory in a way that high 
wavevector information in the dynamical vertex of Equation 5.23 is removed by hand via an 
upper wavevector cutoff at ck . Although not plotted here, we find that significant errors are 
incurred if the cutoff is too small, always in the direction of too small a relaxation time, which 
worsens as packing fraction grows. Indeed, a very large cutoff of 80ck   (over 10 times beyond 
the cage peak) is required to capture the full NLE predictions in Figure 5.9. This crucial 
importance of high wavevectors is not surprising given the nature of NLE theory which prior 
analytic ultra-local analysis has shown is based on local cage scale physics.
7
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Regardless of the possible issues of using inaccurate theoretical or simulated structural 
information at high wavevectors, we do believe that Figure 5.9 shows that NLE theory, in its 
current form, is missing some key physics at very high volume fractions associated with longer 
length scale “collective” effects. To further buttress this conclusion, we present an “Angell plot” 
in Figure 5.10 of   versus  Z  , as suggested by Berthier and Tarjus.
48
 In this format the 
apparent collapse of all hard sphere dynamical data regardless of polydispersity can be 
achieved.
41
 Figure 5.10 shows the NLE-GMSA results and simulation data overlap well up to 
~ 20Z . One again sees that the theory becomes increasingly inaccurate at higher Z  in the 
direction of too weak fragility. The analogous NLE results based on PY structural input, with Z 
computed via the virial and compressibility routes, is also shown. Although all three of the 
theoretical curves differ, they share the trend of significantly too slow growth with Z at very high 
packing fractions. Work is in progress to generalize the microscopic NLE approach to include 
the missing spatially longer range collective dynamical effects.
49
    
Finally, we comment on the role of mean field thermodynamic singularities in activated 
relaxation theories. Entropy crisis approaches, such as the Adams-Gibbs and random first order 
transition (RFOT) theories,
16
 predict a divergent barrier and relaxation time when the 
configurational entropy or complexity vanishes. For monodisperse hard spheres this occurs at 
 

K
, which in 3D has been estimated based on replica theory and our approach
1
 as 
 

K
 0.61. 
Thus, one might worry that our calculation of a relaxation time beyond this Kauzmann density is 
ill-defined or contradictory. However, we are analyzing dynamics based on the NLE approach, 
which is not a thermodynamics-based theory, and which has no dynamical divergences below 
jamming.
5
 Based on Chapter 4
1
, jamming occurs at 
 

GCP
 0.68 . Hence, there is no contradiction 
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since we are using our thermodynamic theory
1
 solely as technical input to construct the structural 
GMSA theory, which in turn quantifies the dynamical vertex of NLE theory. More generally, 
whether barriers diverge at the zero complexity state, generally argued to be below jamming,
2,16
 
is not a question amenable to definitive resolution for many reasons including the inability to 
experimentally probe ultra-large relaxation times and the unknown validity of a thermodynamic 
Kauzmann transition let alone it precise location if it does exist. 
Now, if one does adopt the widely quoted expression
50
 of the alpha relaxation time of 
thermal liquids from RFOT, 
 


 
0
e
B / S
c  with 32B  , assume it applies to hard spheres, and 
uses our theoretical result for the configurational entropy, then we find (not plotted) that the 
predicted alpha times are much larger and much too strongly increasing with packing fraction 
compared to the simulation and experimental data in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Of course, this 
conclusion is not really definitive since the RFOT relaxation time is very sensitive to both the 
value of B  and the precise packing fraction of the zero complexity state. One could empirically 
vary one or both of the latter parameters with the goal of fitting data. However, such an exercise 
is not in the spirit of our present fully a priori confrontation of NLE theory with experiment and 
simulation. 
5.4.2. Elasticity and Yielding  
Mechanical property calculations based on both GMSA and PY structural input are 
shown in Figure 5.11. One sees that the absolute yield stress, y , and linear shear modulus, 'G , 
are not sensitive to which IET is employed up to packing fractions of ∼0.57. Note these 
properties probe different, shorter length scale aspects of the dynamic free energy, in the interval 
from the localization length to well below the barrier location.
5–7
 At higher packing fractions, 
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serious deviations between the two NLE predictions are found depending on equilibrium input, 
with the GMSA-based results always displaying a stronger growth with packing fraction, the 
same trend found for the mean barrier hopping time. 
Very interestingly, the inset of Figure 5.11 shows that the GMSA based results follow a 
power law over a wide range of volume fractions that shows no sign of being cutoff as jamming 
is approached. This behavior, and the apparent growth of 'G  as  
4
j 

 , are in good 
agreement with both recent experiments that measured the elastic modulus of repulsive colloid 
suspensions
51
 and the prior analytic analysis of naive MCT.
7
 
5.5. Summary and Concluding Remarks 
 We have developed a new thermodynamically consistent integral equation theory for the 
equilibrium pair structure of hard sphere fluids in the metastable regime between the freezing 
and jamming densities. Essentially exact behavior of the contact value of the pair correlation 
function and isothermal compressibility are enforced, along with a new analytic expression for 
the equilibrium jamming contact derivative. The approach employs the two Yukawa GMSA 
approximation for the direct correlation function beyond contact, motivated by the desire to at 
least qualitatively capture the unusual features of the DCF as the jammed state is approached. 
The existence of a very long range negative tail of the DCF in jammed packings motivated our 
use of a Kac-like mean field treatment of one of the tails. The other Yukawa tail is very intense 
and short range and is meant to capture the emergence of a delta-function-like feature at contact 
in  g r . As input to the structural theory we use our thermodynamic scaled particle theory of 
Chapter 4
1
 to predict the densest glass branch EOS which serves as the practical metastable 
continuation of the fluid EOS. 
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Comparison of the equilibrium theory with the simulation  g r  in the jammed limit 
reveals reasonably good agreement for many of the local structural features discussed in the 
Introduction. However, neither a split second peak nor a power law form near contact of the pair 
correlation function is captured. However, such differences have significantly less practical 
impact in Fourier space where calculations of the structure factor and DCF, from below the first 
cage peak up to very high wavevectors, agree very well with simulation as jamming is 
approached. In Fourier space, the oscillatory DCF decays very slowly at high wavevector in the 
high volume fraction regime, a consequence of the unusual near contact structure of  g r . Of 
course, the non-analytic hyperuniform (inverted critical point)
9,10
 behavior of  S k  at low 
wavevectors is not captured within our analytic equilibrium framework. 
From a broader perspective, we find it interesting that by enforcing the pressure predicted 
from the virial and compressibility routes to agree and be exact, along with what we believe is a 
good approximation for the contact derivative, many nontrivial features of the pair correlation 
function and structure factor can be recovered. The GMSA theory predicts a negative tail in the 
direct correlation function, qualitatively consistent with simulations that find in the stable fluid 
the DCF had a small positive tail,
28
 while at jamming a long range negative tail emerges.
9
 By 
implication, we are suggesting the latter exists in the highly compressed (metastable) equilibrium 
fluid below jamming. Indirect support for this view follows from prior DFT theory studies of 
crystallization
25
 and thermodynamic glass formation
26
 of hard spheres. 
We emphasize that our primary interest is neither nonequilibrium nor jammed systems, 
but rather very dense equilibrated hard sphere fluids and colloidal suspensions that display slow 
activated glassy dynamics. This corresponds to volume fractions far above freezing, but 
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significantly below jamming. In this regime there are many qualitative deviations between the 
structural predictions of the new GMSA theory and classic IETs. The present approach may also 
find value in treating the structure of soft repulsive fluids at very high effective densities within a 
perturbation framework.
52
 As discussed in Section 5.4, the differences between GMSA theory 
and classic IET approaches have strong implications on the predictions of the NLE theory of 
single particle barrier hopping and elastic properties at high packing fractions which requires 
highly accurate structural information in Fourier space up to very large wavevectors of order an 
inverse transient localization length, a quantity which diverges in the jamming limit.
5–7
   
Concerning future improvements of the structural theory, perhaps the most tractable 
avenue for progress that is relevant to the well below jamming regime is to formulate a better 
interpolation formula for the derivative of the pair correlation function at contact along a glassy 
branch. This aspect has a large influence on the delta-function-like region near contact in  g r , 
and improvement will impact the high k  region of  C k . It is also desirable to investigate a 
non-mean field Kac potential form for the slowly decaying tail of  C r . Additionally, the 
GMSA theory should be generalizable to mixtures, and perhaps higher dimensionality. The latter 
would be an especially large undertaking since it is unclear whether the rather complex 
mathematical methods that allow an analytic solution of the OZ equation with the double 
Yukawa MSA closure in 3D can be extended to higher dimensions. If this can be achieved, then 
it would allow one to also reliably extend the NLE theory analysis to higher dimensions, an 
interesting direction for future research. 
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5.7. Figures 
 
Figure 5.1. Direct correlation function of monodisperse jammed hard spheres from simulation.
9
 
The contact region is divergent, and the long ranged negative tail is not integrable, as jamming is 
approached. 
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Figure 5.2. The non-divergent quantity   21 1/K g g    for the fluid and glassy branches. 
Dashed red line is the accurate low density form   4.5K   , thick dashed black curve is the 
Monte Carlo simulation data of Heyes et al.
32
 for the fluid. The three solid and thin dashed solid 
curves are the polynomial interpolating glassy branches, derived according to Section 5.2.3. The 
equilibrium jamming point theory predictions of Section 5.2.3 and Appendix C are also shown 
terminating the glassy branches and we assume isostaticity for the jamming points. 
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Figure 5.3. Radial distribution functions near a jammed state. The open blue curve with a split 
second peak is the non-equilibrium simulation data of jammed hard spheres.
12,23
 The solid red 
curve is the equilibrium GMSA prediction at 0.665  , and the PY result at 0.66   is the 
dashed black curve. 
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Figure 5.4. Natural log-linear plot of the GMSA theory radial distribution function contact 
region where solid red, green, and purple (decreasing values near contact) curves represent 
0.665  , 0.655   and 0.645  , respectively. Inset: Expanded view of the near contact 
region plotted as the inverse pair correlation function. Same solid red, green, and purple 
(decreasing step near contact) curves as in the main frame. Additional open blue and dashed 
black curves are jammed simulation data
12,23
 and PY results at 0.66  , respectively. 
 
 
 
.
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Figure 5.5. Coordination number as a function of inter-particle separation where solid red, 
green, and purple (decreasing step near contact) curves represent GMSA results at 0.665  , 
0.655  , and 0.645  , respectively. Open blue and dashed black curves are jammed 
simulation data
12,23
 and PY results at 0.66  , respectively. Inset: Zoomed in view of the delta 
function region of the radial distribution function,  g r , where solid red, open blue, and dashed 
purple are GMSA, simulation,
12
 and replica theory (RT) results,
2,45
 respectively; all three are at 
0.665   (close to jamming) using our densest glass equation of state for 1g .
1
 For the 
simulation result, we have assumed that the three parameters A , B  and C  in Equation 5.30 are 
effectively constants and use the values determined via simulation in Reference 12. 
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Figure 5.6. GMSA pair correlation function compared to its PY analog at high and intermediate 
volume fractions. The solid red and solid dashed black curves that overlap almost perfectly are 
the GMSA and PY results at 0.5  , respectively. Open curves are analogous results for 
0.6  , showing a clear difference between PY and GMSA predictions. 
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Figure 5.7. Static structure factor comparison between theory and simulation. Solid red, open 
blue, and dashed black curves are the GMSA theory ( 0.665  ), jammed simulation,9,12,23 and 
the PY theory ( 0.66  ), respectively. The red and open blue curves overlap well hiding most of 
the open blue curve. The off scale value of the PY primary structure factor peak is 8.7. The inset 
shows an expanded view of the low wave vector region where the color and line conventions are 
the same as in the main frame. Two additional curves, thin red solid and dashed, correspond to 
including first order mean field finite tail corrections using 0.01z   and 0.02z  , 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.8. Absolute value of the k-space direct correlation function multiplied by dimensionless 
wave vector squared. The solid red, open blue, and dashed black curves are results for the 
GMSA theory ( 0.665  ), jammed simulation,9,12,23 and PY theory ( 0.66  ), respectively. 
The simulation system is almost perfectly jammed, but upon removing “rattler” particles the final 
~ 0.6275 ; this value was employed to convert from  S k  to  C k . Varying the assumed 
simulation value of   from 0.62 to 0.644 does not result in any significant change of our results 
nor our dynamical theory conclusions in Section 5.4. Inset: Same as main frame, but the ordinate 
is divided by the asymptotic large wavevector limit value. GMSA theory results are shown at 
(bottom to top) 0.665   (red), 0.66   (blue), and 0.65   (black). The dashed white line 
highlights the increasing long linear regime found as jamming is approached. 
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Figure 5.9. Dimensionless alpha relaxation time as a function of packing fraction. Solid red 
(dashed black) curve is the NLE theory result based on GMSA (PY) structural input. The open 
circles and blue triangles are the experimental and simulation results, respectively.
18
 The inset is 
an expanded view of the high packing fraction regime. 
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Figure 5.10. Angell-like plot of the same results of Figure 5.9 where Z  is the compressibility 
factor. The solid red curve is the NLE-GMSA result while open circles and blue triangles are the 
simulations of Sear et al. for a polydisperse system
41
 and the binary mixture of Berthier and 
Witten,
21
 respectively. The solid and open dashed curves employ PY theory in NLE theory and 
Z  computed using the pressure and compressibility routes, respectively.   
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Figure 5.11. Dimensionless shear modulus (blue squares) and absolute yield stress (red 
diamonds) as a function of packing fraction based on GMSA input to the NLE theory. The 
analogous PY-based results are depicted by smaller black (dark) squares and diamonds, 
respectively. Connecting curves are guides to the eye. Inset: Same as the main frame except re-
plotted in a log-log format with the x-axis the distance of the packing fraction from jamming.  
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Chapter 6. Directing Colloidal Assembly Using a Quench-Disordered, Porous, Rod Fiber 
Template: a Replica Integral Equation Study 
6.1. Introduction 
Nanoparticle assembly is a powerful and promising route to create novel materials which 
exhibit a diverse array of outstanding bulk thermodynamic
1-3
, optical
4-6
, electrical
7-9
, 
mechanical
10-13
 and structural
14-16
 properties. The most popular approach, self-assembly, involves 
creating nanoparticles with highly specific interactions lending the informal, but fitting, name 
“designer molecules”17-20. An impressive array of interaction specific nanoparticles have been 
synthesized and each exhibit unique structural properties. One very recent example used 
spherical triblock Janus colloids, comprised of hydrophobic poles and an electrostatically charge 
midsection, to spontaneous assemble into a two-dimensional Kagome super lattice
16
. While 
designer molecules are highly tunable, there are often complications with scaling up the particle 
synthesis to create a bulk material. Other methods to control nanoparticles have utilized external 
fields to drive assembly
21-24
. For example, one interesting case utilized spherical magnetic 
diblock Janus particles confined to a plane
21
. They were driven using a precessing magnetic field 
and the formation of dynamically stable microtubes was realized. While external fields also 
provide a powerful tool to be used separately from, or synergistically with, “designer molecules”, 
limitations again exist with scaling up particle synthesis. 
As a novel alternative to either meticulously crafting particles with a prescribed 
architecture or introducing a suitably chosen external field, some sort of self-contained internal 
medium can be utilized to drive assembly. This method has been successfully exploited in the 
realm of nanoparticle polymer melt composites (nanocomposites)
25-28
. In these materials the 
polymeric background serves as a medium to control the nanoparticle assembly and ideally 
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achieve high levels of dispersion (or other controlled microstructures) for a variety of materials 
applications, like tire manufacturing. Extensive theoretical and corroborating experimental work 
has suggested the presence of three major states of nanoparticle organization depending on the 
level of nanoparticle-nanoparticle, nanoparticle-polymer and polymer-polymer interactions
25-28
. 
These three states are: (1) depletion driven aggregation and possible macrophase separation, (2) 
steric stabilization formed by strongly, physically bound polymer layers on nanoparticles, (3) 
nanoparticle-polymer bridging complexes. The key feature of this system is that all three states 
of nanoparticle organization arise from the presence of the polymer melt “internal field”. This 
Chapter theoretically explores another type of internal field to control nanoparticle/colloidal 
assembly and new states of organization are discovered. 
One novel, and relatively unexplored, route to controlling nanoparticle assembly and 
fabricating colloidal materials with superlative properties makes use of a specific, highly tunable 
macroscopic internal field: a quench disordered template. Quenched disordered templates 
provide a powerful tool to fine tune or radically alter both the micro and macroscopic structure 
via small perturbations to either the fluid-template (interfacial) or fluid-fluid (cohesive) 
interactions. We study a model template comprised of highly intertwined, percolating rods or 
fibers. The rod template is meant to provide the baseline structural integrity and could vary from 
very rigid to soft depending on the rod loading fraction and the type and density of crosslinks. In 
a soft, flexible fiber template, a secondary fluid species could be directed by the template to 
markedly enhance rigidity and stress storage through reversible gelation
12,29-33
 between or 
adsorption on the template “struts”. Another potentially fruitful example of template induced 
fluid restructuring is the possible generation of a metal-insulator like transition using conductive 
colloidal particles. This could be accomplished by utilizing a relatively dilute suspension of 
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conductive colloids immersed in a very dilute, but percolated, rod network. Since the colloidal 
fluid is dilute, the baseline conductivity will be low. However, if the colloids could be driven to 
strongly adsorb onto the percolated fiber network or strongly cluster and percolate in between the 
fiber struts at a low volume fraction, a sudden conduit for electron transport would be 
constructed. Assuming that the restructuring is rapid enough due to the dilute conditions, this 
hypothetical material could serve as a highly tunable electrical gateway in resistor networks.   
Besides the purely materials engineering aspects, quenched disordered systems naturally 
occur in the biological realm. For example, the cell cytoskeleton contains a variety of fibers with 
differing aspect ratios and levels of rigidity; they form a vast, predominantly stationary, network 
within the cell imbuing structural integrity
34-36
. Many of the fibers have very large aspect ratios 
with the microtubule holding the record at an astonishing 1000 length to diameter ratio
35,36
. The 
actual diameter of the microtubule is only around 25 nm implying a length of order 50 microns. 
Besides the predominantly stationary rods, a plethora of other mobile nanometer to micrometer 
scale particles is contained in the intracellular matrix
34-36
. Neglecting the highly specialized 
interactions between many of the mobile particles and the rod mesh, non-trivial thermodynamic 
and dynamic consequences are expected due to the presence of the effectively quenched rod 
matrix. 
Prior theoretical studies of hybrid quenched-annealed fluid systems have utilized 
simulations
37-40
, density functional theory (DFT)
41,42
 and integral equation theory (IET)
38-40, 43-47
. 
In simulations the approach to handling quenched disorder is straightforward but very time 
consuming
37
. First, one template realization is randomly drawn from the specified probability 
distribution (equilibrium or not). Secondly, the fluid species is added and fully equilibrated in the 
presence of the frozen template. This two-step procedure is repeated for different realizations of 
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the template disorder until statistically significant numerical results are obtained
37
. Within the 
DFT and IET approaches, the incorporation of quenched disorder is not as straightforward. Both 
DFT and IET, in their standard forms, are only applicable to systems without quenched disorder. 
However, by utilizing the replica trick formalism, extensively developed for spin glasses
48-50
 and 
reviewed in this Chapter, all of the thermodynamic tools (DFT and IET) are readily extended to 
systems with quenched disorder. The replica approach exploits an approximate isomorphism 
between a quenched – annealed system and a fully annealed system where the initial annealed 
species is cloned an arbitrary integer number of times
38-47
. This powerful method leads to the so-
called replica density functional
41,42
 and integral equation theories
38-40,43-47
.  
This Chapter reports our preliminary theoretical results for a model porous quenched rod 
fiber template (T) immersed in a colloidal fluid (F). To mimic a typical biological or materials 
engineering system, the fibers have a high aspect ratio with a diameter significantly smaller than 
the colloidal particles
34-36,51
. We hope that our theoretical results will stimulate experimental 
interest in using quench disordered templates to control particle assembly and create massively 
reconfigurable dynamic materials on the bulk scale for energy and other applications.  
In Section 6.2 the model system is established and a quantification of “porous” is put 
forward. Section 6.3 begins with a review of the theoretical description of quenched disorder. 
The utility of the replica approach to treat quenched disorder by mapping the system onto a fully 
annealed replicated system is discussed; we also elaborate the relationship between the replicated 
and real structure and thermodynamics. Section 6.4 discusses the theoretical predictions for our 
model quenched fiber - spherical colloid fluid suspension. Finally, we draw conclusions in 
Section 6.5, outline potentially fruitful directions for both experimental and theoretical future 
work, and raise some important questions left unanswered. 
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6.2. Model System 
 The model system is a binary mixture of thin high aspect ratio rods and much larger in 
diameter colloids. The rod template corresponds to one relevant pure rod equilibrium fluid 
configuration at a very low volume fraction, R , using 500 hard core tangent bead site rods of 
unit diameter ( 1Rd  ) where R  denotes rods. The low volume fraction is chosen to give a large 
mesh size according to the Ogston formula for infinitely thin randomly placed rods
52
, or the 
modified Chatterjee formula that accounts for rods with a finite thickness
53
. Given the high 
aspect ratio of the rods both formulas yield almost identical results. The Chatterjee formula for 
the mean pore radius is 
 1 Erf
4
R
P
d
r



            
,    (6.1a) 
and the mean squared pore radius is 
  
22
2 1 1 1 Erf
2
R
P
d
r e

  

             
,   (6.1b) 
where   ln 1/ 1    and   is the volume fraction of cylinders with the same aspect ratio as 
our tangent bead rods (
3
2
R   where R  is the bead-rod volume fraction). The main model 
discussed in this Chapter has a very low 0.00001R   which in Equations 6.1 yields 
113.912P Rr d  and 
22 59.804P P Rr r d  . This implies a relatively large average pore size 
but with a broad distribution in individual pores. In addition to our primary model, results for 
other mean pore sizes are presented to establish general design principles, the overall qualitative 
behavior, and the generality of our model system. In passing we note that a deterministic non-
equilibrium template preparation could provide more control of the pore size distribution and 
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pore shape. For example, algorithms similar in spirit to the random sequential addition algorithm 
could be utilized
54
. Such algorithms have no simple pair-potential equilibrium ensemble 
interpretation but they do yield well-defined average properties and multipoint structural 
correlations. Because of the non-equilibrium nature of the ensemble correlations, the replica 
integral equation approach discussed below is not directly applicable and some approximate 
mapping is required. 
 In our model the hard core rod structure corresponds to one relevant equilibrium 
configuration at R  without colloid particles. This could be realized experimentally by first 
equilibrating a rod particle suspension and then introducing strong physical bonds or permanent 
chemical crosslinks to, hopefully, preserve the structure of one equilibrium configuration. After 
the quenched rod template is constructed (theoretically or experimentally) much larger spherical 
colloids are added with a diameter 20S Rd d  which, however, are an order of magnitude smaller 
than the mean pore diameter. Our approach is general and can treat non-spherical fluid particles 
composed of interaction sites. Dicolloids have also been studied; however, the results are 
qualitatively very similar to the spheres and are only briefly mentioned in this Chapter. The 
dicolloids have a diameter 17.546D Rd d  and site-site bond length 
1
5.8424
3
D Dl d  . These 
parameters are chosen to (1) equate the volume between one dicolloid and one sphere, and (2) 
have a bond length that is 
1
3
Dd  to model an experimentally synthesized version of the 
particle
13
. Unless it is explicitly stated in a particular Figure, spheres are being examined. 
For the remainder of the Chapter, ix  and iy  denote the combined center-of-mass (CM) 
and rotational coordinates of the fluid and template particles, respectively. The majority of our 
results pertain to spherical fluid particles but the theory is developed for the general system of 
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anisotropic fluid particles with exactly, or approximately, symmetric sites. We use Tn  and Fn  to 
denote the number of sites that comprise the template and fluid particles, respectively ( Tn  500 
for rods, Fn 1 for spheres and 2 for dicolloids), and  , ,F F i ju x x  and  , ,T F i ju x y  denote the 
fluid-fluid and template-fluid inter-particle potentials, respectively. The inter-particle potentials 
are a sum of site-site radially symmetric potentials 
   , , , ,
1 1
,
F Fn n
F F i j F F i ju v  
  
 x x r r ,    (6.2a) 
   , , , ,
1 1
,
F Tn n
T F i j F T i ju v  
  
 x y r q ,   (6.2b) 
where 
,i kr  is the coordinate of the k
th
 site of the i
th
  fluid particle, 
,j q  is the coordinate of 
th
 
site of the j
th
 rod particle, and  ,F Fv r  is the site-site potential between two fluid particle sites, 
and  ,T Fv r  the analog between a fluid and template particle site separated by a distance r . For 
the rigid particles studied in this work, the site coordinates, ,i r  and ,j q , are trivially related to 
the CM coordinates (i.e.   , ,i i  ir r x  and  , ,j j j q q y ) as discussed elsewhere55,56. 
To include the effects of short ranged attractions, typical of colloidal suspensions
1
, all 
potentials are of the hard core plus exponential attractive tail form 
 
 
,
; , ,
exp / ,att
r
v r
r r

  
   
 
 
      
  ,   (6.3) 
where / 2Rd   is the primary model attraction range studied in this Chapter. Our choice for   
is very short relative to the colloid sizes, a reality in many experimental systems
1
. To establish 
the generality of our model we will explore other attraction ranges from slightly smaller to much 
larger than / 2Rd  . The variability of our predictions with   will be used to help establish 
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design rules for optimizing an experimental version of our model system. For a fluid composed 
of colloids, two radially symmetric potentials are defined: the colloid-colloid potential, 
 ,F Fv r   ,; , ,att F F Sv r d  , and the colloid-rod potential  ,F Tv r    ,; , / 2,att F T R Sv r d d   
where 
,F F  and , ,F T T F   are the fluid-fluid (cohesive) and fluid-template (interfacial) 
attraction strength parameters. Figure 6.1 is a cartoon picture of the principal spherical model 
system studied. Throughout this Chapter the generalized template/fluid diameters, T Rd d  and 
F Sd d  or Dd , are used.  
6.3. Theory 
6.3.1. Quenched Disorder and its Role in Thermodynamics and Structure 
Incorporating the fact that the hard core rods are prepared from equilibrium at some 
density, rigorously frozen (quenched), and then colloidal particles are doped in and allowed to 
reach thermal equilibrium (annealed) providing the background fluid is a complicated procedure. 
In addition to this, an average over countless realizations of the rod template is required. If not 
for the replica method
38-50
, (discussed in Section 6.3.2) averaging a thermalized system over 
separate frozen template realizations would be intractable. 
For one particular realization of the rod template with FN  colloidal particles (fluid) and 
TN  rod particles (template) the partition function is  
   , ,
1 1 1
, ,
3
1
!
N N NF T F
F F i j T F q v
i j v qF
F
u u
N
F N
F F
Q d e e
N
 

   
  
 
x x x y
x ,   (6.4) 
where F  is the irrelevant thermal wavelength of the fluid and 
1
Bk T
   and FNx  denotes all 
FN  coordinates,  ix . The free energy of the fluid for one specific template realization is 
  lnB FA k T Q  .     (6.5) 
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From Equation 6.4 it would appear that the free energy is template dependent (depends on the 
rod coordinates  vy ) and therefore ill-defined. The key assumption is that: for an infinite sized 
sample the free energy (and all other thermodynamic properties) is self-averaging
48-50
. The 
rationalization is based on the fact that an infinite sized sample can be partitioned into an 
enormous number of smaller pieces that are still macroscopic in size. Each piece has a well-
defined, but unique, free energy and surface area affects are negligible. By the central limit 
theorem, a well-defined average free energy density (free energy per particle) exists; this 
interpretation is useful for experiments on macroscopic samples. On the theoretical side, the 
same free energy is calculated by first averaging a finite sample over the template realizations 
and then, implicitly, taking the thermodynamic limit as
48-50
 
 lnB FA k T Q  ,     (6.6) 
where the definition of the template average is
38-47
 
   
 ,
1
' ,
3
1
!
NT
T T i j
i jT
T
u
N
N
T T T
d e
Q N


 
 
  
y y
y ,    (6.7) 
and TQ  is the partition function of the pure template system equilibrated at some, potentially 
different, temperature  
1
' 'Bk T

 : 
 ,
1
' ,
3
1
!
NT
T T i j
i jT
T
u
N
T N
T T
Q d e
N


 
 
 
y y
y .    (6.8) 
In general '  ; however, this is of no practical significance for us since the rods are drawn 
from a hard core equilibrium distribution and this temperature plays no role. This would have 
thermodynamic consequences for a template prepared with soft pair interactions and has been 
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discussed elsewhere
44,45
. The template average is distinct from the thermal average over the fluid 
particle coordinates denoted as 
   
   , ,
1 1 1
, ,
3
1
!
N N NF T F
F F i j T F q v
i j v qF
F
u u
N
N
F F F
d e e
Q N
 

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  
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x x x y
x  .  (6.9) 
 Just as for the Helmholtz free energy, the structure of the system must be averaged over 
the template realizations to be a meaningful quantity
38-47
. The non-template averaged (hence 
non-isotropic) site-site density distributions are defined as 
     ,, 1 2 , 1 , 2 ,
1 1
, ;
F F
T
N N
N
F F i j i j
i j
 
    
 
  r r y r r r r ,  (6.10a) 
     ,, 1 2 1 , 2 ,
1 1
, ;
T F
T
N N
N
F T j i
i j
 
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 
  r r y r r r q ,   (6.10b) 
     ,, 1 2 , 1 , 2 ,
1 1
, ;
T T
T
N N
N
T T i j j i
i j
 
    
 
  r r y r q r q ,   (6.10c) 
where the T
N
y  dependence indicates that the value depends on a set template structure, and upper 
numerical and lower alphabetical indices denote site and species, respectively, and come in pairs. 
The corresponding one point site density distributions are 
   1 1 ,;
F
T
N
N
F i
i

  r y r r ,    (6.11a) 
   1 1 ,;
T
T
N
N
T i
i

  r y r q .     (6.11b) 
The experimentally measurable quantities of a macroscopic sample are the template averaged 
versions of both the two and one point density distributions defined as 
   , ,, 1 2 , 1 2, ; TNF F F F     r r r r y ,    (6.12a) 
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   , ,, 1 2 , 1 2, ; TNF T F T     r r r r y ,    (6.12b) 
   , ,, 1 2 , 1 2, ; TNT T T T     r r r r y ,    (6.12c) 
which are radially symmetric since the template average has been taken . The corresponding one 
point distributions are 
 1; TNF F Fc   r y ,    (6.13a) 
 1; TNT T Tc   r y ,    (6.13b) 
where /F Fc N V  and /T Tc N V  are the molecule number densities of the fluid and template, 
respectively. Later we will also make use of total site densities defined as F F Fn c   and 
T T Tn c  . There is also one more non-trivial two point density distribution which is called the 
blocking function and is defined as
38-47
 
     ,, 1 2 1 2; ;T TN NF F F F      r r r y r y .   (6.14) 
While odd, this quantity plays an important role in determining the equilibrium fluid structure of 
the quenched disordered system. Equation 6.14 is a generalization of the blocking spin-spin 
correlation function defined in spin glasses where the over bar would denote an average over the 
random spin-spin coupling constants and the equilibrium density distributions would be replaced 
with thermally averaged spins
48-50
. In the hypothetical limit of a system comprised of many 
completely disconnected pores imposed by the template,  ,, 1 2F F
  r r  ,, 1 2F F
  r r  is the 
intra-pore two point structural correlation and  ,, 1 2F F
  r r  the inter-pore analog38-47. 
6.3.2. The Replica Approach to Handling Quenched Disorder  
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To easily perform the template average we exploit an approximate isomorphism between 
a system with one quenched (template) and one annealed (fluid) species and that of a fully 
annealed mixture of the template species and m  integer non-interacting fluid clones38-47. While 
particles in separate fluid clones do not interact directly, inter-clone correlations can still emerge 
via the propagation of correlations through the template particles. 
The thermodynamic and structural quantities of the “real” quenched annealed system will 
be readily determined from that of the m  times fully annealed replicated fluid38-47. Hence, it is 
useful to define a replicated partition function as 
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  (6.15) 
where 1 m   is the index of a particular fluid clone. Correspondingly, the free energy for the 
replicated fluid is defined as 
 lnm B mA k T Q  .     (6.16) 
As is well known
38-47
 and briefly reviewed in Appendix D, Equation 6.16 provides the true 
quenched-annealed system free energy via the relation 
0lim
m
m
dA
A
dm
 .     (6.17) 
At first glance Equation 6.17 may appear more complicated than the original problem of 
averaging the logarithm in Equation 6.6; however, decades of research have produced many 
powerful theoretical tools to describe the liquid state without quenched disorder (like DFT and 
IET). By employing the replica trick all the tools of the normal liquid state are readily utilized to 
study a quenched-annealed mixture. The only complication is the derivatives with respect to m  
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that enter in the calculation of thermodynamic quantities (i.e. Equation 6.17), but this is trivially 
dealt with.  
In addition to the free energy, the replicated structural correlations provide the real 
template averaged quenched-annealed correlations defined in Equations 6.12 and Equation 
6.14
38-47
. To demonstrate this requires defining the two point replicated fluid density 
distributions 
     ,, 1 2 , 1 2
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where   and   denote the fluid (F) replica index and the replicated thermal averages are 
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  (6.19) 
As derived in Appendix D, the real non-replicated structural quantities (Equations 6.12 and 
Equation 6.14) are given by the replicated quantities in the 0m  limit as  
   , ,, 1 2 , 1 2 ; 0T T T T m
       r r r r  ,     (6.20a) 
     , ,, 1 2 , 1 2 ; 0 , 1F F F F m m 
          r r r r ,   (6.20b) 
     , ,, 1 2 , 1 2 ; 0 , 1F T F T m m
          r r r r ,    (6.20c) 
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     , ,, 1 2 , 1 2 ; 0 , 1 , 1 ,F F F F m m m 
                r r r r , (6.20d) 
Equations 6.20 stem from the assumption that all inter-replica correlations are identical and 
therefore replica indices independent; this is called the replica symmetric (RS) solution
38-50
. On 
an intuitive basis, the replica symmetric solution seems to be the only correct one as all the 
clones are identical. However, there is a subtlety as the analytical continuation of m  to all reals 
and the eventual 0m  limit are not, strictly, mathematically rigorous steps (started with integer 
m ). Decades of research on spin glasses has demonstrated that increased accuracy requires 
replica symmetry breaking in the cross replica matrix  , , 1 2 ;F F m 
  r r  before 0m 48-50. The 
appropriate structure for the  , , 1 2 ;F F m 
  r r  matrix is possibly an ultrametric form which is in 
direct analogy to that of spin glasses
48-50
.  
Physically, the one step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB) ultrametric form implies a 
fragmentation of the fluid phase space into smaller non-overlapping glassy states that are 
essentially equivalent. Second order RSB (2RSB) then implies the glassy states themselves 
fragment. In principal this process can be continued indefinitely to infinite step RSB 
(hypothetical exact limit); however, in practice it would, very rapidly, become intractable to 
solve. For colloids with multiple sites it will be discussed that large template-fluid attractions 
(interfacial attractions) can seemingly produce an instability in the replica symmetric solution 
and breaking the symmetry may be mandatory. The behavior is analogous to replica symmetry 
breaking in the random field Ising model where a field (not spin couplings) provides the 
quenched variables
48
. 
6.3.3. Replicated Reference Interaction Site Model 
Using Equations 6.12 and Equation 6.14 we define the total correlation functions for the 
real quenched-annealed system as 
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   , ,, ,x y x y x y x yc c h r r c c
     ,     (6.21a) 
   , ,, ,x y x y x y x yc c h r r c c
     ,     (6.21b) 
where lower alphabetical indices are species labels and upper numerical indices are site labels. 
For the replicated system we define similar total correlation functions with additional   and   
labels to denote the replicas (as in Equations 6.20) 
   , ,, ,; ;x y x y x y x yc c h r m r m c c   
     .    (6.22) 
In the 0m  limit, Equation 6.22 yields Equation 6.21a and Equation 6.21b by the virtue of the 
Equation 6.20 relationships. To make the approach tractable we assume site equivalency for the 
rod template particles, implying    ,, ,; ;T T T Th r m h r m
    and    ,, ,; ;T F T Fh r m h r m 
  
55,57
. The 
site equivalency approximation becomes exact for infinitely long rods since the end effects are 
negligible. In Appendix D these assumption are used to derive the 0m  limit Replicated 
Reference Interaction Site Model equations for   39,45-47,55-57 
, , , ,T T T T T T T T T T T Th C C h     ,       (6.23a)  
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,    (6.23d)  
where short hand notation has been introduced for the Fourier space quantities  ; 0h h k m   
and  ; 0C C k m  ,  ;C k m  are the standard site-site direct correlation functions in RISM 
integral equation theory
55-57
, and  x k  are the intramolecular structure factors which encode 
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molecular architecture (i.e rod, sphere, dicolloid). In general, for a rigid object composed of  xn  
sites  
 
 ,
, 1 ,
sin1 x
xn
x x
x
kl
k
n kl
 
   


  ,     (6.24)  
where 
,
xl   is the bond length between sites   and   of species x . The set of all bond lengths 
encodes the molecular shape. 
Equations 6.23 look similar to the standard RISM equations
55-57 
of a fully annealed 
system except for the negative contributions. These result from assuming m  to be an integer and 
then analytically continuing to zero as discussed in Appendix D. In essence, the odd negative 
contributions account for the unusual non-thermal blocking correlations induced by the frozen 
nature of the template
38-47
. Equations 6.23 are exact within the replica approach and serve as the 
definition of the various direct correlation functions; however, they are not closed. For the 
template-template, template-fluid, and intra replica fluid-fluid correlations we adopt the Percus-
Yevik (PY) closure
55,58,59
 
      ; 1 ; 1v rC r m e h r m     ,    (6.25)  
where    ; ; 1g r m h r m   is the radial distribution function,  v r  is the site-site pairwise 
potential, and we have dropped indices for notational convenience. The PY closure is adopted 
since it handles strong short ranged attractions well, converges easily, and can recognize the 
presence of fluid-gas phase separation
60
. Studies with the PY closure have found that only at low 
densities, below the critical point, does a locus of unphysical square root branch points intervene 
before a true spinodal
60
. However, even well below the critical point density the approach to a 
branch point appears as if one is closing in on a true spinodal since very large density 
fluctuations emerge. The ability to realize large density fluctuations over a wide range of 
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densities will play an important role as discussed in Section 6.4. One popular alternative, the 
hypernetted chain (HNC) closure
55,59
, exhibits divergent behavior at large attractions and only 
has a locus of square root branch points
60
. 
 For the cross-replica correlations the choice of closure is more ambiguous. The PY 
closure is insufficient as it assumes  ; 0C r m   for all r  since particles from different replicas 
have no interaction potential (see Equation 6.25). Using the PY closure would reduce the 
Replicated RISM equations to that of the Chandler form which treats the quenched matrix as a 
large “super molecule”61. This theory is known to neglect a certain subset of diagrams that 
propagate correlations through the template backbone
38,39,43-47
. In other quenched-annealed 
systems the HNC closure has been used to incorporate nontrivial blocking effects
38,39,43-47
. 
However this closure typically leads to an over-prediction of the total,  ;h r m , blocking 
correlation
40
. In our model system, extensive studies using the HNC closure show the presence 
of near divergent structure at moderate attraction strengths which is especially bad for short 
ranged attractions. As an alternative, we adopt the lesser known Martinov-Sarkisov (MS) 
closure
62
 
       ; 1 exp 1 2 ; 2 ; 1h r m v r h r m C r m       
 
,   (6.26)  
In many fully annealed model systems the MS closure leads to (1) more accurate results when 
compared to simulations, and (2) results in between that of the more popular PY and HNC 
closures
62
. As will be demonstrated in Section 6.4, blocking direct correlations become 
extremely important at large attractions near a fluid-template adsorption transition. 
 Numerical solution of Equations 6.23 with the closure approximations is carried out 
using the SUNDIALS KINSOL Newton Raphson C library
63
. In order to accurately capture very 
small length scales (rod bead diameter) as well as the full correlation hole of the rods (500 rod 
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bead diameters), calculations typically used 524,288  points with a grid resolution of 0.0015 Rd . 
At the most extreme conditions (large attractions, large compressibility), calculations were 
validated using up to 2,097,152  points with a grid resolution of 0.00075 Rd  to check the stability 
of the results. For state points with large compressibilities, the range in r  space was doubled to 
check the stability of the solution. All calculations presented are stable despite the many length 
scales and large attractions present. 
6.3.4. Thermal and Disorder Induced Fluctuations and Local Structure 
 Systems with quenched disorder possess two types of density fluctuations: (1) thermally 
induced fluctuations, and (2) disorder induced fluctuations
43,44
. The first type is directly related 
to the isothermal compressibility, T , through the relation 
, ,
1
F T
T
T N c
V
V P

 
   
 
,     (6.27)  
where V  is the system volume and P  the pressure. The pressure in a system with quenched 
disorder has no simple mechanical or collision based interpretation like in a fully annealed 
system
43,44
. The thermodynamic pressure, P , is defined by analogy as the negative derivative of 
the free energy with respect to volume while holding all other variables constant (same as in a 
fully annealed system) 
, ,F TT N c
A
P
V
 
  
 
.     (6.28)  
 It is shown in Appendix D that  
 
22
2
0
1 4
F F
th B F T F C
F
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K k Tc c drr h r
N
 

     ,  (6.29)  
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where 2
FN  is the thermally averaged number of fluid particles in an open system realization 
(open with respect to the fluid only) and      , ,C F F F Fh r h r h r  . The quantity  Ch r  is called 
the connectedness total correlation function and quantifies the correlations between a pair of 
particles not propagated through any template involving pathway
43,44
. Useful information is also 
gained from a quantification of the long ranged density (particle number) fluctuations induced 
solely by the disorder
43,44
. To address this we utilize a standard definition of a disorder induced 
compressibility-like term, T ,  
 
22
2
,
0
4
F F
d B F T F F F
F
N N
K k Tc c drr h r
N
 

    ,  (6.30)  
where the right most equality is derived in Appendix D.  
 We also define two other useful measures: the coordination number of fluid sites around 
a template site within the range of the attraction  
 
,
2
, ,
0
4
T FD
T F F T FZ drr g r  ,     (6.31) 
and the number of fluid sites around another fluid site 
 
,
2
, ,
0
4
F FD
F F F F FZ drr g r  ,     (6.32) 
where     1g r h r   is the radial distribution function,  , / 2T F T FD d d     and 
,F F FD d   . Both ,T FZ  and ,F FZ  are local structural features which complement the long 
ranged correlations quantified by thK  and dK . 
6.4. Results and Discussion 
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As elaborated upon in the following Sections, two striking phenomena are predicted to 
occur in the hybrid fiber mesh plus colloid fluid model system: (i) there is a sharp interfacial 
attraction strength crossover to favorable adsorption conditions, (ii) for a strong enough fixed 
interfacial attraction strength there is an avoided spinodal transition located at a cohesive 
attraction strength that would drive the pure bulk fluid to phase separate. Both mechanisms 
provide a possible route to massively reconfigure a colloidal assembly for mechanical, optical or 
electrical conductivity purposes. 
6.4.1. The Adsorption Crossover 
The possibility for a strong adsorption transition in our model system is intriguing but a-
priori not obvious. The paradigm example of strong adsorption, wetting, conjures up an image of 
a large surface in contact with a fluid
64
. Under the appropriate conditions the fluid will either 
tend to spread indefinitely or form a hemispherical like cap to minimize the exposed surface area 
of the fluid (de-wetting). How strongly the fluid adsorbs onto (or wets) the surface is a delicate 
balancing act between the substrate-fluid (interfacial) energy and the fluid-fluid (cohesive) 
energy, the latter of which controls the liquid surface tension. Another common example of an 
adsorption process is the adsorption of a long polymer chain in solution onto a surface
65
. For 
very long chains the transition is extremely sharp, and in the idealized limit of infinite chain 
length adsorption becomes a genuine thermodynamic phase transition. 
While our model system has little in common with either a fluid or polymer interacting 
with a surface, a well-defined crossover to favorable adsorption conditions is observed. The rod 
template plays the role of a disordered macroscopic internal surface which is distributed evenly 
throughout the sample providing an interface with the bulk fluid as shown in Figure 6.2A. As a 
baseline study, in Section 6.4.2, we discuss the predicted behavior for a non-cohesive fluid 
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interacting with the rod fiber template. The only tunable energy parameter in this case is the 
interfacial energy. Without cohesive attractions, adsorption can only lead to the formation of a 
fluid monolayer around the template as shown in Figure 6.2B. This state is analogous to a very 
low surface tension fluid, like an oily substance, in contact with a substrate
66
. The tendency of 
such a fluid is to spread indefinitely and form an infinitesimally thin layer. Only highly 
specialized oleophobic surfaces are capable of preventing wetting by an oily fluid due to its very 
low surface tension (cohesive energy).  
In Section 6.4.3, we discuss the role that finite cohesion plays in adsorption and the 
thermodynamic and structural properties. We find that the cohesive energy can either induce 
phase separation within the porous medium for weak interfacial attractions, hinder adsorption by 
driving the fluid particles into the bulk via strong density fluctuations and enhanced clustering as 
shown in Figure 6.2C, or augment adsorption through densification of the principal bound layer 
and subsequent multi-layering, as shown in Figure 6.2D. While the first possibility is controlled 
explicitly by macrophase separation, we will show that the latter two possibilities are influenced 
(though indirectly) as well. It is important to note that the states of organization in Figure 6.2 are 
highly simplified scenarios. In reality a continuum of organizational states exist; however, as will 
be discussed in the subsequent Sections, the available thermodynamic quantities and two point 
structural correlations agree qualitatively with our simplified organizational states. 
6.4.2. No Fluid Cohesion: The Adsorption Transition 
 The adsorption crossover (transition to thermodynamically favorable adsorption 
conditions) has a strong signature in almost all measurable features (thermodynamic and 
structural). For example, before adsorption, the isothermal compressibility is invariant over a 
wide range in ,F T , as shown in Figure 6.3. This holds regardless of the actual fluid density. At 
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the adsorption crossover the isothermal compressibility undergoes a precipitous descent which 
continues indefinitely with increasing interfacial attraction strength. The precise 
,F T  crossover 
value is weakly fluid density dependent and is shifted to larger interfacial attractions for higher 
density (as evident from Figure 6.3). The rapidly decreasing compressibility beyond the 
crossover is a direct result of the notable gain in adsorbed fluid particles, as demonstrated in 
Figure 6.4 by the local structural quantities 
,T FZ  and ,T Fg . Both measures show a steep growth 
as a function of 
,F T  upon crossing over to favorable adsorption conditions. Strong adsorption, 
combined with the small available surface area provided by the template, forces fluid particles 
into close proximity along the rod fibers forming an enriched, less compressible fluid layer 
proximate to the template, as depicted in Figure 6.2B. Resistance to compressing the system (at 
constant template density) is ultimately dominated by the large amount of work needed to 
contract the already dense fluid layer adhered onto the template. 
 Another novel prediction buttressing the existence of a sharp adsorption crossover, shown 
in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, is the onset of discrepancies between the PY and MS blocking function 
closure predictions. Before the crossover, both the PY and MS closures agree as there is little 
bound fluid implying the blocking correlations must be small. The PY and MS thK  curves 
diverge from one another as the fluid progressively adsorbs onto the fiber network. Strong 
physical adsorption of the fluid promotes correlation pathways involving the template backbone. 
Differences emerge between the two closures as the PY version greatly restricts template 
involving correlation pathways by assuming  , 0F FC r    for  
43,44
. On the other hand, the 
MS closure yields a highly non-trivial  ,F FC r   which grows rapidly past the adsorption 
crossover and accounts for the important template direct correlation pathways. In addition to the 
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MS closure, we have applied the HNC closure and came to a qualitatively similar conclusion: the 
PY closure massively over predicts local structure (
,T Fg  and ,T FZ )  yielding a largely under 
predicted compressibility past the adsorption crossover. The structural over prediction is, 
interestingly, a result of under predicting the blocking direct correlation function because 
 , 0F FC r    for    within the PY closure.  
 The increase in importance of the blocking correlations is probed more directly by dK  
which is shown in Figure 6.5. Before the adsorption crossover, disorder induced fluctuations are 
practically negligible. Only from the zoomed in inset of Figure 6.5 is it obvious that there is non-
monotonic behavior with a well-defined and practically negligible minimum. The minimum in 
dK  (see the inset of Figure 6.5) may demarcate the lower bound on ,F T  for the actual 
adsorption crossover, above which the conditions are right for a thermodynamic drive of colloids 
to coat the surface of the template. This is suggested by the fact that the observed crossover is 
not far removed from the minimum, as seen in Figure 6.5. More sound theoretical arguments can 
be made to support the possible equivalence between the dK  minimum and the crossover to 
thermodynamically favorable adsorption conditions. It can be shown from Equations 6.23 that 
   , ,0 0d F T F TK h k C k    and that  , 0F Th k   and  , 0F TC k   are necessarily opposite in 
sign. At low ,F T  the quantity  , 0 0F Th k    and will increase and cross through zero 
generating the minimum in dK . The quantity  , 0F Th k   can be stated as 
   2, ,
0
0 4F F T F F Th k drr h r 

       (6.33) 
which is the excess over ideal fluid coordination number around a rod site. This is very similar to 
the surface excess, exZ , used in surface adsorption or wetting problems
67
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 
0
exZ dz z 

         (6.34) 
where  z  is the density of fluid particles a distance z  from a macroscopic flat surface and 
 z    is the bulk fluid density.  In surface wetting problems a negative exZ  implies 
wetting is unfavorable and the converse when exZ  is positive
67
. Since  , 0F Th k   is like a 
surface excess and its sign switch controls the dK  minimum, it is clear that dK  minimum 
demarcates a lower bound crossover to favorable adsorption conditions. 
Beyond both the minimum in dK   (Figure 6.5) and the observed adsorption crossover, 
there is a rapid rise in dK  with increasing ,F T . The enormous growth in dK  is attributable to a 
rapidly emerging, strong coupling between template architecture fluctuations and the adsorbed 
layer (depicted in Figure 6.2B). As evident from Figure 6.5, the overall magnitude of dK  
decreases with increasing F  since there is limited space on the template and the bulk particles 
are much more weakly governed by the template than their adsorbed counterparts. dK  also 
exhibits identical divergent behavior between the PY and MS predictions as previously discussed 
with regards to the thK  , ,T FZ  and ,T Fg  quantities.  
 Huge structural changes occur upon adsorption, as shown in Figure 6.6. Adsorption leads 
to a dramatic rise in  ,T Fg r  near contact and at larger separations, along with a strong 
enhancement of the many small oscillations with a wavelength of order the rod bead diameter. In 
particular, the adsorption crossover is signaled by the sudden growth of a second coordination 
shell not present at low ,F T  as well as a greatly enhanced correlation range. The second 
coordination shell develops because of the excess collision frequency (osmotic pressure) that an 
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incoming particle feels on the face furthest from the strongly adsorbed fluid particles, as depicted 
in the cartoon inset of Figure 6.6.  
 Adsorption has even more impressive structural consequences on  ,F Fg r , as 
demonstrated in Figure 6.7. Before the adsorption crossover the fluid-fluid structure is essentially 
that of an ideal gas. This is because the volume fractions of the fluid ( 0.05F  ) and template (
0.00001T  ) species are both low. Beyond the adsorption crossover, increasing ,T F  produces 
non-trivial fluid-fluid structural correlations, including the growth of a peculiar first coordination 
shell peak. The first coordination peak in  ,F Fg r  is oddly shaped with a maximum displaced 
slightly from contact and the length scale between contact and the maximum is exactly the rod 
bead diameter. This suggests the spheres coat the rod in a manner that predominantly places two 
spheres perfectly opposite one another on the rod. Such an arrangement is in agreement with our 
speculated densest coating of the spherical colloids around the rods: sphere pairs are placed 
directly opposite one another on the rod with neighboring pairs rotated by 90 degrees and close 
packed.  
 The blocking correlation function, unique to quenched annealed systems, also undergoes 
a radical transformation upon adsorption, as shown in the inset of Figure 6.7. Before the 
adsorption crossover,  , ~ 1F Fg r  and lacks appreciable structure near contact or at larger 
separations because of the porous template structure and the low fluid density, 0.05F  . As 
such, the non-template averaged inhomogeneous fluid density profile,  1; TNF r y , is 
approximately the constant molecular density, Fc , if ,F T  is below the adsorption crossover. Past 
the crossover a non-trivial population of strongly adsorbed fluid particles develops along the 
template backbone. This population of bound particles produces a large overlap between two 
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separate thermally averaged density profiles,  1; TNF r y  and  2; TNF r y  which is detected 
through the development of highly non-trivial blocking correlations,  ,, 1 2F F
  r r , (see 
Equation 6.14). Besides the strong first peak, in the inset of Figure 6.7, there is a strong 
correlation right at S Rr d d  . This is highly suggestive of the formation of pairs of fluid 
particles directly opposite one another on the rod, the same conclusion reached by examining 
 ,F Fg r .  
The presence of a well-defined crossover to favorable adsorption conditions is potentially 
a consequence of both the short attractions in our system and the limited surface area for 
adsorption. The combination of these two factors allows for an intuitive division of the system 
into two approximate, but distinct, states (depicted in Figure 6.2B): (1) fluid particles localized 
on the rod, and (2) fluid particles remaining in the bulk experiencing minimal template 
interaction. The template localized state is energetically favorable while the bulk state is 
entropically favorable. The classical enthalpic-entropic competition combined with the 
approximate, but sharp, division of the system into two states may explain the well-defined 
adsorption crossover. This hypothesis is tested in Figure 6.8 by varying both the attraction range 
and the rod packing fraction which controls the pore size. From the main frame of Figure 6.8 it is 
evident that an increase in the rod packing fraction yields a non-trivial softening of the 
adsorption crossover, in agreement with our hypothesized behavior. This is an intellectually 
pleasing result presumably stemming from obfuscating the distinction between adsorbed and 
desorbed configurations with a smaller mean pore size. Pore sizes smaller than the ones in Figure 
6.8 could be studied, however, this would correspond to the so called “strangulated” limit of the 
fiber network. While easily studied using our integral equation theory, an experimental 
realization of such a system would become dynamically sluggish and possibly non-ergodic. As 
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such, we refrain from studying template packing fractions much greater than =0.00016T  based 
on our pore size estimates (see Figure 6.8 caption).  
We also test the hypothesis that shortening the attraction range sharpens the adsorption 
crossover in the inset of Figure 6.8 by varying   from 1.25% up to 40% of the colloid fluid 
diameter. Instead of strongly varying the sharpness of the crossover, as hypothesized, the 
primary effect is to provide a simple quantitative shift of the crossover to lower attraction 
strengths for longer ranged attractions. Evidently, the attraction range is subdominant compared 
to the pore size in shaping the adsorption crossover. One interesting possibility suggested by this 
result is that the range of the attraction, to zeroth order, does not matter so long as it is short 
compared to the pore size (not the fluid particle size). Attraction ranges on par with a typical 
pore size are unphysical and irrelevant for an experimental version of our system. Hence, for 
practical reasons the attraction range can be considered as one less parameter needed to be 
carefully controlled experimentally. Even greater simplification would be realized if the location 
of the adsorption crossover could be collapsed by some simple scaling with attraction range; 
unfortunately, all attempts did not find such a collapse. 
The final issue worth remarking on is the generality of the results presented in this 
Section to fluid particles with mild anistropy. To test this we have carried out an identical 
analysis of our model dicolloid fluid and the same general behaviors found for the spheres were 
recovered. One subtle, but important, difference between the sphere and dicolloid behavior 
concerns the replica symmetric ansatz employed in Section 6.3.2. To the best of the author’s 
knowledge, no signs of replica symmetry breaking have been discussed in the literature for either 
integral equation or density functional theories and the model quench-annealed systems they 
studied. Only in integral equation studies utilizing approximate “self-generated” quenched 
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disorder for structural glass formation in hard spheres has this been seen
68,69
. As in spin glasses, 
the telltale sign of replica symmetry breaking should correspond to the development of more 
than one solution branch within the replica symmetric ansatz
48-50,68,69
. To more stringently test 
for replica symmetry breaking it would be necessary to check the stability of the replica pair 
correlation matrix
48-50
. No evidence of symmetry breaking was found using spherical fluid 
particles; however, for dicolloids this is not so. 
 At very low fluid volume fractions of dicolloids, a non-monotonic ,T FZ  as a function of 
,T F was observed when using the HNC blocking closure (analogous plot to Figure 6.4). At low 
enough F , the non-monotonicity actually breaks forming two unique solution branches with a 
small window of coexistence. The MS closure also shows the same non-monotonicity but an 
eventual birfucation is not possible because of the square root in the closure (see Equation 6.26). 
If a modified MS closure is adopted with the absolute value of the radicand, a bifurcation 
analogous to the HNC closure is found. Such behavior suggests at least one step replica 
symmetry breaking, 1RSB,
48-50,68,69
 is necessary for dilute dicolloids in a porous rod template. 
The reason this is not necessary for spheres is unclear and may be related to the nontrivial 
rotational symmetry broken in the dicolloid. Replica symmetry breaking would be technically 
difficult to implement for two reasons: (1) a free energy functional that explicitly depends on the 
various pair correlations is necessary and each step of replica asymmetry breaking will yield 
another equation to be solved self consistently by minimizing the free energy, and (2) the true 
appropriate form for replica symmetry breaking in our system is not obvious.  
6.4.3. Avoided Spinodal Liquid-Gas Macrophase Separation  
 As demonstrated in the previous Section, dramatic changes in both thermodynamic and 
structural properties can be achieved by tuning the interfacial attraction strength over a very 
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narrow window. The major result was a sharp crossover to favorable monolayer adsorption 
conditions similar to surface wetting. Interestingly, even more striking changes are possible if the 
fluid cohesive energy, parameterized by 
,F F , is tuned. In the bulk fluid without a template, 
increasing 
,F F  indefinitely induces liquid-gas macrophase separation
1,60
. If the system is pushed 
through the binodal to the spinodal, the fluid is characterized by: (1) a divergent compressibility (
thK  ), (2) divergent long ranged correlations, and (3) spontaneous phase separation due to 
thermodynamic instability. Sometimes it is desirable to stabilize, either thermodynamically or 
kinetically, a globally homogenous disordered phase through a phase transition boundary
70,71
. In 
our case it is desirable to prevent fluid-gas phase separation and stabilize the homogenous fluid. 
This could be accomplished by introducing frustration in assembly directly at the single particle 
level. For example, one system that will not phase separate due to a judicious choice of patch 
architecture and size is the diblock Janus colloid fluid
72
; here micelle formation limits cluster 
growth effectively preventing the formation of a macroscopic domain.  
In this Section we demonstrate how a quench disordered template can provide an 
alternative to engineering specific particle interactions to prevent macrophase separation. The 
template will be shown to effectively “extend” the one phase fluid into a previously inaccessible 
regime with unique structural and bulk thermodynamic properties. This situation is reminiscent 
of the technique of stabilizing water in microporous media to study the thermodynamics and 
kinetics in a thermodynamically inaccessible region of its phase diagram
70,71
. While this is not a 
real region of the phase diagram, it can, and often is, interpreted as filling in the gap.  
Figure 6.9 shows thK  as a function of the fluid cohesive energy parameter, ,F F , for (i) 
various fixed interfacial energy parameters, ,F T , (ii) four different fluid volume fractions, and 
(iii) for the low density system (main frame), two different rod fiber packing fractions (
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0.00001F   and a smaller pore size, 0.00008F  ). At lower ,F F  all curves exhibit the typical 
behavior of a pure fluid system: thK  monotonically increases with the cohesive attraction 
strength, 
,F F , and appears to head to a spinodal boundary characterized by a divergent 
compressibility ( thK  )
1,60
. However, in our quench disordered system there is a turning point 
where thK  either (i) strongly slows down, (ii) is effectively driven to a plateau value, or (iii) 
decreases just beyond the spinodal, depending on the interfacial attraction strength and template 
density (pore size). The turning point occurs where the extrapolated spinodal is predicted for the 
pure fluid and sharpens with decreasing interfacial attraction. This is intellectually pleasing as 
lowering 
,F T  reduces the efficacy of the template at impeding desorption. Desorption is a 
necessary step to allow for phase separation via cluster aggregation and macroscopic domain 
formation in the bulk
29,30
. Interestingly, the various interfacial attractions that impart the 
thermodynamic stability shown in Figure 6.9 fall within the range of interfacial attractions 
associated with the adsorption crossover in Figure 6.3. Later in this section we suggest this is a 
general feature and it provides a generic guideline for what the practically relevant, stabilizing, 
threshold interfacial attraction is.  
In addition to using interfacial attraction to impart stability, Figure 6.9 shows that the 
pore size also plays a noteworthy role in stabilizing phase separation. The higher the rod packing 
fraction (smaller the mean pore size) the greater is the stabilization imparted by the template. To 
summarize, the principal lessons learned are: (1) by introducing interfacial attractions that are 
near the adsorption transition, shown in Figure 6.3, the fluid can be “practically” stabilized 
against macrophase separation, and (2) for any fixed interfacial attraction near the adsorption 
crossover, stability can be further augmented by decreasing the pore size. 
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 From Figure 6.9, it is clear that larger compressibilities are achieved in the higher 
density fluid (inset). Additionally, the lowest interfacial attraction strength curve in the main 
frame, 
, 1.100F T  , for the dilute fluid with 0.00001R   (solid curve) cannot be continued 
indefinitely. Both issues are related, as at densities below the critical point the PY closure used 
for fluid-fluid correlations produces an unphysical square root branch point that intervenes 
before the real spinodal
60
. The branch point is of no practical concern since the dilute fluid 
behavior mirrors the higher density case (situated above the critical point density) which has a 
true spinodal. Evidently, all that is necessary for the theory to exhibit the unique non-monotonic 
behavior in Figure 6.9 is an apparent spinodal and concomitant divergent compressibility. 
To understand the thermodynamic consequences demonstrated in Figure 6.9, the fluid 
coordination number around a template site, ,T FZ , is shown in Figure 6.10 with the solid lines 
representing the principal model in this chapter ( 0.00001F  ) and the dashed lines a model 
with smaller pores ( 0.00008F  ). For a fixed ,F T , initially increasing ,F F  leads to more 
favorable adsorption. The initial growth of ,T FZ  is slow until in the vicinity of the apparent 
spinodal point ( 5FF  ) where ,T FZ  rises rapidly, then saturates to a well-defined maximum 
coordination number. Beyond the spinodal attraction, ,T FZ  decreases with further augmentation 
of ,F F . This highly non-monotonic adsorption onto the fiber template, shown in Figure 6.10, is 
a-priori not obvious and somewhat surprising. However, we offer a simple interpretation to 
rationalize this behavior: as long as ,F T  is large enough it is favorable to enhance adsorption 
since both interfacial and cohesive attractions will be gained. There is a limit to this process 
though as adsorption on the rods frustrates cluster formation which is thermodynamically driven 
by the proximity to the spinodal
29,30
; therefore, at large enough ,F F  migration into the pores 
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takes over since clustering can proceed uninhibited and produce a state like the cartoon in Figure 
6.2C. The state of maximum adsorption is more pronounced in the dilute fluid case (compare the 
0.00001F   model in the main frame of Figure 6.10 to the inset). This is a direct consequence 
of the greater availability of space in the pores for the dilute model; the dense fluid has much less 
to gain from desorption. From Figure 6.10, we also find the non-monotonic behavior is robust 
against changing the pore size. Only the overall magnitude is diminished by decreasing the pore 
size and this is largely a result of simply diluting the template-bound fluid. 
 Our proposed cartoon for the avoided phase separated state (Figure 6.2C) is supported by 
the pair structural correlations predicted for our model system. This is demonstrated in Figure 
6.11 which shows the impact of the avoided spinodal on the fluid-fluid correlations. Well below 
the spinodal, 
,F FZ  growth with ,F F  is very weak. Closer to the avoided spinodal, around 
, 5F F  , there is a crossover to a much more rapid growth in ,F FZ  due to the onset of 
clustering, both on the rods (increase in ,T FZ )  and in the bulk. Unlike the ,T FZ  behavior in 
Figure 6.10, increasing ,F F  leads to a monotonically increasing ,F FZ . The strong monotonic 
growth in ,F FZ , and concomitant decrease in ,T FZ  post spinodal, is suggestive of the 
organizational state in Figure 6.2C. It is important to note that while the large ,F FZ , at high 
cohesive attraction strength is due to clustering induced by the spinodal, and not directly from 
the template, the state beyond , 5F F   only exists because of the presence of the template. The 
regime beyond , 5F F   in Figure 6.11 represents a state of enhanced clustering that would 
phase separate under normal fluid conditions. Therefore, a quench disordered template could 
provide a powerful experimental tool to frustrate macrophase separation and fabricate 
thermodynamically stable, equilibrium, percolated, conductive colloidal suspensions. Such 
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highly connected states could also potentially be reached via gelation
29,30,73
; however, gels are 
non-equilibrium states, age or coarsen with time, and depend on all of the details of sample 
preparation.  
To further buttress our proposed post-spinodal organizational state of Figure 6.2C, we 
plot in Figure 6.12 the predicted template-fluid and fluid-fluid radial distribution functions along 
the solid orange 
, 1.150T F   trajectory in Figure 6.9. In the main frame of Figure 6.12  ,T Fg r  
displays only modest local and longer ranged structural correlations for weak cohesion. Near the 
avoided spinodal transition sudden growth in the first coordination shell is accompanied by the 
establishment of longer ranged correlations which sharpen with desorption and form well defined 
higher order coordination shells. This is suggestive of fluid clustering which extends out from 
and, possibly, percolates between fibers, as depicted in the cartoon Figure 6.2C. To more directly 
probe the possibility of strong fluid clustering we show the corresponding sphere-sphere 
correlations in the inset of Figure 6.12. Before the avoided spinodal transition there is a 
prominent first coordination shell from colloid dimers and a complete lack of any longer ranged 
correlations. Beyond the transition there is a very strong monotonic growth in second and higher 
order coordination shells. The second coordination shell is identical to that found in the Baxter 
adhesive hard sphere fluid and its origin is linear trimer chains, as depicted in the cartoon in the 
inset of Figure 6.12
74,75
. We note that trimer formation and the discontinuity at two particle 
diameters is also characteristic of hard sphere jamming
76
. The combination of the strong  ,T Fg r  
and  ,F Fg r  coordination shell ordering beyond the spinodal and the accompanying template 
desorption suggests Figure 6.2C is qualitatively correct. 
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To illustrate in greater detail how  ,F Fg r  develops through the avoided spinodal, a 
narrower range in 
,F F  is presented in Figure 6.13. The lowest attraction strength, , 4.5F F  , 
already corresponds to the beginning of sphere adsorption (beginning of the upturn in Figure 
6.10 for 
, 1.150F T  ); here a second coordination shell is already well formed and is reflective 
of both moderate clustering on the rods and in the bulk. Until 
, 4.7F F  , only small gains in 
the coordination shells are observed. Around , 4.8F F   there is marked growth in the long 
ranged correlations which persist to of order the rod fiber length (500 Rd ); this corresponds to the 
vicinity of the avoided spinodal transition and the point of maximum adsorption. Further 
increasing ,F F  produces some negative (below ideal gas) correlations with minimal effect on 
the range of the correlations. The overlap of the development of negative (depletion) correlations 
with the onset of sphere desorption, shown in Figure 6.10, suggests a transition to patchy sphere 
on rod coverage as depicted in Figure 6.2C.  
  ,F Fh r  is inherently long ranged because it contains disorder induced blocking 
correlations which, not surprisingly, have a correlation range set by the length of the fiber. To 
probe the pure thermal fluctuation range proximate to the avoided spinodal we plot the total 
connected correlation function,  Ch r , (suitably normalized) in the main frame of Figure 6.14 
for 0.05F  . Upon approach to the avoided spinodal, the range of the correlation grows, 
reaching a maximum of 150 Rd , beyond which the structure is nearly ideal gas like. The 
maximum range of the thermal correlations is set by how weak the interfacial attraction strength 
is; the lower ,T F , the longer ranged the thermal correlations are at the avoided spinodal. Beyond 
the spinodal,  Ch r  acquires negative contributions but the overall correlations persist up to the 
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same range of 150 Rd . Again, the negative correlations are presumably a result of desorption 
and patchy rod coverage, as discussed for the  ,F Fh r  correlations in Figure 6.13.   
 As discussed in earlier sections, the PY closure produces an unphysical branch point 
before the spinodal in the 0.05F   case. This does not affect the qualitative behavior of 
anything, rather it just limits how close of an approach to the true spinodal is possible in our 
theory. For the denser 0.20F   case, shown in the inset of Figure 6.14, much longer ranged 
thermal correlations are realized because lower interfacial attractions are possible without 
crossing an intervening branch point. As in the lower density case, shown in the main frame of 
Figure 6.14, long range correlations develop with increasing fluid cohesion and saturate upon 
reaching the spinodal. Beyond the spinodal the correlation range stagnates and negative 
correlations start to develop. The overall range of the correlations at and beyond the avoided 
spinodal is ~ 450 Rd  (by visual inspection), which is much longer than seen in the 0.05F   case. 
In both the low and high density cases, it is as if the fluid is trying to phase separate, however, it 
is conflicted by the energetic drive to contact the rod surface. If the cohesive energy is increased 
through the spinodal point, the density fluctuations become overwhelming and essentially expel 
adsorbed particles from the template for enhanced aggregation in the bulk, possibly providing the 
negative longer ranged correlations consistent with Figure 6.2C. This expulsion seems to replace 
the role of fluid-gas phase separation in the template free system. It would be interesting to 
explore the underlying mechanism of the fluid expulsion from the template upon crossing the 
avoided spinodal.  
 To demonstrate the general validity of the avoided spinodal transition for various 
attraction ranges we show the compressibility and template coordination number as a function of 
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the interfacial attraction strength in Figure 6.15 for a longer attraction range, 2.0 Td  . All the 
general features discussed for the 0.5 Td   case are recovered. The key feature of all of the 
interfacial attraction strengths studied in Figure 6.15 is that they are all large enough (near, or 
greater than, , 0.3T F  ) to provide appreciable thermodynamic stability. The borderline value 
of , 0.3T F   is right near the bare ( , 0F F  ) adsorption crossover for the 2.0 Td   case in 
the inset of Figure 6.8. The requirement that ,T F  be at or above the bare adsorption transition is 
exactly what is found for the 0.5 Td   case. This lends support to the possibility of a critical 
,T F , below which phase separation could occur, and above which a frustrated 
thermodynamically stable state of enhance clustering would result. Unfortunately, testing this 
hypothesis is difficult numerically due to the long range correlations which diverge upon 
approaching the spinodal. Additional complications come from the presence of square root 
branch points at densities below the critical point. Perhaps some simplified version of our model 
can be treated analytically to confirm or refute this idea.  
Until this point we have outlined the remarkable behavior exhibited by our model 
spherical fluid. The results found here are general enough to qualitatively carry over to our 
model dicolloid fluid. However, small differences due to particle shape are present as shown in 
the main frame of Figure 6.16. The unique aspect of the dicolloid relative to its sphere cousin is 
the two site structure. This provides more adsorption power for a comparable interfacial 
attraction strength, ,F T , and a matched attraction range between sites. For example, in the main 
frame of Figure 6.16 the , 1.175F T   curve does not have a pronounced increase in ,T FZ  
towards a state of maximal adsorption since the template is essentially saturated to begin with; 
instead, crossing the frustrated spinodal leads to a strong desorption transition. For lower values 
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of 
,F T , the dicolloid behavior in Figure 6.16 is more similar to that of the spheres in Figure 
6.10; however, the two site structure still favors enhanced initial adsorption relative to the sphere 
case. The slight difference in the dicolloid behavior, as compared to the sphere behavior, is also 
demonstrated by the compressibility in the inset of Figure 6.16. Unlike the spheres, the enhanced 
dicolloid adsorption produces significantly different compressibilities before the avoided 
spinodal transition. Upon desorption the curves all asymptote to the same state which is unlike 
the sphere compressibilities shown in Figure 6.9. Particle shape provides another experimental 
parameter to control the way the quenched disordered template influences the fluid structure and 
thermodynamics. For brevity we do not explore the role of particle shape any further in this 
Chapter and reserve these studies for future publication.  
6.4.4. Enhanced Adsorption Transition 
As extensively elaborated upon in Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, two dramatic phenomena are 
predicted to occur in the hybrid fiber mesh plus colloid fluid model system: (i) there is a sharp 
interfacial attraction strength crossover to favorable adsorption conditions without fluid 
cohesion, (ii) for a strong enough fixed interfacial attraction strength there is an avoided spinodal 
transition located at a cohesive attraction strength that would drive the pure bulk fluid to phase 
separate. Both phenomena produce radical thermodynamic and microscopic structural changes 
which could be exploited to create a massively reconfigurable bulk material. For example, the 
large and sudden growth in colloid-colloid contacts upon crossing either the adsorption crossover 
or avoided phase separation could be utilized to generate a metal-insulator transition. At first 
glance the avoided spinodal appears to be the better candidate for such an application as it 
generates much stronger fluid-fluid contact formation relative to that of non-cohesive adsorption 
(as previously discussed). However, as we demonstrate in this Section, the adsorption transition 
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can be greatly enhanced over the non-cohesive system discussed in Section 6.4.2, thereby 
providing a useful complementary avenue to avoided phase separation for achieving a 
reconfigurable metal-insulator transition. 
Adsorption in the purely athermal fluid is rather modest in terms of how large in 
magnitude the near contact region of  ,F Fg r  grows with ,T F  (see Figure 6.7). The adsorption 
crossover can be greatly enhanced by employing fluid-fluid cohesive attraction strengths close 
to, but below, the spinodal boundary. This is a judicious choice since the avoided spinodal 
cohesion strength corresponds to a state of maximal adsorption, as demonstrated in Figure 6.10. 
Four examples of such a system are studied in Figure 6.17 for the dilute fluid case ( 0.05F  ). 
There is a wide plateau regime between , 0T F   and , 1.2T F   whereby increasing ,T F  
leads to negligible compressibility variation. However, right near , 1.2T F  , the 
compressibility grows rather abruptly for the , 4.75F F   case and is followed by a precipitous 
drop to a highly incompressible state. The non-monotonicity near , 1.2T F   is very sharp and, 
on the scale of the plot, appears as a cusp or third order phase transition (discontinuous third 
derivative of the free energy); the curve is continuous though and only appears as a cusp. We 
postulate that the point of maximum compressibility, shown in Figure 6.17, is a state of matched 
competition between interfacial and cohesive attractions characterized by a maximal birfurcation 
of particles into adsorbed and pore-clustered states; this point and the steep descent in thK  
signifies a crossover to favorable adsorption conditions, analogous to that shown in Figure 6.3. 
Enhanced adsorption is also suggested by the strong growth in the blocking function fluctuations, 
dK , in Figure 6.17 which is much more dramatic than that of the athermal fluids presented in 
Figure 6.5. 
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The massive decrease in thK  and concomitant increase in dK , shown in Figure 6.17, is 
suggestive of a greatly enhanced adsorption process. Confirmation of this is provided by both 
,F FZ  and ,T FZ  as plotted in Figure 6.18. For the , 4.75F F   and , 4.50F F   cases, a 
remarkably sharp increase in fluid-fluid contacts is predicted to occur upon crossing 
, 1.16T F 
. From examining 
,T FZ  in the inset of Figure 6.18 it is evident that the abrupt fluid-fluid contact 
transition is directly correlated with a well-defined adsorption transition. This is intuitive since 
strong adsorption forces fluid particles into close contact. Based on these results we suggest the 
state of large 
,F FZ  in Figure 6.18 is qualitatively similar to the 2 dimensional cartoon shown in 
Figure 6.2D which emphasizes very dense fluid packing around the template due to cohesive 
attractions, as well as the possibility for some multi-layering. This sharp transition from a state of 
weak-to-mild clustering in the bulk (low 
,F FZ  regime in Figure 6.18) to a state of strong 
template multilayer adsorption (high ,F FZ  regime in Figure 6.18) would be a useful material 
property to exploit in conductive colloidal suspensions. For example, through a small 
perturbation in the interfacial attraction the material could be taken from very resistive to highly 
conductive. The key feature is that this massive change is predicted to occur over a remarkably 
small window of 0.1 Bk T  change in the interfacial attraction strength. In Chapter 7 we present 
conductivity predictions for both the avoided spinodal transition and the enhanced adsorption 
transition.  
6.4.5. Increasing Fluid Density: Attractions vs. Packing Frustration 
To demonstrate the highly non-trivial purely athermal packing effects that the template 
has on the fluid, this Section first returns to a fluid without cohesive attractions. Intuitively, 
adding fluid particles to the template-fluid system at fixed finite interfacial attraction strength 
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should monotonically increase adsorption. This is not what is predicted, as Figure 6.19 
demonstrates; 
,T FZ  is highly non-monotonic with a maximum that translates to higher packing 
fractions with increasing interfacial attraction strength. We believe this non-monotonicity 
signifies a crossover from trivial density enhanced template-fluid adsorption (increasing the 
density lowers the entropy gain to remain in the bulk or identically enhances contact with the 
template) to a regime where the density is large enough that a strongly adsorbed fluid layer 
around the template will conflict with the available packing arrangements of the bulk fluid. The 
adsorbed layer can be thought of as a different fluid from that of the bulk; thermodynamically it 
is driven to pack in a manner that maximizes compatibility with the fibers. On the other hand, the 
bulk fluid desires to pack in a manner that is probably similar to the bulk fluid without the 
quench disorder template. As a result, there is an interfacial entropy penalty due to a 
configurational mismatch between the bulk and adsorbed fluid. If the density is low enough this 
penalty will not outweigh the energetic gain from enhancing fluid-template contacts; however, at 
a high enough density, packing effects will win out. Hence, the shift of the crossover (maximum) 
to higher densities with increasing interfacial attraction is consistent with intuition. We note that 
this interfacial packing effect is what generates the variable arrangement of the ,T FZ  curves in 
the inset of Figure 6.4. Unlike the template-fluid coordination number, the fluid-fluid analog 
shown in the inset of Figure 6.19 is trivial; it monotonically increases with fluid density, a 
necessary outcome of increasing the packing fraction of an athermal fluid. One test of our 
rationalization for the non-monotonicity in ,T FZ  can be carried out by changing the pore size; if 
our hypothesis is correct, higher densities will be needed to cause desorption for larger pores 
since there will be less of a total entropic mismatch. We reserve this test for future publication. 
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To better understand what gives rise to the 
,T FZ  and ,F FZ  behavior it is useful to examine 
the contact radial distribution function values, 
,T Fg  and ,F Fg , as shown in Figure 6.20. Unlike 
,T FZ , the theory predicts that ,T Fg  is a strongly monotonically decreasing function of the fluid 
packing fraction. There is a subtle intermediate density plateau-like region, which is more 
obvious at larger interfacial attraction strength. The monotonic decrease along this plateau is 
presumably a result of the stoichiometric dilution of the adsorbed fluid particle fraction. The 
crossover from this weak plateau to a more rapid decline in ,T Fg  at larger densities is what gives 
rise to the non-monotonicity in ,T FZ . In fact, simply multiplying ,T Fg  by the fluid density, F , 
is enough to recover the non-monotonic behavior of 
,T FZ . The crossover to a more rapid falloff 
in 
,T Fg  which outweighs the increasing density factor, F , signifies the onset of important 
adsorbed-bulk interfacial packing frustration.  
There is also a signature of the crossover to dominant interfacial packing frustration in 
,F Fg , as shown in the inset of Figure 6.20. At low density ,F Fg  is large and dominated by 
strongly adsorbed fluid particles on the fibers. In this regime the fluid-fluid radial distribution 
function,  ,F Fg r , displays an odd, split first coordination shell as shown in Figure 6.7. 
Increasing the fluid density reduces the fraction of adsorbed particles thereby decreasing the near 
contact regime of the split first coordination shell in  ,F Fg r . At large enough density the local 
structure induced by the tight bulk fluid packing wins, and  ,F Fg r  crosses over to a more 
traditionally shaped hard sphere radial distribution function corresponding with the ,F Fg  upturn 
in the inset of Figure 6.20. This lends support to the suggestion that past a certain fluid density 
the bulk fluid packing dominates the thermodynamically favored organization of the adsorbed 
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particles. Past this crossover, loosening the adsorbed layer (seen as a decrease in 
,T FZ ) is desired 
to allow for less structural mismatch between the bulk and the adsorbed particles. These results 
suggest that nontrivial athermal packing effects of a frozen template could potentially be utilized 
to radically alter colloidal assembly in addition to exploiting the interfacial and cohesive 
energies. We leave this as a potentially fruitful study for future theoretical and experimental 
research. 
6.5. Conclusions 
 We have applied the replicated Reference Interaction Site Model (RISM) theory to a 
model system comprised of a quench disordered fiber template and a spherical colloid fluid. The 
simple dicolloid has also been studied and very similar behavior found. Many dramatic 
predictions emerge suggesting that a quench disordered template may provide a very promising 
route to either fine tune or radically alter bulk thermodynamic and local packing properties. For 
example, by tuning the fluid-template interfacial energy a sharp crossover to favorable 
adsorption conditions is predicted. Beyond the adsorption crossover ,T F , both a strong decrease 
in the compressibility (thermal fluctuations) and growth in disorder induced fluctuations is found 
with further augmentation of ,T F . The large thermodynamic consequences are a direct result of 
the very large local packing and structural changes of the fluid. Adsorption leads to strong 
growth in the number of adhered fluid particles around the rod fiber template. This produces 
radical changes in the fluid-fluid structural correlations which, at low packing 0.05F  , 
transitions from nearly ideal gas like to something with marked local and long ranged structure.  
Besides electrical properties, mechanical properties are expected to undergo large 
variation upon strong adsorption. In our theory, the rod template is perfectly rigid with respect to 
any microscopic forces; however, the realm of macroscopic external applied stresses is a 
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potentially fruitful avenue to explore. Densely coating the template with fluid particles could 
significantly alter the rigidity of the material by making the template less flexible to deformation. 
It is not hard to imagine an energetic penalty for “squeezing” the fluid off the template; this is 
similar in spirit to the decreased thermodynamic compressibility, however, the template density 
and structural correlations are not preserved. Such possibilities warrant theoretical, experimental 
and simulation studies.  
 The second novel feature predicted in our model template-fluid system is the enhanced 
adsorption with augmented fluid cohesive energy. Surprisingly, a pronounced state of maximum 
adsorption is found and coincides exactly with the pure, non-templated, fluid spinodal cohesion. 
This point is characterized by strong local and long ranged fluid-fluid correlations. The disorder 
induced correlations persist up to the rod fiber length and the purely thermal fluctuations up to a 
range governed by how strong the interfacial attraction is. It appears that the fluid-template 
cohesive energy “tames” the density fluctuations. By further increasing the interfacial attraction 
beyond the avoided spinodal the large density fluctuations drive some adsorbed colloids back 
into the bulk. The net effect is to replace the macrophase separated regime with a 
thermodynamically stable state of greatly enhance clustering as depicted in Figure 6.2C. By 
careful adjustment of the interfacial and fluid cohesive energy, properties like the electrical 
conductivity and rigidity could be induced to drastically change in response to a small 
perturbation. In Chapter 7 we demonstrate how the enhanced thermodynamically stable 
clustering can generate a sharp metal-insulator transition. 
We have also shown that a judicious choice of the cohesive energy can yield a massively 
reconfigurable material by greatly enhancing fluid-on-fiber adsorption. By setting the cohesive 
attraction near (but below) the spinodal point of the pure fluid, the system could be, nearly 
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discontinuously, taken from a state of very weak to very strong fluid-fluid structural correlations 
as a result of dense multi-layering  along the rods. In Chapter 7 we test the aptitude of the strong 
adsorption phenomena to generate a sharp conductivity transition and we find this approach 
serves as a unique complementary route to the avoided spinodal for generating a sharp metal-
insulator transition. 
Another interesting avenue, only briefly discussed, is the role of packing frustration 
induced on the fluid by the template. It was predicted that densification of the fluid at a fixed 
interfacial attraction strength and template density does not lead to monotonic adsorption. There 
is a well-defined density, past which desorption from the template occurs. This is a seemingly 
counterintuitive result but likely stems from an effective interfacial entropy cost between the 
adsorbed fluid and the bulk. The adsorbed fluid is driven to order in manner that maximizes 
energetic interactions with the fibers while the bulk is not. From this an entropy penalty for 
mismatching configurations at the interface must be encountered and at high densities this cost 
will dominate over the energetics of adsorption. These unique packing frustration effects warrant 
further investigation and could provide another avenue to create reconfigurable particle 
assemblies. 
 Finally, one topic not discussed is the possibility of forming non-equilibrium glass or gel 
states. In fact, at the large attractions studied here many of the state points would probably 
possess slow glassy dynamics. This is another interesting avenue to pursue and would require the 
extension of currently available theoretical methods to systems with quenched disorder. 
Understanding the slow dynamics is very important for engineering materials that must undergo 
large changes through small experimental perturbations in a rapidly reconfigurable fashion.  
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6.7. Figures 
  
Figure 6.1. Two dimensional depiction of the hybrid colloid-fiber mesh model system. The 
relative drawn sizes are very close to the true site diameter ratios employed in the numerical 
calculations. 
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Figure 6.2. Simplified two dimensional representations of the three major states of particle 
organization predicted by the replica integral equation approach. The cartoons are meant to 
portray the primary model studied in this text: a moderately dilute fluid suspension with a very 
dilute rod fiber template. 
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Figure 6.3. Change in the dimensionless isothermal compressibility with increasing template 
fluid attractions at different fluid volume fractions. The curves, from top to bottom, correspond 
to 0.05F   (blue), 0.10  (orange), 0.15 (magenta) and 0.20  (green) respectively. Only colloids 
are shown but the behavior is nearly identical for the dicolloid fluid. The sudden decrease in the 
compressibility and the difference between the PY and MS blocking function closures denote the 
adsorption crossover. 
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Figure 6.4. Main: growth of the template-fluid radial distribution function contact value with 
increasing interfacial attraction. The curves in increasing order (green, magenta, orange and 
blue) on the right side correspond to 0.20F  , 0.15 , 0.10  and 0.05  respectively. Only 
spherical colloids are shown but identical behavior is observed for dicolloids. Inset: Change in 
the fluid coordination number around a template site with increasing interfacial attractions at 
different fluid volume fractions. The curves in the right most region of the plot are ordered from 
top to bottom in decreasing volume fraction order (same volume fractions as main frame). 
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Figure 6.5. Main: change of the dimensionless disorder induced density fluctuations with 
increasing interfacial attraction at different fluid volume fractions. The curves in increasing order 
(green, magenta, orange and blue) on the right side correspond to 0.20F  , 0.15 , 0.10  and 
0.05  respectively. At , 1.2T F   there is a sudden increase in the disorder induced fluctuations 
which corresponds to the adsorption crossover. The behavior is nearly identical for dicolloid 
particles. Inset: zoomed in view of the non-monotonic behavior of the disorder induced 
fluctuations before the adsorption crossover. On the left most side in increasing order of the 
curves 0.20F  , 0.05 , 0.15  and 0.10 . Within the MS blocking function closure the minimum 
is not exactly zero but is very small. The PY approximation does yield an exact zero at the 
minimum because of the structure of the closure and the replicated RISM equations. 
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Figure 6.6. Change in the fluid-template radial distribution function upon crossing the 
adsorption crossover as demonstrated in Figures 6.3-6.5. The curves from bottom to top, near 
contact and at the second coordination shell maximum, correspond to , 1.0T F   (yellow), 1.1 
(red), 1.2  (green), 1.3  (magenta), 1.4  (orange) and 1.5  (blue). 
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Figure 6.7. Main: change in the fluid-fluid radial distribution function upon crossing the 
adsorption crossover demonstrated in Figures 6.3-6.5. The curves from bottom to top, near 
contact and at the second coordination shell maximum, correspond to , 1.0T F   (yellow), 1.1 
(red), 1.2  (green), 1.3  (magenta), 1.4  (orange) and 1.5  (blue). Inset: analogous changes to the 
blocking radial distribution function and the same ordering as in the main frame apply near 0r   
and the blocking second coordination shell. 
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Figure 6.8. Variation of the adsorption crossover location and sharpness as a function of both the 
attraction range (inset) and the fiber loading density / pores size (main). Main: From bottom to 
top the curves correspond to 0.00016T   (teal), 0.00008  (yellow), 0.00004  (red), 0.00002  
(green), 0.00001  (magenta), 0.000005  (orange) and 0.0000025  (blue) respectively. These 
packing fractions correspond to mean pore radii of / 28.10P Tr d  , 39.95 , 56.71, 80.40 , 
113.91, 161.30  and 228.32  respectively. Inset: From left to right the curves correspond to 
8.00 Td   (blue), 4.00 Td   (orange), 2.00 Td   (magenta), 1.00 Td   (green), 0.50 Td   
(red) and 0.25 Td   (yellow) respectively. 
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Figure 6.9. Main: dependence of long wavelength thermal density fluctuations on the fluid 
cohesive attraction strength. Solid curves are at the standard model template density 
0.00001T   and dashed curves are for 0.00008T   to model smaller pores (see Figure 6.8 
caption). From bottom to top on the right most side the solid and dashed curves correspond to 
, 1.200T F   (green), 1.175  (magenta), 1.150  (orange) and 1.100  (blue) respectively. The 
sharp crossover region is an avoided spinodal transition where phase separation would occur if 
the interfacial attraction strength was weak enoughenough. The , 1.100T F   (uppermost) curve 
in the main frame could not be continued indefinitely because of an intervening square root 
branch point as opposed to a real spinodal.  Inset: The same as in the main frame except at a 
higher density where the , 1.100T F   (uppermost) curve does not hit a square root branch 
point. 
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Figure 6.10. Main: low density variation of the fluid-template adsorption coordination number 
with increasing fluid cohesive attraction strength. From top to bottom the curves correspond to 
, 1.200T F   (green), 1.175  (magenta), 1.150  (orange) and 1.100  (blue) respectively. The 
point of maximum adsorption coincides with the apparent avoided spinodal transition as shown 
in Figure 6.9. Inset: Same as in the main frame except for the higher density case where the 
, 1.100T F   (bottom most) curve does not have an artificial square root branch point that 
interferes. 
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Figure 6.11. Main: Behavior of the fluid-fluid coordination number with increasing cohesive 
attraction strength for various fixed interfacial attraction strengths. From left to right between 
, 4 5F F    the curves correspond to , 1.200T F   (green), 1.175  (magenta), 1.150  (orange) 
and 1.100  (blue) respectively. Inset: the same as in the main frame except at a higher fluid 
loading. The curves overlap very well and are practically indistinguishable. 
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Figure 6.12. Main: Changes in the template-fluid structural correlations upon increasing the 
fluid cohesive energy at fixed interfacial attraction strength. Arrows indicate the non-monotonic 
order of increasing attraction strength. The bottom three curves in increasing vertical order 
correspond to , 2.0F F   (yellow), 3.0  (red) and 4.0  (green) respectively. The top three curves 
in decreasing vertical order correspond to , 5.0F F   (magenta), 6.0  (orange) and 7.0  (blue) 
respectively. Inset: Changes in the fluid-fluid structural correlations upon increasing the fluid 
cohesive energy at fixed interfacial attraction strength. In order of a growing second coordination 
shell the curves correspond to , 2.0F F   (yellow), 3.0  (red), 4.0  (green), 5.0  (magenta), 6.0  
(orange) and 7.0  (blue) respectively. 
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Figure 6.13. Growth of long range combined thermal and disorder induced spatially resolved 
density fluctuation correlations upon approaching and continuing past the avoided spinodal 
transition. The curves are vertically shifted by two units for clarity. From bottom to top the 
curves correspond to , 4.5F F   (yellow), 4.7  (red), 4.9  (green), 5.2  (magenta), 5.6  (orange) 
and 6.0  (blue) respectively.  The correlations saturate at a range of order the rod length. 
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Figure 6.14. Main: growth of the spatially resolved long range, purely thermal, correlations upon 
approaching and continuing past the avoided spinodal transition. The curves are vertically shifted 
by two units for clarity. From bottom to top the curves correspond to , 4.5F F   (yellow), 4.7  
(red), 4.9  (green), 5.2  (magenta), 5.6  (orange) and 6.0  (blue) respectively. The structural 
correlations saturate at a nontrivial length scale that is largely controlled by ,T F . Inset: same as 
for the main frame except for a denser system and the curves, from bottom to top, correspond to 
, 4.4F F   (yellow), 4.6  (red), 4.8  (green), 5.1 (magenta), 5.5  (orange) and 5.9  (blue) 
respectively. The higher density allows a lower ,T F  since a square root branch point does not 
intervene; as a result, the correlations are much longer ranged.  
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Figure 6.15. Main: Dimensionless isothermal compressibility behavior across the avoided 
spinodal transition for a system with longer ranged attractions. From bottom to top on the right 
most side the curves correspond to , 0.32T F   (red), 0.30  (green), 0.28  (teal), 0.27  (orange) 
and 0  (blue) respectively. Inset: analogous behavior for ,T FZ  where the curves are stacked in 
reverse horizontal order from the main frame. 
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Figure 6.16. Main: behavior of the dicolloid fluid site coordination number around a rod site 
with increasing fluid cohesive attraction strength. From top to bottom the curves correspond to 
, 1.175T F   (green), 1.150  (magenta), 1.100  (orange) and 1.060  (blue) respectively. Inset: 
dicolloid fluid dimensionless isothermal compressibility as a function of the fluid cohesive 
attraction strength. The curves are in the opposite order (near the avoided spinodal peak) in ,T F  
with respect to the main frame. 
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Figure 6.17. Main: Dimensionless isothermal compressibility as a function of the interfacial 
attraction strength at various fixed cohesive attraction energies. From bottom to top the curves 
correspond to , 0F F   (dashed red), 3.00  (green), 4.00  (magenta), 4.50  (orange) and 4.75  
(blue) respectively. Inset: disorder induced fluctuation analog of the main frame and the curves 
follow the same ordering from bottom to top. 
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Figure 6.18. Main: fluid-fluid coordination number as a function of the interfacial energy 
parameter for various fixed cohesive attraction strengths. From bottom to top the curves 
correspond to , 0F F   (dashed red), 3.00  (green), 4.00  (magenta), 4.50  (orange) and 4.75  
(blue) respectively. Inset: Template fluid coordination number where curves follow the same 
vertical ordering as in the main frame. 
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Figure 6.19. Demonstration of the non-trivial packing effects induced by the porous fiber 
template on the fluid medium. Packing effects are characterized by the template-fluid and fluid-
fluid coordination numbers. From bottom to top, in both the main frame and inset, the curves 
correspond to , 1.1T F   (blue), 1.2  (orange), 1.25  (magenta), 1.3  (green), 1.35  (red) and 1.4  
(yellow), respectively. 
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Figure 6.20. Same as Figure 6.19 except packing effects are characterized by the template-fluid 
and fluid-fluid radial distribution function contact values. From bottom to top, in both the main 
frame and inset, the curves correspond to , 1.1T F   (blue), 1.2  (orange), 1.25  (magenta), 1.3  
(green), 1.35  (red) and 1.4  (yellow) respectively. 
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Chapter 7. Directing Colloidal Assembly and a Metal-Insulator Transition Using a 
Quench-Disordered Porous Rod Template 
7.1. Introduction 
In Chapter 6 we demonstrated how to reconfigure an assembly of simple spherical 
colloidal particles within a mechanically stable, porous, rod fiber template. Two routes to induce 
strong colloid-colloid contact formation within a dilute colloid suspension were predicted. (1) 
Strong interfacial (template-colloid) driven adsorption in concert with a judiciously chosen inter-
colloid cohesive attraction strength can simultaneously induce both dense colloid packing on the 
network and inter-rod particle bridge formation. (2) Template-induced frustration of bulk 
macrophase separation can result in thermodynamically stable, cohesive attraction driven, inter-
connected percolated aggregates of greatly enhanced clustering and conductivity that are 
inaccessible to the pure fluid. In this Chapter, we theoretically demonstrate how both routes to 
high colloid connectivity also serve as avenues to reversibly switch between metallic and 
insulating equilibrium states. 
Section 7.2 briefly reviews the principle model system studied in Chapter 6 which also 
serves as the basis for this Chapter. Section 7.3 provides a brief review of the theory and the 
structural definitions established in Chapter 6 along with the Effective Medium Approximation 
(EMA) electrical conductivity theory we employ to study the metal-insulator transitions. Section 
7.4 provides both a short review of the thermodynamic consequences that arise from adsorption 
and avoided macrophase separation and a discussion of the new electrical conductivity 
predictions along with how they relate to pair structural correlations. Section 7.5 summarizes the 
salient points of Section 7.4, discusses the generality of our predictions, and discusses possible 
future extensions of our work.  
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7.2. Model System 
We consider a colloidal fluid (F) of spheres (implicit solvent) immersed in a model 
quenched template (T) of percolated high aspect ratio rigid rods. The minimal description of this 
system involves 4 structural length scales (rod length, L , rod diameter, Td , mean network pore 
radius, Pr , and colloid diameter, Fd ), colloidal fluid packing fraction ( F ), and the contact 
cohesive ( ,F F ) and interfacial  ( ,T F ) attraction energies and their corresponding (matched for 
simplicity) spatial ranges, , ,T F F F    . For reasons elaborated upon in Chapter 6, we are 
interested in the low concentration, long rod network regime where 2 p F TL r d d     . 
Our conclusions described below are robust to specific parameters changes in this broad regime. 
The baseline system employs a rod composed of 500Tn   hard core, tangent, linearly bonded 
sites of unit diameter ( 1Td  ). Each template realization is a pure rod fluid equilibrium 
configuration at a low packing fraction, 0.00001T  , corresponding to a mean pore radius of 
113.912P Tr d
1
. Colloids are large compared to the rod thickness but small compared to the 
pore diameter, 20F Td d , and dilute, 0.05F  . The site-site cohesive and interfacial potentials 
consist of a hard core repulsion plus an exponential attraction:  ,F Fv r   ,; , ,att F F Fv r d  , and 
 ,T Fv r    ,; , / 2,att T F T Fv r d d  , respectively, where beyond contact  ; , ,attv r      
 exp /r       with / 2Td  .  
7.3. Theoretical Methods 
7.3.1 Replicated Liquid State Integral Equation Theory 
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As extensively discussed in Chapter 6 and Appendix D, we employ the replicated 
Reference Interaction Site Model (RISM)
2-7
 integral equation theory for our macromolecular 
fiber template  
, , , ,T T T T T T T T T T T Th C C h     ,      (7.1a)  
, , , , , , , ,T F T T F T T T T T F T T F F F F T T F F F Fh C C h C h C h          ,  (7.1b)
, , , , , , , ,F F F F F T T T F F F F F F F F F F Fh C C h C h C h      ,    (7.1c)  
, , , , , , , , , ,2F F F F F T T T F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F Fh C C h C h C h C h        ,  (7.1d)  
where    , , ,FTh h k h r           and subscripts are species labels, FT denotes Fourier 
transform,    , , 1g r h r      is the thermal and quenched disordered averaged
2-7
 site-site 
radial distribution function (SSRDF),    , , ,FTC C k C r           with  ,C r   the RISM site-
site direct correlation function
20
,   is the total site density of species   and  T T k   is the 
rod intramolecular structure factor (see Chapter 6). The so-called blocking function,  ,F Fg r , is 
unique to quench-disordered systems and corresponds to a SSRDF between non-interacting fluid 
clones
2-7
. The Percus-Yevick (PY) closure is adopted for    , ,T T T Th r C r , 
   , ,T F T Fh r C r , and    , ,F F F Fh r C r  correlations
2
. The Martinov-Sarkisov (MS) 
approximation
6,8
 is used for the blocking correlations: 
     , , ,1 exp 1 2 2 1F F F F F Fh r h r C r       
,   (7.2)  
since it effectively interpolates between the PY and hypernetted chain (HNC) alternatives which 
either discard  ,F FC r  or often strongly over predict  ,F Fh r , respectively
4
. We utilize the 
SUNDIALS KINSOL library to solve Equations 7.1 with the closures
9
. 
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7.3.2 Local and Long Ranged Structure 
In quenched-annealed systems both thermal and disorder induced correlations exist. The 
former determines the constant template density dimensionless isothermal compressibility
3
 
    2 , ,
0
1 4th B F T F F F F FK k T drr g r g r  

    ,  (7.3) 
which quantifies the amplitude of long wavelength fluid density fluctuations and diverges at a 
spinodal. Local structure is essential for percolation and conductivity, and we characterize it by 
the number of colloid sites within the attraction range around either a template site, T  , or 
another colloidal fluid site, F  , 
 
,
2
, ,
0
4
FD
F F FZ drr g r

   ,     (7.4) 
where  , / 2T F T FD d d     and ,F F FD d   . 
7.3.3 Effective Medium Electrical Conductivity Theory 
To compute the electrical conductivity, an accurate effective medium approximation 
(EMA) is employed which places a single electron tunneling conductance between all fluid 
particle pairs
10
 
   0 exp 2 /FG r G r d      ,    (7.5) 
where r  is the inter-particle separation, 0G  is the contact conductance, and   is the extremely 
short tunneling range (~nm) set to   . Equation 7.5 neglects the “electronic structure” of the 
particles. Overall, the particles are treated as large metallic islands in which electrons diffuse 
freely within and tunnel between. With Equation 7.5, a full resistor network made up of particle 
nodes can be formally constructed and, in a simulation, fully solved via numerical decimation
10
. 
Full numerical solution has been shown to be in excellent agreement with a simpler EMA 
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approach (adopted here) derived from a truncated resistor network Laplacian node pair 
expansion
10
. The resulting self-consistent equation is
10
 
 
   
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,
*
0 0
4
2
/ exp 2 / 1
F F F
F
r g r
dr
G G r d
 

    
 ,   (7.6) 
where *G  is the average 2-point network conductance, a useful surrogate for bulk conductivity. 
The adopted EMA approach is limited to spherical particles in its current formulation. It seems to 
perform best when the percolation threshold of the constituent particles is roughly equivalent to 
the condition of having two nearest neighbors (mean field like percolation criterion); fortunately 
for spheres, this is a very reasonable approximation
10
. For more complex particles with patchy 
interactions, highly organized local structural motifs (like Janus particle micelles) can form 
which thwart the mean field equivalency of the percolation threshold with the condition of two 
nearest neighbors. 
7.4. Results and Discussion 
7.4.1. Thermodynamic Signatures of Adsorption and Avoided Macrophase Separation 
We first consider interfacial attraction driven fluid-on-template adsorption as a 
mechanism to trigger an abrupt structural/conductivity transition. Figure 7.1A demonstrates the 
striking variation of thK  with ,T F  at four values of ,F F  below the spinodal demixing value of 
the bulk colloidal fluid (no template) at , 5F F  . The wide range in ,T F  where the fluid is 
insensitive to the template is abruptly terminated by a cusp-like maximum that grows in 
amplitude with ,F F  and/or a precipitous drop associated with onset of a highly incompressible 
state starting at , 1.18 1.21T F   . The latter signals a crossover to thermodynamically 
favorable adsorption conditions and the formation of an enriched, less compressible layer of 
particles adsorbed on, or in the vicinity of, the template. The thickness, or the degree of multi-
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layering, of adsorbed colloids, and their propensity for interparticle contacts, grows with ,F F ; 
for the control case of , 0F F   only monolayer adsorption is possible. We interpret the cusp-like 
maximum to indicate a state of enhanced fluid density fluctuations associated with a maximal 
bifurcation of colloids into two populations corresponding to adsorbed on the rods and non-
adsorbed in the pores. While not shown for clarity, the sharpness of the adsorption crossover can 
be tuned via the rod density (pore size); the larger the density, the softer the crossover transition, 
a natural consequence of obfuscating the distinction between bulk and adsorbed states. 
The second structural reconfiguration mechanism we consider utilizes the inter-colloid 
cohesive attraction. Without the template, increasing fluid cohesion induces a strong monotonic 
growth of thK  and ultimately a divergence at the spinodal ( , 5F F  ) as seen by the , 0T F   
case in Figure 7.1B. In the presence of an attractive template, this growth of thK  can be (i) 
strongly slowed down, (ii) effectively driven to a plateau value, or (iii) decrease just beyond the 
spinodal, depending on the interfacial attraction strength and template density (pore size). In all 
cases, the , 5F F   regime is a state of thermodynamically stable, avoided spinodal-driven, 
enhanced clustering that is inaccessible to the pure fluid. Consistent with intuition, Figure 7.1B 
also demonstrates the enhanced efficacy of the template at frustrating macrophase separation as 
either interfacial attraction or network density is increased
11
.  
7.4.2. Adsorption: Structure and Electrical Conductivity 
Figures 7.2A and 7.2B present the structural transformations responsible for the 
thermodynamic cusp at , 1.18 1.21T F    (adsorption crossover) and/or the steep 
compressibility reduction at high enough ,F F  seen in Figure 7.1A. Upon approaching the 
adsorption crossover from below ( , 1.10T F  , 1.14 ), the pair correlation functions  ,T Fg r  
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and  ,F Fg r  exhibit distinctive features. Monolayer adsorption is suggested by the notable first 
and much weaker higher order coordination shells in  ,T Fg r , while the short range or local 
nature of colloid clustering is indicated by the lack of higher order features beyond the trimer 
correlations in  ,F Fg r . Far greater particle clustering is observed for the , 1.16T F   and 1.20  
cases in Figures 7.2A and 7.2B which emerge due to very small ( Bk T  ) increases of 
interfacial attraction as the cusp in Figure 7.1A is traversed. Note that  ,T Fg r  suddenly 
develops a longer range positive tail indicating diffuse multilayer adsorption on the rods, while 
 ,F Fg r  develops higher order coordination shells due to particle enrichment proximate to the 
template.  
To better quantify the near contact structural evolution, the coordination numbers ,T FZ  
and ,F FZ  are plotted in Figures 7.2C and 7.2D. The ,T FZ  results show that upon traversing the 
adsorption crossover a regime emerges where a small increase of ,T F  triggers massive colloidal 
adsorption on the template, which in turn drives the sudden growth in ,F FZ  shown in Figure 
7.2D. Before the crossover, the magnitude of ,F FZ  indicates weak to mild clustering in the bulk 
pores that is essentially insensitive to ,T F . At the crossover, the intense initial adsorption 
(quantified by ,T FZ ) triggers the formation of an enriched colloidal layer surrounding the 
template, as manifested by the abrupt upturn in ,F FZ  which becomes more dramatic as ,F F  
grows. This enthalpy-driven enhancement of ,F FZ  indicates a crowded adsorbed colloidal 
multilayer structure (upper cartoons in Figure 7.2E), in qualitative contrast to the entropic drive 
to spread along the rods upon adsorption as found when there is little or no cohesion (lower 
cartoons in Figure 7.2E).  
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The above abrupt structural reconfiguration generates a sharp switch between insulating 
and metallic states as shown in Figure 7.2E. At low ,T F  and fixed , 5F F  , only weak to mild 
clustering in the bulk is realized, and given the low colloid packing fraction the resistance is very 
high. Beyond , 1.18 1.21T F    a state of intense template adsorption emerges which drives 
local particle densification and tight contact formation, thereby establishing facile low resistance 
tunneling pathways for electron transport. By crossing the metal-insulator transition in Figure 
7.2E via a Bk T  change in the interfacial attraction, a greater than  20  orders or magnitude 
increase of conductivity can be achieved. Ideally, experimental attempts to realize this 
reconfiguration mechanism and maximize the conductivity change should employ a cohesive 
attraction below, but as close as possible, to the bulk spinodal value. The adsorption crossover 
and metal-insulator transition can be made sharper by decreasing the rod network density (larger 
pores) thereby providing another tool to tailor the transition (not shown). 
7.4.3. Avoided Macrophase Separation: Structure and Electrical Conductivity 
 The above adsorption-driven clustering mechanism is a promising route to realize 
massively reconfigurable conductive assemblies. However, the second approach (Figure 7.1B) 
based on an avoided spinodal transition appears equally, if not more, promising due to its greater 
clustering and tighter contacts. Figures 7.3A and 7.3B show highly non-trivial structural 
transformations occur upon approaching the bulk spinodal attraction strength from below, 
, 5F F  . Both  ,T Fg r  and  ,F Fg r  indicate the onset of colloid clustering via the 
development of a crisp second coordination shell and longer range tail. At and above , 5F F  , 
a rapid growth of  ,F Fg r  on local scales continues in addition to the emergence of new higher 
(beyond second) order coordination shells. In qualitative contrast,  ,T Fg r  decreases above 
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, 5F F  , although the higher order correlation shells still emerge in the long range tail. These 
structural changes collectively suggest a transition to a state of both significant adsorption on the 
network and inter-pore clustering with “bridging connections” between the rod-templated 
particles, as depicted by the cartoons in Figure 7.3E. 
Avoided spinodal induced clustering is best contrasted to its alternative adsorption-driven 
based mechanism by the local structural measures ,T FZ  and ,F FZ  as plotted in Figures 7.3C and 
7.3D. Unlike in the adsorption scenario, ,T FZ  is highly non-monotonic with a maximally 
adsorbed state at the avoided spinodal. Initial adsorption occurs because clustering on the 
template provides not only cohesion, but an additional interfacial attraction via tight packing of 
colloids along the rods per the discussion of Figure 7.2D. Beyond the avoided spinodal, the 
strong, long range density fluctuations and greater clustering attainable in the bulk drive some 
adsorbed colloids back into the pores. As depicted by the top cartoons in Figure 7.3E, the net 
effect is to establish a regime of highly inter-connected, 3-dimensional clustering, an inference 
supported by the marked growth in ,F FZ  beyond , 5F F  , which becomes more dramatic the 
weaker the interfacial attraction. However, if ,T F  is too low then undesirable macrophase 
separation occurs (not shown).  
Our proposed avoided spinodal route to enhanced clustering yields profound increases of 
the conductivity as demonstrated in Figure 7.3E. Well below , 5F F  , resistance is very high. 
With only a small , 1F F   change, however, a sharp structural reorganization occurs which 
connects thermodynamically stable equilibrium metal and insulating states with conductivities 
differing by 20  orders of magnitude.  The conductivity transition is tunable, and becomes 
more abrupt by employing a weaker ,T F  to improve dispersion in the insulating regime, and 
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simultaneously augmenting clustering in the metallic counterpart. Decreasing the rod density 
also exaggerates the amplitude and sharpness of the metal-insulator transition by destabilizing 
the fluid against macrophase separation
12
. Experimental attempts to achieve a nearly 
discontinuous metal-insulator transition should strive to minimize phase separation frustration. 
7.5. Summary and Concluding Remarks 
 In summary, we have theoretically discovered two distinct and robust new approaches for 
the creation of massively reconfigurable electrically conductive, but physically dilute and 
mechanically stable, colloidal assemblies based on a large mesh, percolated, quenched rod 
network. The key ideas are to exploit either a strong interfacial attraction driven template 
adsorption transition or frustrated macrophase separation to unlock states of enhanced cohesive 
attraction driven colloid clustering inaccessible to the bulk fluid. The theoretical approach is 
general, and can treat the effect of rod bendability (relevant, for example, to carbon nanotubes or 
many biopolymer networks), nonspherical particle shape, and Janus-like colloids composed of 
one metallized hemisphere. It sets the stage (equilibrium endpoints) for addressing the 
nonequilibrium dynamics of switching between metallic and insulating configurations, and also 
the kinetic formation of gels and glasses in porous, adsorbing networks.   
 The results in this Chapter were shown for the ideal case of low fluid density with a large 
mean pore size; such conditions furnish sharp adsorption and avoided spinodal induced metal-
insulator transitions. Both the magnitude of the conductivity jump and the sharpness are highly 
tunable. They are readily modified in a predictive manner according the guidelines established in 
Chapter 6 for tuning the underlying adsorption and spinodal phenomena. For convenience 
though, we briefly outline how the general trends fit within the observed metal-insulator 
transition.  
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By increasing the fluid density the baseline conductivity (well-dispersed fluid) is raised 
thereby decreasing the magnitude of the conductivity jump for both the adsorption and spinodal 
metal-insulator transitions. Simultaneously, increasing the fluid density mildly softens the two 
conductivity transitions. As such, low colloid density is the key for a large, sharp conductivity 
transition; however, it must be high enough to be able to fully coat the rod fibers or to percolate 
in between the fiber “struts”.  Overall, the results presented here are very general with respect to 
varying fluid density, a simplifying feature for attempting to create an experimental realization of 
such a quenched-annealed, fiber-colloid composite.  
As an alternative to varying the colloid fluid density, the pore size can be controlled via 
the fiber volume fraction. Unlike varying the fluid volume fraction, tuning the pore size does not 
appreciably impact the baseline dispersed fluid conductivity. The only effect is to weakly modify 
the sharpness of the adsorption crossover (the tendency of which is to sharpen with increasing 
the pore size) and to impart stability against macrophase separation as shown in Figure 7.1B. 
Again, we find that our results are robust to system parameter variation; the specific pore size is 
of second order importance as long as it is situated well in between the colloid diameter and fiber 
length. In addition to modifying the pore size and fluid volume fraction, the attraction range can 
be tuned. The net effect of doing this is non-unique since it depends on whether the electron 
hopping range is matched with the attraction range or not. We do not explore this further; 
however, we do note that in Chapter 6 it was shown that the only effect of varying the attraction 
range is to quantitatively (not qualitatively) shift the adsorption crossover and avoided spinodal 
boundaries. Hence we believe our results to be fairly robust to attraction range modifications as 
well. 
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Ideally, our conductivity calculations could be extended to study non-spherical fluid 
particles. Unfortunately, the EMA in its current formulation is not directly applicable to such 
systems and we can only make qualitative speculations informed by the structural calculations 
and how they, intuitively, relate to electrical conductivity. For the dicolloid fluid we expect the 
electrical conductivity behavior to be practically identical to that of the spherical fluid since it 
possess nearly identical adsorption and avoided spinodal transitions. Janus particles (using the 
colloid site size and separation), on the other hand, are much more complicated. First, they do 
not undergo phase separation due to micellization in the bulk; as such, the avoided spinodal route 
to connectivity and conductivity growth is rendered inapplicable. Second, with Janus particles 
there is freedom associated in choosing which hemisphere is metallized, which one attracts the 
fibers, and which one attracts other Janus particles. As long as micellization is very weak and 
adsorption is strong, the best situation for conductivity (based on structure) is to have the same 
site serve as the metallized, rod attracting and Janus attracting site. Hopefully progress will be 
made towards extending the powerful EMA to objects composed of multiple interaction sites to 
allow the quantitative study of conduction in non-spherical particle fluids. 
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manner that strongly suggests the critical temperature goes to zero at finite ,T F .  
12. Notable gains in conductivity are realizable in the template-free fluid but would require an 
experimentally impractical ultrafine control of the interactions to position the system 
arbitrarily close, but not beyond, the bulk spinodal. Such a system would also lack 
mechanical integrity. 
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7.7. Figures 
 
Figure 7.1. Frame A: from bottom to top the dimensionless compressibility as a function of 
,T F for , 0F F   (dashed black), 4  (magenta), 4.5  (orange) and 4.75  (blue), respectively, at 
0.00001T  . Frame B: Corresponding quantity based on varying ,F F . Solid and long dashed 
curves correspond to 0.00001T   and 0.00008T   (mean pore radius of 40 Td ) 
respectively, and bottom to top are for fixed , 1.2T F   (magenta), 1.175  (orange) and 1.15  
(blue) respectively. The thin dashed black curve corresponds to , 0T F  . 
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Figure 7.2. Frames A and B: radial distribution functions at , 4.75F F   for , 1.10T F  , 1.14
, 1.16  and 1.20  in order of increasing darkness and arrows. Frames C and D: from left to right 
the coordination number for , 4.75F F   (blue), 4.5  (orange), 4  (magenta) and zero (dashed 
black). Frame E: from left to right the dimensionless conductivity for , 4.75F F   (blue), 4.5  
(orange), 4  (magenta), and zero (dashed black). 
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Figure 7.3. Frames A and B: radial distribution functions at , 1.15T F   for , 2F F  , 4 , 5  
and 7  in order of increasing darkness and arrows. Frame C {D}: from top to bottom {bottom to 
top on right most side} the coordination number for , 1.2T F   (magenta), 1.175  (orange), and 
1.15  (blue). Frame E: From left to right the dimensionless conductivity for , 1.2T F   
(magenta), 1.175  (orange), and 1.15  (blue). 
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Chapter 8. Summary and Conclusion 
8.1. Introduction 
 In this thesis we have studied a variety of colloidal science problems with the overarching 
theme of both addressing the fundamental physics issues and developing design rules for 
fabricating novel equilibrium and non-equilibrium materials. The non-equilibrium materials side 
focused on exploring the relation between connectivity and kinetic arrest in traditional kinetically 
arrested soft solids, like glasses and gels, and producing new, more complex soft solids which 
populate rich dynamic phase diagrams (see Chapter 1-5 and/or References 1-3). Such materials 
are extremely useful for applications like direct write printing of small sensitive electronics
4
.  
On the equilibrium side, we focused on a relatively new colloidal assembly technique 
where a quench disordered template is utilized to construct new microstructural states of high 
connectivity (see Chapters 1, 6, and 7). Template driven assembly offers a unique way to obtain 
remarkably rich phase behavior with relatively simple colloidal particles. This is in contrast to 
the current colloidal assembly paradigm of synthesizing complex patchy particles which is often 
limited to the micro or meso scale since the particle yield is typically low
5-9
. In this Chapter we 
summarize our findings in Chapters 2-7 and point out directions for future research. 
8.2. Summary, Conclusion and Future Directions 
 In Chapter 2 we theoretically evaluated the role played by colloidal liquid-gas-like 
macrophase separation in establishing a percolated, kinetically arrested gel of short ranged 
attractive colloids. This has been of great interest since Lu and Weitz et al put forth the notion 
that gelation occurs only via the colloid large density fluctuations accompanying spinodal 
decomposition
10
. This claim came from 3D confocal experimental studies on a micron sized, 
PMMA sphere, density matched suspension. In direct conflict with these results, other workers 
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using smaller silica particles found that gelation could occur in the homogenous phase regime
11
. 
To help resolve this controversy we used a suite of liquid state, percolation, and kinetic arrest 
theoretical tools
1
. Our key finding contests neither claim, rather, it suggests that gelation is 
highly non-universal. Longer attractions favor spinodal gelation while increased particle 
anisotropy favors homogeneous gelation. We propose that the conflicting viewpoints on the role 
played by spinodal phase separation in gelation follow as a ramification of our theoretical 
predictions and the diverse range of systems used to form gels.  
To go beyond the work in Chapter 2, an attempt should be made to formulate a fully self-
consistent theory incorporating dynamics, structure and percolation within a unified framework. 
This is in contrast to our simpler approach, adopted in Chapter 2, where we combined separate 
liquid state Reference Interaction Site Model (RISM) theories (for real
12-14
 and connectedness 
structure
15-18
) with the Non-linear Langevin Equation (NLE) theory
19-20
 for slow dynamics and 
kinetic arrest. From these two separate theories our criteria for gelation was that (1) the system 
must be percolated through the square well attraction range and (2) the single particle hopping 
time must exceed some arbitrarily chosen criterion. In reality, gelation involves a sort of dynamic 
percolation where stable bonds span the system. Developing such a unified theory seems 
difficult, but it would serve as an immensely powerful tool to better understand the required 
conditions for both homogenous and two phase gelation.  
In Chapter 3 we go beyond single component rod/sphere colloidal systems and examine 
binary rod-sphere mixtures
2
. The motivating idea was to utilize the rods as spherical suspension 
additives to simultaneously augment the rigidity of nonequilibrium soft solid states as well as the 
electrical conductivity via enhanced percolation. Endowing soft solid states with such 
characteristics is valuable for applications like direct write printing were the material must be 
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highly conductive, capable of stress melting and re-solidifying along with remaining functional 
under repeated deformation
4
. Rod-sphere mixtures also have many biophysical realizations. To 
address such systems, we extended the NMCT and NLE
19,20
 approaches at the center-of-mass 
level for isotropic rod-sphere mixtures which takes RISM structure as input. Up to seven 
transiently localized soft solid phases were predicted corresponding to fluid, repulsive glass, 
attractive glass, gel, a mixed coexisting glass-gel state, and several partially localized states. 
Each phase possesses unique mechanical properties with the overall trend of the rods being more 
tightly localized than the spheres due to anisotropy. This provides augmented rigidity as 
quantified by the glassy elastic shear modulus and absolute yield stress. Both measures also 
display orders of magnitude variation with rod length, composition, and attraction strength.  
One useful extension of the work in Chapter 3 is to extend the Effective Medium 
Approximation (EMA)
21
 electrical conductivity theory to systems with anisotropic particles. 
Such a theory would aid in developing design rules to simultaneously optimize the electrical 
conductivity and mechanical properties of conductive colloidal mixtures. Extending the EMA to 
anisotropic particles is a difficult task as the standard two node resistor network expansion re-
summation established in Reference 21 is not suitable for anisotropic particle fluids. As a useful 
alternative to the EMA, the Critical Path Approximation (CPA)
21
, based on RISM connectivity 
percolation calculations, could be utilized. The CPA does not have complications associated with 
anisotropic particles; however, it is much more numerically demanding than the EMA 
alternative. Additionally, the EMA formalism often provides simplified analytical expressions. 
Hence, extending the EMA would still be both a valuable addition to our work and the field of 
conductive colloidal suspensions as a whole. 
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In Chapters 4 and 5 we developed a new thermodynamically self-consistent integral 
equation theory (IET) that incorporates a continuum of glass branches which emerge from the 
overcompressed equilibrated hard sphere fluid
3
. In Chapter 4 a new thermodynamic theory was 
developed to predict glass and corresponding jamming packing fractions which result from 
remaining trapped in a glassy state and compressing to infinite pressure. Each glass branch is 
identified by a unique configurational entropy value with the zero configurational entropy branch 
corresponding to the hotly debated ideal glass. Our theory is applicable to spatial dimensions 
greater than three and our glass and jamming volume fraction predictions are shown to be in 
excellent agreement with recent simulations up to dimension 12
22
.  
In Chapter 5 the thermodynamic theory serves as input to a two Yukawa generalized 
mean spherical IET closure for the direct correlation function tail
3
. The closure mimics the well-
defined short and long range direct correlation function contributions for jammed sphere 
packings
3,23
. Our theoretical real and Fourier space jammed structure recovers multiple 
distinguishing features found by hard sphere jamming simulations. The new structural theory 
was used to quantitatively test the Non-linear Langevin equation (NLE) theory of activated 
single particle dynamics
19,20
. Reasonable agreement with alpha relaxation time simulation results 
was found; however, it is evident that NLE misses some key physics, now believed to be a 
longer ranged cooperative elastic contribution
24,25
. In addition to relaxation times, the glassy 
elastic shear modulus and absolute yield stress was computed and found to be in good agreement 
with recent experiments.  
Extending the work in Chapters 4 and 5 could proceed along several lines. The first is to 
examine the high dimensional scaling of the jamming volume fractions predicted by our simple 
Scaled Particle Theory (SPT)
3
. In lower dimensions, up to ~12, our scaling is in excellent 
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agreement with simulation results
22
. However, in greatly elevated dimension our predicted 
scaling is in conflict with current state of the art replica theoretical calculations
22
 and may be a 
failure of the SPT in high dimensions. Resolving this issue may be possible by utilizing a 
rigorous high dimension extension of the Ree-Hoover cell cluster expansion, used to study 
crystallization, thereby bypassing the approximate SPT altogether
26
. Another possible extension 
of our work would be to improve upon the GMSA structural theory, in particular, the Kac mean 
field like direct correlation function tail
3
. Incorporating a finite amplitude long ranged tail could 
be the key to recovering even more jammed packing structural characteristics found via 
simulation, like the split second coordination shell. To accomplish this, another enforceable 
criterion in addition to the contact value, contact derivative and isothermal compressibility needs 
to be identified. Ideally, our GMSA structural theory could also be extended to elevated 
dimension and compared to recent simulation results. 
In Chapters 6 and 7, we demonstrated the great potential possessed by a quench 
disordered rod template to achieve unique structural motifs with simple spherical colloids at low 
volume fractions. This is a relatively unexplored route to colloidal assembly and may provide 
one avenue to overcome the current bulk scale synthesis limitation of patchy particle assembly. 
The work in Chapters 6 and 7 also makes contact with a major DOE-MRL Cluster thrust aimed 
at using porous fiber gels to massively and rapidly reconfigure colloidal assemblies. To 
theoretically examine such a system we applied the replica RISM
27
 approach for a model, hybrid 
quench disordered fiber template plus spherical colloid fluid system. The theory predicts a sharp 
adsorption transition with increasing colloid-fiber (interfacial) attraction, accompanied by 
notable thermodynamic, connectivity and electrical conductivity changes. Our theory also 
predicts greatly enhanced adsorption via a non-zero colloid-colloid (cohesive) attraction at a 
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fixed interfacial attraction. Interestingly, a well-defined state of maximum adsorption is 
predicted. This phenomenon provides a route to halt macrophase separation and instead realize a 
sharp, cusp-like, density fluctuation driven transition. The final state is highly connected as a 
result of spinodal like fluid clustering. Both adsorption and avoided spinodal scenarios were 
shown to hold great promise as routes to alternate between metallic an insulating states. 
One thought-provoking extension of the developments in Chapters 6 and 7 is to attempt 
to incorporate thermal fluctuation effects on the template. Depending on the fiber type and 
experimental synthesis conditions, fluctuation effects could range from irrelevant to extremely 
important. For example, in a Fibrin based system there is a great deal of control over how “fine” 
or “coarse” the resultant network is, how large the pores are and how thick (and equivalently 
rigid) the actual fibers are
28
. All three characteristics will impact the relevance of template 
fluctuations. There is no unique way to incorporate fluctuations within the replica RISM theory; 
however, here we propose one example multistep procedure (readily translated into the replica 
framework): (1) generate the quenched fiber template from an equilibrium distribution (2) 
overlay a fiber replica atop the quenched fiber configuration and apply a strong, finite pinning 
potential to force the cloned fibers to stay near the quenched configuration, and (3) insert the 
sphere fluid to interact only with the strongly pinned fiber clone. The pinning potential strength 
then directly controls the effective template fluctuations. The outcome of such fluctuations is 
unclear and worth exploring. 
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Appendix A. Center-of-Mass NMCT and Shear Modulus of Mixtures   
A.1. Derivation of the Center-of-Mass NMCT Equations for Mixtures   
Using the Mori-Zwanzig projection-operator formalism, a formally exact generalized  
Langevin equation (GLE) for the center-of-mass (CM) coordinates of E species-distinct tagged 
particles, one for each mixture component, can be derived using standard statistical mechanical 
techniques
1,2
. Here we sketch the derivation.  
The total “random force” matrix time correlation functions (memory functions) are 
approximately decomposed into a short time frictional force associated with (for example) binary 
interparticle collisions and/or solvent, and a slow contribution associated with conservative 
forces between particles and the longer time structural relaxation process
3
:   
            ttt CMCMkks
CMCM
k  

FFRR  0
6
0 ,,     (A.1) 
Here,  tCMR  is the random force governed by projected dynamics at time t ,  t
CM
F  is the CM 
force on a particle of species   at time t  due to all inter-particle interactions, and  ,s  is the 
short time friction constant of species  . Using Equation A.1 in the well-known expressions for 
the GLEs
1,2
, and dropping the inertial term, yields:   
        Ekttdt CMk
t E
CM
T
CMCM
k
CM
kTks ,...2,1,
3
0
0
,,,    RvFFv

 


 
 (A.2) 
In the long time limit the memory functions are nonzero if transiently localized states exist: 
    ttKK CMCMkkk 

FF
3
,,        (A.3) 
We adopt the Einstein amorphous solid model corresponding to particles independently vibrating 
in a harmonic manner
3-5
. Each particle is tethered to a spatial point via a species-dependent 
spring (cross force correlations are set to zero
6
) that is related to the effective forces and hence 
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mixture structural correlations. The spring constant must be self-consistently determined with the 
localization length. In the long time limit one has  
         , , , , ,0 0 , 1,2,...
CM CM CM CM
s k T k k k T k T k kt K t t k E
        v r r R  (A.4) 
MCT projection and factorization approximations are employed to compute the required 
spring constants. The slow variables are chosen to be the product of the tagged particle total 
(relevant to CM motion of present interest) site density fluctuation of type   with the total site 
density fluctuation of all particles of type s  as 
         , , , , ,, ' ' '
s s s sN n N N n N
z z
s T j s T j s
z j z j
b
 
 
  
 
           r r r r r r r r r r  (A.5) 
where the subscript T  indicates the site z  belongs to a tagged particle of type  , the lower 
binary indices on the coordinates in the collective density ( j  and s ) denote particle number j  of 
species type s , and the upper index in the collective density,  , denotes the site number. 
Implementation of the projection and factorization ideas is straightforward (albeit tedious) within 
a Fourier representation, where      , ,, ' 's sTb p c  
  
k k k k . Here we only sketch the main 
steps.   
The bilinear projection operator is constructed as 
 
        
4 ^ ^
1
2 , ,, ,12
, , , , ,
2
E E
s gs g
sg
V
P d d d d b B b  

    k k' k'' k''' k k' k k' k'' k''' k'' k'''
 (A.6) 
where B
,s   ,g 
1
k,k ',k '',k '''  is the matrix inverse of 
       ''',''',''','',', ,,,, kkkkkkkk gsgs bbB 

    (A.7) 
Following the standard Gaussian factorization approximation, Equation A.7 can be factorized as 
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B
,s   ,g  k,k ',k '',k '''  nsNsngNgSsg k ' N k  2 
6
V 2 k  k ''  k ' k '''   (A.8) 
where  'kSsg  is the the collective static structure factor between sites of type s  and g , and 
 k  is the site-site intramolecular structure factor for a particle of type  . Combining 
Equations A.6, A.7 and A.8, the final projection operator is  
P2 
V 2
2 6
dk dk' b

,s k,k'  nsNsngNg 

1
2 Ssg
1 k ' N
1
1 k  b

 ,g k,k'    

E

sg
E
  (A.9) 
where Ssg
1 k '  and 
1 k  are the inverse elements of the matrix  kS  containing  kSsg  and the 
diagonal matrix  kΩ  containing  k , respectively. The CM force-force correlation function 
matrix is then approximately computed by replacing the projected dynamics of  tCMF  with the 
real dynamics, and the forces are projected onto the subspace of slow variables:  
K t 

3
P2F
CM 0  etP2F
CM 0     (A.10) 
where te  is the time evolution operator. Well known manipulations, along with 


N
i
iCM FF , 
can be employed to derive an explicit expression. A key intermediate step that enters the vertex 
calculation is 
G
  ,v  R,R '  F
CM  R  rT ,
n 
n
N
  R ' rj ,v 

Nv

j
nv

 
1NNvnvV
1 d
d R R ' 
gv R R ' 
   (A.11) 
where the definition  
     ''1 RRRR 

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N
i
vv ggNN
v

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
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
   (A.12) 
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has been used,  'RR vg  is the site averaged radial distribution function between sites of type 
  and v , and    rgrh vv  1 . Adopting the dynamically frozen rotation model that defines 
the CM approach
7
, the normalized site-site dynamic structure factors or propagators,  tkij ,  , 
are simply related to a single CM propagator ,  tkCM , , as 
     tkktk CM ,,         (A.13) 
Collecting these results, using the RISM theory relation of Equation A.2, and other standard 
manipulations, the final  time-dependent diagonal CM force-force correlations are  
 
 
         kCtkSkCtkkkdNtK jijji
E
kj
i
CM


 

 

,,
23 1,
2
3
k  (A.14) 
In the Einstein model, the CM tagged particle propagator is a Gaussian Debye-Waller 
factor [3-5]:  
  6/
2
,
2
, 
LrkCM etk

     (A.15) 
where    
22
, , , 0L L Lr r t r        
is the scalar localization length of the tagged particle of 
type  . The  tkSbz , ’s in Equation A.14 can be calculated as described in the prior NMCT 
analysis of sphere mixtures based on the Vineyard-deGennes approach
6
 that relates collective 
dynamics to single particle dynamics whence Sbz k,t  are functions of the localization 
lengths ( ,Lr ).  
The final step is to close Equation A.14 for ,Lr in the long time limit under the 
assumption a localized state exists, i.e.,   0  KtK  . From Equation A.4 one can 
then easily derive a self-consistent equation for the localization lengths, which can be written 
simply as:  
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, 

      (A.16) 
Combining Equations A.14, A.15 and A.16 yields the self-consistent NMCT localization length 
equations  
 
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 







k  (A.17) 
For the binary mixture ( 2E ), this reduces to Equation 3.7 in Chapter 3. 
A.2. Derivation of the Shear Modulus   
Nagele and Bergenholtz have employed the formally exact expression for the time-
dependent shear modulus in conjunction with MCT projection and factorization approximations 
to derive an explicit formula for the elastic modulus in a localized state of mixtures of spherical 
particles
8
. Here we generalize this to molecular mixtures. The majority, but not all, of the 
manipulations are identical to the sphere system. Hence, we only sketch the derivation.  
The time-dependent shear modulus is given by 
  xytxy
B
e
TVk
t  
1
     (A.18) 
where xy  is the microscopic stress tensor, and te  is the time evolution operator. Neglecting 
hydrodynamic interactions and using a simplified notation 
 
 

 


totalN
NIji
y
ij
ijx
ij
xy
R
u
R
,2
1 ijR

 
     (A.19) 
where all the interaction sites are labeled as 1 through totalN  and x
ijR is the x  component of the 
displacement vector between sites i  and j  . Note that the sum in Equation A.19 does not include 
intramolecular terms, a condition indicated notationally by NI  in the lowest summation label. 
Additionally, the labeling in Equation A.19, and for the rest of this Appendix, does not include a 
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specific species type (e.g., 1 or 2 for rods and spheres respectively). Species type is only denoted 
in the summation (if necessary) by the upper totalN  index which may contain an explicit species 
label. If not denoted the summation is over all possible particle sites. A collective bilinear 
projection operator is defined as 
 
               
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V
P
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3
3
22
1
kkkkk    (A.20) 
where    
1/2
1
total
j
N
itotal
l
A N e



  

 
k R
k    
3 12totalN V  
 k . Equation A.18 is then 
approximated as 
  xytxy
B
PeP
TVk
t  33
1      (A.21) 
Well-known algebraic manipulations
8
 then yield 
 t 
1
2kBT
1
2 3
dk U k U ' ' k 
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
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 (A.22) 
     kkk    AAU
xy     (A.23) 
Integrating by parts allows Equation A.23 to be expressed as 
     
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Equation A.24 contains two different types of contributions: (1)   , and (2)   . For the 
latter, one recovers the well-known result
8
: 
   kS
dk
d
k
kk
TkU
yx
B  k     (A.25) 
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When   , static collective structure factors cannot enter as they contain intramolecular 
correlations and there are no single molecule stresses. Straightforward analysis yields   
U k  kBT
1
2

Rij
y
Rij
x 1
N
total
e
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 ky
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dkx
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dkx
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 kBT
kxky
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dk
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   (A.26) 
which is purely of intermolecular force origin. The final expression for the shear viscosity is thus 
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 (A.27) 
In an ideal localized state the elastic modulus is then given by   'Gt  . 
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Appendix B. Scaled Particle Theory Glass Equation of State 
B.1. Derivation 
Scaled Particle Theory (SPT) focuses on the conditional pair nearest neighbor 
distribution function,  ;G r  , where  ;G r   is the density of particles in a spherical shell of 
radius r  given that there are no other particles within this region except a tagged particle at the 
origin. In general,  ;G r   is a complicated function, but at small separations follows exactly 
from geometry as
1
 
 
1
; , 0 1/ 2
1 2D D
G r r
r


  

    (B.1) 
Here  ;G r   satisfies a number of exact conditions, but only a few do not require correlation 
functions beyond the pair level. The first and simplest follows from Equation B.1 
 
1
1/ 2;
1
G 



     (B.2) 
Reiss et al.
1
 proved that  ;G r   is continuous across 1/ 2r   at the first and second derivative 
level only. Taking the derivative of Equation B.1 yields the second exact condition  
 
 
2
2
' 1/ 2;
1
D
G





     (B.3) 
The equality    1; 1G g   (  1g  is the radial distribution function at contact) applies since at 
contact there can be no other particles in between and nearest neighbors are irrelevant, yielding 
  11 2 1;DDZ G 
      (B.4) 
The final exact constraint we employ follows from realizing that as r  the spherical void 
surface looks like a flat wall to the fluid particles, thus 
 ; DG Z        (B.5) 
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 The functional form for  ;G r   is often written for 1/ 2r   as a Laurent series which 
captures the exact r  behavior as 
   
   
2
; ; ...
A B
G r G
r r
 
         (B.6) 
The coefficients  A   and  B   are typically determined by enforcing conditions like 
Equations B.2–B.5, and perhaps others. While Equation B.6 is known to be a good 
approximation, Baeyens and Verschelde
2
 advocated using a more general series expansion 
truncated at three terms 
           ; ; ...G r G A t r B u r           (B.7) 
where  t r  and  u r  are linearly independent functions which allow the series to converge 
more rapidly than in Equation B.6. For the hard sphere fluid,  t r  and  u r  were determined2 
by requiring the exact low density expansion of Equation B.7 agrees with the exact low density 
expansion of  ;G r  . Here we are not interested in  t r  and  u r  in the glass but rather how 
they determine the EOS of Equation 4.3 in Chapter 4. 
To proceed, one substitutes Equation B.7 in Equation B.2 
      
 1 1
1 1
2 2 1
Dt A u B Z  

  

   (B.8) 
where  1 1/ 2 / 2t t  and  1 1/ 2 / 2u u . Similarly, using Equation B.7 in Equation B.3 yields 
   
 
2 2 2
2 1
D
t A u B

 


 

     (B.9) 
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where  2 ' 1/ 2 / 4t t   and  2 ' 1/ 2 / 4u u  . Finally using Equations B.7, B.5, and B.4, one 
can derive a third equation (using  1 1t   and  1 1u  ) 
        2 2 2D D DZ A B Z           (B.10) 
Solving Equations B.8–B.10 for  A  ,  B   and  DZ   then yields  
 
     
2
1 2
2 1
1
1
1 1 2 2
D
D
p p
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 
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 

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   (B.11) 
    2 2 1 2 1 2
1
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D Dt t u u t u
p
t u t u
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    (B.12) 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
2
2 1 1 2
2 2 2 4 2 4
4 4
D D D DDt t Du t u u t u
p
t u t u
    


  (B.13) 
which completes the derivation of Equation 4.3 in Chapter 4.  
In principle, further exact criterion on  ;G r   could be used for better accuracy, and 
with each additional criterion another term in the expansion of Equation B.7 is kept, thereby 
systematically improving the calculation of  DZ  . For example, with a third fitting parameter a 
continuous variation of the compressibility across the glass transition could be enforced. We 
have examined this route, but the resulting coupled equations are extremely unwieldy. 
Eventually 2  body correlations will enter in exact constraints on  ;G r   fundamentally 
limiting the number of flexible parameters that can be included in a tractable manner. 
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Appendix C. Analytic GMSA Integral Equation Theory 
C.1. Derivation of Real Space Direct Correlation Function 
The two Yukawa GMSA approach involves solving Equations 5.1, 5.6, and 5.8. 
Waisman, Hoye, and Stell have worked out the explicit analytical solution in 3D:
1,2
 
 
 
 
3 2
2
2
2
cosh 11 1
2 2
cosh 11
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2
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,   (C.1) 
where a  is the dimensionless compressibility defined in Equations 5.3 and 5.4, the iv  are 
defined in Equation 5.9, and a new parameter enters: 
2 2
2
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24 2 2
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z ze v e v
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
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 
.    (C.2) 
We recommend the interested reader consult References 1 and 2 for details of the derivation. To 
get from Equations C.1 to Equation 5.12 involves taking the appropriate mean field Kac limit, 
i.e., v  remains finite as 0z  ; the final result requires  
2 / 24K z v     as 0z   based 
on Equation 5.10. Combining Equations C.1 and C.2, followed by straightforward 
manipulations, then yields 
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The last term in Equation C.3 is subtle. If one naively sets 0z   and did not replace 
 2 / 24K z v    , this term would vanish. But, by making the appropriate replacement and 
Taylor expanding the last term of Equation C.3 in z , one obtains 
 
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.  (C.4) 
Combining Equation C.3 with Equation C.4 gives the  C r  in Equation 5.12. 
C.2. Derivation of Fourier Transformed Direct Correlation Function 
Equations 5.11 and 5.12 allow an analytic expression for  C k  to be derived:  
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.  (C.5) 
It is useful to partition Equation C.5 into two different components: (1) all terms that are nonzero 
and finite, and (2) the mean field background contribution given by 
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By default,  fC k  is the total result in Equation C.5 when subtracting out Equation C.6, and is 
given by the complicated form: 
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Though cumbersome, the analytic Equation C.7 renders the analysis much simpler than 
numerically Fourier transforming Equations 5.11 and 5.12 which develops a divergence near 
jamming. Moreover, the k-space DCF is the key quantity in the dynamical vertex of NLE 
theory.
3-5
 Fourier transforming  C k  or Equation C.6 requires limits be appropriately taken, 
leading to   
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The final analytic expression combines Equations C.7 and C.8 giving 
     fC k C k C k  .     (C.9) 
 C k  has a finite amplitude delta-function-like contribution at 0k  . This leads to a subtlety 
when numerically inverse Fourier transforming to obtain     1h r g r  . Taking the Fourier 
transform of Equation 5.1 and solving for  h k  gives 
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However, numerically what must be evaluated is not  h k , but  fh k  defined as 
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By numerically inverting Equation C.11, one obtains     1f fh r g r  , and the mean field 
contribution is missed. Over any finite range though,    fg r g r , and differences only arise 
when using Equation 5.3 numerically to determine the compressibility. Ultimately, the difference 
between numerically integrating  fh r  in Equation 5.3 to obtain the compressibility, and what it 
is enforced to be, must be added in by hand. 
C.3. Derivation of Self-Consistent GMSA solution 
Four nonlinear algebraic equations were found by Hoye, Stell, and Waisman relating a , 
b , v , and v  in Equation C.1. We refer the reader to References 1 and 2 where these equations 
were simplified by eliminating some false solutions and linearizing the equations using different 
variables. Three coupled algebraic equations result   
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where the following new parameters are defined 
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and 1
iU  and 0
iU  are related to the Yukawa iK   and iz   parameters through 
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where 
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 Equations C.12–C.14 specify only the enforcement of the desired compressibility via the 
parameter A . Two additional equations must be constructed to enforce both the contact value 1g  
and the contact derivative 1g  relations, which involve the six unknowns in Equations C.12–
C.14: 0U
 , 0U
 ,  ,   , z , and z . The two new relations constructed by enforcing the desired 
1g and 1g
1,2
 values are 
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The final step is to take the 0z   limit in Equations C.12–C.14, and in Equations C.18 and 
C.19. A key identity helps to simplify the equations 
0lim 0z    .    (C.20) 
Using this result in conjunction with taking the 0z   limit, Equations C.12 and C.14 become 
identical. Effectively, z  and    drop out of the original expressions. Four coupled equations 
for four unknowns thus enforce the desired conditions as 
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     ,    (C.23) 
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Equations C.23 and C.24 are utilized to obtain 
0U
  and 
0U
  as explicit functions of   giving   
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where square brackets indicate functional dependence on the bracketed variables. 
 Rearranging Equation C.21 to solve for z , one finds two solution branches  
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where the positive z  is the desired solution. All variables except for   have been eliminated. 
The only remaining step is to insert Equations C.25–C.27 into Equation C.22. While not 
immediately obvious from the complexity of the resulting expression for  , an analytical 
solution can be found 
  
  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12

        

  
       


,    (C.28) 
  
2
2
1 1 2 1A q      ,       
    2 2 1 1 2 1A q        ,      
 3 1 1 13 9 2 12 1g g q q g          ,     
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 
2
4 1   ,         
 2 2 25 1 12 9 1 6g q g       ,      
   
2 3/2
6 1 11 6 2 1 9q g q g      ,      
  7 1 14 1 6 1 9q g g     ,      
  8 1 1 19 4 3 7 8g g g      ,      
  9 1 1 16 2 12 9 1g q q g g         ,     
  10 11 1 6q g      ,       
  11 2 1A q q     ,       
    12 1 1 11 3 9 1 6 1g g q g           .    
Equations C.25–C.28 determine the four unknown parameters 0U
 , 0U
 ,  , and z , at a given 
 , for the desired parameters a , 1g , and 1g . With the four unknowns, Equations C.15–C.17 
provide K , but not K  since it is infinitesimal based on the mean field treatment of the long 
range direct correlation function tail. Instead, the relevant parameter for the latter is v  (see 
Section 5.2.2) which is nonzero and finite and can be computed from Equations C.15–C.17 by 
directly evaluating v  and taking the 0z   limit. We find 
 
2
1 0
0
4
9
U U
v
U
 
 

 ,     (C.29) 
 1 02U q U   .     (C.30) 
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This completes the derivation of the fully analytic solution to the two Yukawa mean field self-
consistent GMSA closure theory.  
C.4. Derivation of Jammed Hard Sphere RDF Contact Derivative  
 Recall the concept of cavity particles as objects that behave as if they are hard spheres 
when interacting with the surrounding fluid, but have no interaction with one another and hence 
can overlap
6
. In the following derivation of the contact derivative of  g r , a pair of cavity 
particles is dissolved at infinite dilution in the hard sphere fluid as illustrated in Figure C.1. 
Although our focus is 3-dimensions, we find it is possible to analyze this problem in arbitrary 
dimension. Since the latter may be of use for future possible extension of the full GMSA and 
NLE theories beyond 3D, we present a general derivation.  
 For economy of expression in this appendix, lengths and densities are treated as 
dimensionless since the unit length 1  . If the two cavities overlap perfectly the stress, DS , 
(divided by / DBk T  ) at the surface   is
6
 
 1DS g ,      (C.31) 
which follows from the general expression for the pure kinetic (momentum transfer) stress felt 
by a D  dimensional sphere 
 
 1
1
HSD
D
du r
S r g r dr
dr


     
 
 ,    (C.32) 
where  HSu r  is the hard sphere potential divided by Bk T . Near jamming Equation C.32 can be 
expressed in another form since  
 
 
 
1
lim , 1
1m
c
j D
Z r
g r r
s
 




 ,    (C.33) 
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where    /21 2 / / 2DDs D   is the surface area of a D  dimensional sphere of unit radius, 
 x  is the Gamma function, and j  the jamming density. Using Equation C.33 in Equation 
C.32 we find 
   
/2
1
/ 2
2
HS
D c D
r
D du r
S Z
dr

  
   
 
.    (C.34) 
Of course,   
1
/HS r
du r dr

 is formally ill-defined, but some exact statements can be made 
regarding it in a limiting sense. At jamming, the hard sphere contact potential of mean force 
(divided by /Bk T  ), defined as
6
 
 
 
1
ln
1
r
d g r
F
dr

 ,     (C.35) 
is related to the force between two contacting hard spheres and must satisfy force balancing 
yielding 
 
   
1 1
ln
1
HS
r r
d g r du r
F
dr dr
 
  ,    (C.36) 
which is a strictly necessary equality. 
 Further progress requires the functional dependence of  
1
ln /
r
d g r dr

 on  1g . To 
approximately extract this we construct a linear lower bound (LB)  LBg r  on the radial 
distribution delta function satisfying    LBg r g r   as  
 
     
 
1 1 , 1 1 1 /
0, 1 1 /
LB
g G r r g G
g r
r g G
    
 
 
,   (C.37) 
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where  
1
/
r
G dg r dr

 . Now,  g r  must be finite integrable in a D  dimensional space, which 
suggests the LB must also be, thereby requiring 
 
 1 1 /
1
1
0 or
g G
D
LBdrr g r

    .   (C.38) 
Near or at jamming  LBg r  is rapidly varying compared to 
1Dr   allowing the replacement of 
1Dr   in Equation C.38 with unity and integration yields 
 
   1 1 / 2
1
1
2
g G
LB
g
drg r
G

  ,    (C.39) 
which suggests    2
1
/ 1
r
G dg r dr g

   for finite integrable behavior for all D . 
 Using Equation C.36 in Equation C.34 and postulating that 
 
 
1
ln
1
r
d g r
Qg
dr

  ,   (C.40) 
where Q  is a constant, we find by equating to Equation C.31 
 
 
 
 
 /2 /2
/ 2 1 / 2
1 1
2 1/ 2
D c j DD D
D D
S Z Qg g
 
  
  ,  (C.41) 
where    /21 / 2 1/ 2
DDD  
    was used. Equation C.41 is easily solved for the unknown 
constant Q  giving at jamming 
 
 
1
2ln
1
D
j
cr
Dd g r
g
dr Z


  .   (C.42) 
Note that for an isostatic packing , 2c c isoZ Z D  , and we thus find 
 
 1 ,
1
ln
2 1 ,D j c c iso
r
d g r
g Z Z
dr


   .  (C.43) 
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 Supporting evidence that Equation C.42 is exact can be seen in Figure C.2 for 3D 
where  cZ r  is plotted using 4cZ  , 6 ,8 , and 10  in Equation C.42 giving   10 6F g  ,
14 g , 13 g , and 12.4 g , respectively. These four contact derivatives are enforced in the 
GMSA closure to generate the four  cZ r  curves in Figure C.2 using the equilibrium densest 
glass of Chapter 4 and Reference 7. Clearly, the GMSA approach gives step-like functions that 
approach 4 , 6 , 8 , and 10  as expected. This result, though seemingly obvious, is non-trivial as 
Equation C.42 was derived without knowledge of the GMSA closure. Apparently, the 
equilibrium-based GMSA closure contains information about how the near contact region 
behaves near jamming. We believe that Equation C.42 is exact in equilibrium and can be derived 
in two separate ways while agreeing with our approximate, though seemingly accurate, 
equilibrium GMSA hard sphere integral equation theory.  
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C.6. Figures 
 
Figure C.1. 2D representation of 3D cavity particles 1 and 2 an infinitesimal distance apart 
(small separation shown for clarity). Cavity particle 2 experiences a thermodynamic force 
pushing it into particle 1 from collisions with hard sphere particles at the available surface   
(only half of the surface since the other half lies infinitesimally within cavity 1).  
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Figure C.2. Demonstration that Equations 5.17 and C.42 are correct within the GMSA approach. 
In order from bottom to top (left side) the corresponding contact derivatives are   10 6F g  ,
14 g , 13 g , and 12.4 g  giving the expected values 4cZ  , 6 , 8 , and 10 . The volume 
fraction was fixed for all cases corresponding to 0.663   while using the contact value and 
compressibility from the equilibrium glass developed in Reference 7. 
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Appendix D. Obtaining the Quenched-Annealed Thermodynamic and Structural 
Quantities from the m  Times Replicated Fluid 
D.1. Quenched-Annealed and Replicated Free Energy Relation 
Performing the template average is easily accomplished by cloning the fluid particles 
since one can use the exact mathematical identity for the template averaged free energy
1-6
 
    0ln lim
m
B F B m F
d
A k T Q k T Q
dm
        (D.1) 
The right hand relation in Equation D.1 is exact but provides no simplification. For non-integer 
m , standard liquid state theory is inapplicable since  
m
FQ  is ill-defined and not related to a 
fully annealed system. This is bypassed by postulating  
m
FQ , for integer m , yields the correct 
functional form for all m
1-6
. The m  times replicated partition function, Equation 6.15, is defined 
as 
 
m
m T FQ Q Q      (D.2) 
which describes a fully equilibrated system of hard rods with m  non-interacting fluid copies
1-6
. 
From Equation D.2 follows the definition of the replicated Helmholtz free energy (Equation 
6.16)  
 exp /m m BQ A k T       (D.3) 
Substitution of Equation D.3 into Equation D.1 yields 
/1 1
0 0 0lim lim lim
m BA k T m m
B m T T m m m
dA dAd
A k T Q e Q Q
dm dm dm
 
  
 
    
 
  (D.4) 
where 0m TQ Q   from Equation D.2 in the analytical 0m  limit has been used. Equation D.4 
provides the proof of Equation 6.17 which corresponds to calculating the free energy of a fully 
thermalized mixture with integer m  non-interacting fluid copies, and then taking the analytical 
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0m  limit. While the 0m  limit of an integer number of fluid clones lacks mathematical 
rigor, it has been shown to yield many exact results in the context of spin glasses
7-9
. 
D.2. Relations between the Quenched-Annealed and Replicated Liquid Two-Point 
Structural Correlations 
Establishing the relations between the template averaged structural correlations and the 
replicated 0m  limit fluid correlations is often shown via functional differentiation. Instead, 
we appeal to a simpler variant of the replica trick used in spin glasses, linking Equations 6.10 
through Equations 6.13 to the replicated correlations
7-9
. The general double thermal-template 
average is given by 
 
 
 
     , , , , , ,
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, , ' ,
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x x x y y y
x
y x x
 (D.5) 
where  FNi iO x  is some function of the coordinates and indices have been introduced to keep 
track of the functions when replicating the system. Further simplification utilizes 0m TQ Q   
(see Equation 6.15 or Equation D.2) and 0lim
m n n
m F FQ Q
 
   to rewrite Equation D.5 in the 
0m  limit yielding7-9 
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 (D.6) 
For integer m , 
m n
FQ
  has an explicit form, 
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x x  (D.7) 
which when substituted into Equation D.6 establishes the link between the real and replica 
correlations 
   0
1 1
limF F
n n
N N
m
m
O O   
 

 
 x x    (D.8) 
The strategy is to evaluate   
1
F
n
N
m
O 

 x  for an arbitrary integer m  and analytically continue 
the functional form to all reals. Equation D.8 provides the proof of Equations 6.20 within the 
replica symmetric solution adopted in this work. If replica symmetry breaking was necessary 
Equation D.8 would be replaced by an average over all permutations of the replica indices before 
0m 7-9.  
D.3. Derivation of the Replicated Reference Interaction Site Model Equations 
For a fully annealed system comprised of the template species and m  identical fluid 
copies the RISM equations for equivalent template and fluid sites are
1-6,10-13
  
, , , , , ,
1
m
T T T T T T T T T T T T T T F T F Th C C h C h 

     

        (D.9a) 
, , , , , , ,
1,
m
T F T T F F T T T T T F T TF F F F T T F F F Fh C C h C h C h        
  
       
 
       (D.9b)
, , , , , , , ,
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    (D.9d) 
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where  ;h h k m  and  ;C C k m . Equations D.9 can be simplified since all terms in the 
explicit summations are identical since a replica symmetric solution is chosen (see Equations 
6.20)
1-6,10-13
 
, , , , , ,T T T T T T T T T T T T T T F T F Th C C h m C h              (D.10a)  
 , , , , , , , ,1T F T T F F T T T T T F T T F F F F T T F F F Fh C C h C h m C h                     (D.10b)
 , , , , , , , ,1F F F F F F F F T T T F F F F F F F F F F F F Fh C C h C h m C h                          (D.10c)  
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    (D.10d)  
Equations D.10 are exact restatements of Equations D.9 for integer m . Within the replica 
approach m  is analytically continued to all reals and the the 0m  limit is taken in Equations 
D.10. This procedure provides the derivation of Equations 6.23. 
D.4. Accessing the Quenched-Annealed Thermodynamic Quantities from the Replicated 
System Analogs 
To prove Equation 6.29 and Equation 6.30 we will assume equivalence between the 
canonical ensemble (constant NVT ) and the grand canonical ensemble (constant VT ) for the 
fluid in the presence of the template
1
. Equivalence can actually be established within the replica 
trick and we refer the interested reader to for more information. By regarding a single realization 
of the template as an external potential, and realizing the choice of the center of mass is arbitrary, 
the standard statistical mechanical result holds
1-4,10
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where the derivative is denoted at constant template density, 
Tc , and the dependence on 
TNy  is 
from the template (external potential). By averaging over the template we arrive at the relation 
   , ,1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2
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 r r r r r r     (D.12) 
Similar to a fully annealed system, Equation D.12 is related to the compressibility of the 
quenched annealed system. To show this we start with the replicated free energy differential
1-4
  
   m m T mT m mT T mF FdA P c dV S dT V dc m dN           (D.13) 
where mP , mS , mT , and mF  is the pressure, entropy, template chemical potential, and fluid 
chemical potential of the replicated fluid, respectively, and a change of variables, 
 T T T TdN d Vc c dV Vdc   , has been used. By applying Euler’s theorem to Equation D.13 the 
extensive variables can be “integrated up” yielding the replicated Gibbs Duhem equation1-4 
   0 m T Tm m Tm T F Fm mVd P c S dT V dc mN d d              (D.14) 
Taking the derivative with respect to m  and the 0m  limit of Equation D.14 yields the real 
Gibbs Duhem relation for the template averaged system 
0 0 0
0
0
m Tm m Tm
T T F Fm
m m m
T F F
dP d dS d
Vd c dT V dc N d
dm dm dm dm
VdP SdT dc N d
 

 
  
     
           
     
    
 (D.15) 
This is identical to the Gibbs Duhem relation for a fully annealed system except for the Tdc  
term. Using Equation D.15 with standard thermodynamic manipulations
10
 
2
, , , ,
1 1
F T T
F
T N c F F T V c
NV
V P Vc


  
     
    
   (D.16) 
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The right most derivative can be calculated using the VT  ensemble. Hence the thermodynamic 
and statistical mechanical link is provided by the interchangeability relation
10
, F FN N , 
which proves Equation 6.29. Similar lines of reasoning allow for a proof of Equation 6.30.  
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